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The purpose of this study was to understand one case of undergraduate inquiry-based 
science instruction through the words and actions of college science faculty. The case details the 
progression of curriculum development and implementation of Frontiers of Science. The specific 
aim of this study was to examine how a team of multi-disciplinary college science faculty 
created an inquiry-based course, centralized around scientific Habits of Mind, for undergraduate 
non-science majors. The participants for this study included four faculty instructors. I found the 
instructors’ course goals—(a) teaching students how scientists do science, and (b) using multi-
disciplinary content  to develop students’ content knowledge of the big ideas in science—were 
consistent with my field observations and the students’ evaluations of their experience in the 
course. This study also documents novel Communities of Practice (CoP) within the science 
faculty and Science Teaching Fellows (STFs).  Cognitive Apprenticeship occurred between the 
faculty to the more novice STFs and helped to increase pedagogical skills as well as refine 
formal and informal assessments.  This study is the one of first to document college science 
instructors centering their instruction around the scientific Habits of Mind to teach 
multidisciplinary science content in both large lecture format (500+ students) and smaller 
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Rationale 
Science for all, or science for only those who need it? Science is critical to the lives of all 
Americans by preparing them to be informed citizens in a democracy, to understand topics 
related to global health crises, and to be knowledgeable consumers of both information and 
goods. In order to compete and lead in the global economy, American students must be able to 
pursue expanding employment opportunities in science-related fields, and all students must have 
a solid K–12 science education that prepares them for college and scientific careers. States have 
previously used the National Science Education Standards from the National Research Council 
(NRC, 1996) and Benchmarks for Science Literacy from the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science (AAAS, 1993) to guide the development of their current K-12 state 
science standards. While these two documents have proven to be both high quality and durable, 
they are 20+ years old, written for K-12 educators, and they do not include significant major 
scientific and science education advances that have since taken place in the world of science 
research and in our understanding of how students learn science best.  
From those documents came the development of the Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS, 2013), developed by scientific and educational research communities to identify core 
ideas in science and articulate them across age levels. First, the NRC began constructing a 
Framework for K-12 Science Education—to ensure the scientific validity and accuracy of the 
NGSS. Next, a committee of 18 experts in science, engineering, cognitive science, teaching and 
learning, curriculum, assessment, and education policy was responsible for writing the 
Framework, which describes a vision of what it means to be proficient in science and explains 
the interrelationships among scientific and engineering practices, cross-disciplinary concepts, 




leaders, higher education, K-12 teachers, and the science and business community to create state 
science standards that align with the Framework. It should be noted that some states chose to not 
adopt these standards at all.  The NGSS writing process began in the summer of 2011, and the 
final version of the NGSS was released in April 2013 by the NRC.  
NGSS was based on a qualitative and quantitative research study of other countries 
whose students performed well on the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 
or the Trends in International Math and Science Study (TIMSS): Ontario (Canada), Chinese 
(Taipei), England, Finland, Hong Kong, Hungary, Ireland, Japan, Singapore, and South Korea. 
The major finding of this study was that for Grades 1-10 the use of general science should 
proceed discipline-specific courses and that physical sciences received the most dedicated time 
in the curriculum compared to Biology and Earth Sciences. The in-depth review also revealed 
crosscutting concepts, such as the nature of science and engineering, and the interactions of 
science, technology, and society; environmental sustainability also received significant attention 
internationally (TIMMS, 2020).  
The PISA is a worldwide study by the Organization for Economic Co-operation and 
Development (OECD) in member and non-member nations, intended to evaluate educational 
systems by measuring 15-year-old school students’ scholastic performance on mathematics, 
science, and reading. It was first performed in 2000 and then repeated every 3 years. Its aim is to 
provide comparable data, with a view to enabling countries to improve their education policies 
and outcomes. It measures problem solving and cognition in high school students. The results of 
the last PISA study from 2018 showed no significant gains in science in the United States since 
the last test and the United States was ranked 38th worldwide (Katsberg et al. 2016) (National 




The TIMSS, which dates back to 1995, tests 4th and 8th graders every 4 years on how 
well they have learned mathematics and science curricula. Contrary to PISA results, the United 
States has consistently performed better on TIMSS. Fourth grade scores have largely stayed 
above the international mean, with math results improving significantly over time and science 
scores remaining steady. Eighth grade TIMSS scores have shown statistically significant gains in 
both math and science over the test’s history, but comparisons showed that the United States is 
behind in the fields of Physics, Chemistry, and Mathematics, compared to other developed 
nations. The United States was among the top 23 education systems (12 education systems had 
higher averages and 10 were not measurably different) and scored higher, on average, than 33 
education systems (Provasnik et al., 2012). Disappointingly, assessment in the United States has 
shown that students in 12th grade scored in mathematics and science below the proficient level 
in 2009 for every racial/ethnic group (Nord et al., 2011). Many other ominously titled national 
reports like Rising Above the Gathering Storm, A Nation at Risk, and Keeping America 
Competitive, as well as international assessment reports like France’s For a School of Trust or 
the EU’s Science Education for Responsible Citizenship, have continuously underscored the need 
for improvements in the way science is taught and learned globally.  
NGSS established expectations for what K-12 students should know and be able to do. 
These standards give educators the flexibility to design classroom learning experiences that 
stimulate students’ interests in science and prepare them for college, careers, and citizenship. 
However, many college science instructors may not be familiar with the NGSS, so for the sake of 
the potential audience for this case study, I briefly describe the standards and each of the three 





Science & Engineering Practices describe behaviors in which scientists engage as they 
investigate and build models and theories about the natural world and the key set of engineering 
practices that engineers use as they design and build models and systems. The NRC used the 
term practices instead of a term like skills to emphasize that engaging in scientific investigation 
requires not only skill but also knowledge that is specific to each practice. Part of the NRC’s 
intent is to better explain and extend what is meant by “inquiry” in science and the range of 
cognitive, social, and physical practices that it requires. Although engineering design is similar to 
scientific inquiry, there are significant differences. For example, scientific inquiry involves the 
formulation of a question that can be answered through investigation, while engineering design 
involves the formulation of a problem that can be solved through design. Strengthening the 
engineering aspects of the NGSS will clarify for students the relevance of science, technology, 
engineering, and mathematics (the four STEM fields) to everyday life.  
I would argue that many college science and engineering professors, if asked, would refer 
to skills over practice as a preferred term for what they can technically accomplish in the 
laboratory setting and scientific inquiry over engineering design, as they focus research on 
research questions and build experiments around the question. Perhaps with time, the ideas in 
NGSS will filter up to the college level so that scientists might begin to consider adoption of 
these terms for what they do every day in the lab. The case study research for this dissertation 
was initiated prior to the publication of NGSS, so the terms scientific inquiry and literacy are 
predominantly used in the results chapters and appendices.  
Disciplinary Core Ideas are essential to the four domains of NGSS: the physical sciences; 




science. To be considered core, the ideas should meet at least two of the following criteria and 
ideally all four:  
• have broad importance across multiple sciences or engineering disciplines or be a key 
organizing concept of a single discipline; 
• provide a key tool for understanding or investigating more complex ideas and solving 
problems; 
• relate to the interests and life experiences of students or be connected to societal or 
personal concerns that require scientific or technological knowledge; and 
• be teachable and learnable over multiple grades at increasing levels of depth and 
sophistication. 
For college science professors, depending on their domain, the core ideas are often found 
in domain-specific textbooks, with chapters arranged from concrete to more abstract. As one 
progresses along a given domain either as a professor or as a student, the core ideas are built on 
basic foundational ideas and revised as paradigms are overturned by new knowledge to support 
it. It takes time for an idea to become core to a domain, and textbooks are often lagging many 
years behind current research. This makes teaching about one’s domain research more 
challenging for college professors as there is a gap in what was prior knowledge or core ideas in 
a textbook to what is known in peer-reviewed literature. College students attending domain-
specific classes at an undergraduate level often lack depth of core ideas in the United States as 
our secondary education hierarchy is generally a layer-cake approach, without multiple years of 
instruction for a given domain and little overlap of core content when one changes domains.  
Crosscutting Concepts refers to topics that apply to all the sciences. Interdisciplinarity 




quantity; systems and system models; energy and matter; structure and function; and stability 
and change. The NGSS Framework emphasizes that these concepts need to be made explicit for 
students because they provide an organizational schema for interrelating knowledge from various 
science fields into a coherent and scientifically based view of the world. Crosscutting Concepts 
are the foundation for continuing exposure to Nature of Science (NOS) Learning Outcomes 
(LOs) that increase in number and complexity as a student progresses from K-12. It is suggested 
in the literature to use as many NOS LOs as possible in curriculum, and NOS must be taught 
explicitly if students are to understand and retain that knowledge (Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 
2002; Schwartz et al., 2004). Research in K-12 for learning about NOS requires more than 
hands-on investigations or activities. NOS is not just the investigative process. NGSS pointed out 
the important distinction between the practices of science (doing investigations) and the intrinsic 
values, assumptions, limits, and realm of science. It is largely when these latter elements are not 
studied in science classes that most of the confusion and misunderstandings about science 
persist. For that reason, considerable attention should be focused on those elements when 
teaching NOS in college science classrooms. 
While there is a substantial body of research for implementation of NGSS K-12, far less 
attention has been focused on STEM instruction at the college level. If college instructors of 
science and math do not have prior educational or pedagogical training and little to no 
knowledge of NGSS, and if they for the most part do not use inquiry-based teaching methods in 
lectures, then how do we expect future K-12 teachers—or any citizen for that matter—to become 
scientifically literate? There is a significant disconnect between how we teach science in K-12 




According to NSES, scientific literacy is defined as “the knowledge and understanding of 
scientific concepts and processes required for personal decision-making, participation in civic 
and cultural affairs, and economic productivity” (NRC, 1996, p. 22). This is a reasonable literacy 
goal to expect of students, especially those who graduate from college. In reality, very few 
students who attend college choose science or engineering as a declared major (Tobias, 1992) 
and do not have requirements to continue basic science courses in their undergraduate courses. 
This creates a gap where undergraduates who chose to not major in science or engineering stop 
learning new or diverse science topics and ultimately creates a scientifically stunted literacy. The 
last 2 years of COVID pandemic has shown us the consequences of having a scientifically under-
or ill-literate population. Work from the Higher Education Research Institute (HERI) at 
University of California Los Angeles (UCLA) showed there has been a significant decline (from 
nearly 12% to under 6%) in the percentage of freshmen choosing to enter and remain in math 
and science majors (Astin et al., 1993; Seymour, 2002). According to the NCES, of the 2.0 
million bachelor’s degrees conferred in 2018–19, some 58 percent were concentrated in six fields 
of study: business (390,600 degrees); health professions and related programs (251,400 degrees); 
social sciences and history (160,600 degrees); engineering (126,700 degrees); biological and 
biomedical sciences (121,200 degrees); and psychology (116,500 degrees) (NCES, 2021). This 
means that the majority of students in college only spend a small fraction of their time in science 
classes, usually as non-majors. Thus, the problem is: How do science educators create a 
scientifically literate population in the United States when most students do not get exposure to 
important and complex scientific concepts—such as global warming, energy sources, or stem 
cells—in major scientific disciplines? You might argue that even though NSES defined scientific 




2021) and therefore, it becomes responsibility of colleges to pick up the slack. One can argue 
that since very few students major in science or engineering, there needs to be a way to provide 
baseline scientific literacy for non-majors. The answer, if there is one, lies in a genuine and 
substantial reform of the current college science courses, especially for, but not limited to, those 
who are non-majors.  
1.1 Defining the Problem 
To address the issue of increasing scientific literacy in college student populations  
as well as potentially increasing recruitment and retention in the science majors, some U.S. 
undergraduate institutions are implementing multidisciplinary introductory science courses that 
advocate the interdisciplinary nature of all natural sciences and actively involve the students, 
through discussion and reflection, in the discovery process as a way of learning the nature of 
Science (NOS)  (Borgwald & Schreiner, 1994; Lederman, 1992; McComas et al., 1998; 
Meichtry, 1993) and scientific literacy (McCance et al. 2020; Tsunekage et al., 2020; Gao and 
Lloyd.2020).  Since the publication of the National Science Education Standards (NSES, 1996), 
the idea of incorporating inquiry into science reform efforts has taken center stage at the K-12 
level and was slowly making its way into college science education reform. The results of the 
2012 PISA scores showed the United States was ranked 27th in science. This was a primary 
driver to create the NGSS to reform K-12 in the science content standards. With NGSS, teachers 
should be able to make science more approachable, more practical, and definitely more hands-
on. The aim is to use inquiry-based teaching to encourage students to think like scientists. This 
means a shift in the role of the teachers as well—from a sage on the stage to a guiding presence. 
The NGSS have set expectations for what students should know and be able to do and are based 




to improve science education for all students. The three-dimensional learning forms the basis of 
NGSS, with each standard encompassing the following: Science and Engineering Practices 
(SEP), Crosscutting Concepts (CC), and Disciplinary Core Ideas (DCI). Three-dimensional 
instruction is the notion that students should develop proficiency in science content knowledge, 
along with aptitude in the practices used by real scientists and engineers, and a broader 
understanding of the concepts that span multiple scientific domains.  
To implement the NGSS 3-D Learning Framework at the university level, one has to 
define what inquiry is to college science professors. Scientific inquiry has had multiple 
definitions over time that generally reflect the idea that students should not only be able to “do” 
science but also understand the fundamental processes scientists use to develop knowledge. 
Inquiry can be viewed as a teaching approach to teach students by using a reasonable facsimile 
of the process a scientist follows. The rationale is that they will learn science better if it is 
presented in a more authentic context (Flick & Lederman, 2006). Interviews with college science 
professors on their views of inquiry have led science education faculty to propose that inquiry be 
seen as a continuum that accepts the two dimensions of inquiry—(a) the degree of inquiry and 
(b) the level of student directedness—and provides for a range of inquiry-based classrooms. 
They also noted that college faculty perceive significant obstacles to the incorporation of inquiry 
into laboratories, as Brown et al. (2006) stated, in part due to instructors’ conceptions of inquiry 
and its constraints that it was too unstructured, too time-consuming to implement in moderate to 
large (20-200 student) classrooms, and better suited to upper-level domain teaching (Brown, 
2006). 
Some studies have documented the increased use of inquiry in secondary classrooms and 




search to only undergraduate college science faculty’s use of inquiry in undergraduate science 
classrooms or lab-based courses. The body of literature is relatively small for this postsecondary 
demographic, and the majority of case studies were focused on lab-based domain-specific 
implementation of inquiry practices. An example of this type of interventional inquiry via 
professional development (PD) used inquiry as a conceptual framework to examine science 
faculty members’ beliefs about inquiry and investigated the changes in their belief systems as 
they designed and implemented an inquiry-based approach in their laboratory courses. The PD 
program was called “Connecting Undergraduates to the Enterprise of Science” (CUES), which 
targeted early-careers science faculty (Witzig et al., 2010). The program was designed to address 
faculty members’ limited views of inquiry and introduce an achievable vision of inquiry through 
the use of a specific inquiry approach, the mini-journal format. Before the CUES summer 
institute, the participants described their beliefs about classroom inquiry as being student-
directed and full inquiry, yet they struggled to implement inquiry in this way, similar to the 
results reported by Brown et al. (2006). The CUES professional development (PD) staff were 
aware of college scientists’ beliefs of inquiry as student-directed full inquiry, and they introduced 
the inquiry continuum from Brown et al. (2006) as a tool as part of the 3-day training. Combined 
with mini-journal training, three of the four participants implemented use of mini-journals to 
replace traditional lab-based courses because they viewed this as a manageable strategy to move 
their teaching towards full inquiry. They also perceived that student feedback was a learning 
opportunity, even if it contained negative comments. Their recommendation for peer support 
group for debriefing lessons was interesting and can be found in this case study.  
It is clear that science topics like vaccinations and climate change create controversy in 




lacking in science literacy to understand the science facts that could guide our country to 
solutions out of viral pandemics and abrupt climate disasters. Shanon and Baram-Tsabari (2020) 
wrote a position paper that breaks down the four most critical aspects of scientific literacy that 
would help remedy this lack of scientific literacy; (a) Understanding of scientific practices; (b) 
Identifying and judging appropriate scientific expertise, (c) Epistemic knowledge, and (d) 
Dispositions and habits of mind, for example, inquisitiveness and open-mindedness. They also 
propose two opposing reasons to explain the reason mis-information abounds at present that 
individuals uncritically accept most information, even if it is false, and on the other hand, that 
they reject information that contradicts their worldview, even if it is true. They offer a solution of 
open mindedness to increase science literacy and propose some implications for science practice 
at the K-12 and post-secondary level. 
Another approach by Newell and Luckie (2019) focused on increasing science literacy by 
implementing interdisciplinary courses through the use of Habits of Mind using active learning 
and reflective thinking. This study took a large survey approach to evaluate interdisciplinary 
habits of mind and pedagogies drawn from different disciplines. Their findings were 3-fold (1) 
course organization and structure have an important albeit indirect effect on pedagogy; (2) 
traditional pedagogies have an important role to play in teaching interdisciplinary courses; and 
(3) active learning is especially important in interdisciplinary pedagogy, not just a supplement. 
Implementing this approach in an interdisciplinary setting requires all three for success. There is 
a hint from these recent studies that more publications and research is required for increasing 





To address this gap in the implementation of the NGSS 3-D Framework, Habits of Mind 
as well as to understand the beliefs of science inquiry in college science faculty involved in 
innovative undergraduate curriculum development, more published studies are needed to reach 
college scientists who could be open to reform. This dissertation research project provided such 
an example. 
1.2 Purpose of Study 
Traditional approaches to college science teaching will become even less effective  
in the near future as the incoming student population from high schools will be coming from 
classrooms that implement NGSS and the 3-D Learning paradigm. There is a broad body of 
literature pertaining to integrated, standards-based science curriculum reform for Grades K-12 
(see reports like the National Academies Press [NAP] report Science and Engineering for 
Grades 6-12: Investigation and Design at the Center, or the review of the NRC’s Framework for 
K-12 Science Education [Gross, 2011] for comprehensive reviews).  
Studies and government reports, such as PISA and TIMMS, are quantitative studies that 
focus on American standing in science and mathematics proficiency (McComas, 2014; Mullis 
et.al., 2003). These studies tell us that U.S. students as a whole who are entering the post-
secondary classrooms are not very scientifically literate.  Undergraduate science teaching faculty 
encounter students often with science literacy and basic mathematics deficiencies so introductory 
or non-major’s science courses must remediate, then attempt to dive into new science content, a 
real challenge for curriculum development. The qualitative case study used in this current 
research aimed to provide a rich description of the faculty population in order to better 
understand the process of curriculum development as a sum of many non-quantifiable yet highly 




The purpose of this case study was to understand inquiry-based instruction through the 
words and actions of college science faculty or instructors. The case details the process of 
curriculum development from a pilot course to the first several years of novel interdisciplinary 
undergraduate science curriculum, Frontiers of Science (FOS), developed for the first-year 
student population of a private university located in New York City. The specific aim of this 
study was to examine how a team of interdisciplinary college instructors created an inquiry-
based course, centralized around scientific Habits of Mind, for undergraduate non-science 
majors. This study is the first example of teams of college science instructors at the institution 
centering their instruction around the scientific Habits of Mind to teach multidisciplinary science 
content in both large lecture format (500+ students) and smaller seminars (20 students) using 
inquiry-based activities. 
My primary interest was to learn about ways to improve the state of undergraduate 
science courses. Not much has been published pertaining to introductory undergraduate science 
courses in American undergraduate universities (Stockstod, 2001; Tobias, 1992). There is a need 
for stories that focus on college science course implementation. My research sought to rectify 
this deficiency by providing an in-depth case study of the complex processes of curriculum 
development and implementation of the FOS course. FOS was created by science research 
faculty for all freshmen enrolled in the College’s Core College of Undergraduate Studies. 
According to the course website, FOS “both introduces students to exciting ideas at the forefront 
of scientific research and develops the Habits of Mind characteristic of a scientific approach to 
the world.”  
The scientific Habits of Mind taught in FOS include a range of quantitative reasoning 




design, sense of scale, calculating with units, back-of-the-envelope calculations, feedback loops, 
and graph reading. All of these specific skills work in concert to help bolster the students’ ability 
to understand how scientists approach asking and answering questions about the world, as well 
as how to apply such knowledge and skills in their own lives as individuals, citizens, and 
professionals. 
This course was chosen as my case study because it was created in response to a need  
for the incorporation of a common intellectual and “authentic” experience in the sciences for 
undergraduates. It was the first change in the University’s Core Curriculum in more than 80 
years and required substantial rearrangement of the entire core curriculum architecture. Thus, the 
implementation involved not only the teaching and training of the various faculty who would 
teach the course, but also the participation and approval of multiple administrative departments, 
the incumbent Provost, and the Dean of Arts and Sciences, as well as substantial funding by 
private donors and the college to make this course a reality. The research reported here explored 
the implementation of this course from the perspective of the involved faculty and examined the 
lived experiences of the faculty in their journey of discovery through teaching and self-learning. 
The study was conducted through individual interviews with the participating faculty, field 
observations of the lectures and faculty planning meetings, as well as course materials developed 
for the course.  
1.3 Research Questions 
Research Question 1: How do college science faculty design and implement inquiry-
based instruction in an introductory-level, multi-domain course for undergraduates? 
a. How do science faculty’s written and verbal definitions of science impact curriculum 




b.  How does prior teaching experience of undergraduate’s impact FOS curriculum 
development and course artifacts? 
c. What is the impact to the curriculum of centering FOS around Habits of Mind in 
curriculum development and implementation? 
Research Question 2: How does centering an introductory course around Habits of Mind 
impact science faculty Professional Development?   
a. What happens when college science faculty have consistent Professional Development 
opportunities?  
1.4 Overview of the Organization of the Thesis 
This dissertation is organized into five chapters with accompanying Appendices. Chapter 
I provided the introduction, rationale, and purpose for the study as well as presentation of the 
research questions. Chapter II provides in-depth descriptions of the literature review related to 
college science education reform and the theoretical frameworks guiding the study. In Chapter 
III, I present the rationale for using case study methodology, the site description, participant 
biographical information, and data acquisition as well as data analysis techniques and coding 
strategies. Chapter IV presents the major findings of the study as they relate to my stated 
research questions. Finally, in Chapter V, a discussion of the findings is organized by the 
conceptual frameworks and emergent themes. This chapter concludes with a brief discussion of 
the significance and implications of the study to the fields of science education faculty and 





Chapter 2: The Literature Review 
To facilitate changes in college science curriculum, Caprio et al. (1997) suggested that 
motivated creative faculty need to share ideas for reform to “help create and support a climate 
within which reform is locally supported and encouraged” (p. 322). Tobias (1992) also argued 
that nowhere is reform the product of a quick-fix, and that local initiative and control are keys to 
solving this issue. Her conclusions on the identification of what works in college science reform 
stated, first, there needs to be some new thinking about science education reform in general and, 
second, we need to be able to find new ways to nurture departments and faculty who are 
committed to lasting change (Tobias, 1992 May-June). College science instruction should be 
more inquiry-based but is difficult to implement, especially for introductory-level courses 
(Lesser et.al., 2021; McCance et al., 2020; Tsunekage et al., 2020; Gao and Llyod, 2020). 
2.1 Inquiry Science Teaching 
What is inquiry? What does it look like in an academic research lab? What does it look 
like in a commercial science setting? What does it look like in K-12 classrooms or in college 
science classrooms? How do definitions in science education literature and government reports 
describe inquiry? The definitions of inquiry are often contextual to a given target age group like 
K-12 versus undergraduate versus postgraduate level. As a science researcher myself, I found the 
literature review for science inquiry to be overwhelming when considered over many decades of 
research on the topic. Perhaps this is yet another reason that college science instructors avoid 
using inquiry in classrooms; it is hard to decide which definition is correct or fits with one’s 
personal experience.  
The literature review for definitions of inquiry has centered around the well-established 




Council [NRC], 1996) that describe inquiry as both a teaching approach and a learning goal, and 
that inquiry learning goals include abilities to do inquiry and understandings about inquiry. The 
NRC views of classroom inquiry are grounded in understandings of how science is practiced in 
academic research labs (Anderson et al., 2002).  The NRC standards defined scientific inquiry as 
follows: “Scientific inquiry refers to the diverse ways in which scientists study the natural world 
and. propose explanations based on the evidence derived from their work.” A more specific 
definition from the NRC for inquiry. 
     Inquiry refers to diverse ways in which scientists study the natural world, propose 
ideas, and explain and justify assertions based upon evidence derived from scientific 
work. It also refers to more authentic ways in which learners can investigate the natural 
world, propose ideas, and explain and justify assertions based up evidence and, in the 
process, sense the spirit of science. (Hofstein & Lunetta, 2003, p. 30, emphasis in 
original) 
 
For this case study, the latter part of the definition of science inquiry is what I accepted at the 
start of field work and used for comparison of what college science faculty practice as inquiry in 
college classrooms.  For the most part, classroom inquiry that is based on the Hofstein and 
Lunetta definition above is successful but clearly shows the lack of agreement about what 
constitutes an inquiry-based approach in the classroom when compared to the definitions in the 
NRC report. This is in part due to that study taking place in precollege classrooms when looking 
at the outcomes of various combinations of inquiry-based teaching. Since so many different 
meanings or definitions of inquiry exist in the literature, it is difficult to compare past studies 
even with similar target populations. This also indicates the difficulty of finding a direct 
correlation of improved outcomes with a specific definition of inquiry.  
Some studies have looked at the issues that precollege or K12 science teachers face in 
implementing inquiry (Adams & Krockover, 1997; Loughran, 1994; Roehrig & Luft, 2004; 




12 classrooms included logistical constraints, lack of administrative support, teacher knowledge 
of how research is done in academic lab settings, and teacher perceptions of students’ ability to 
perform inquiry as a self- or semi-self-guided technique. Precollege science teachers are often 
not particularly engaged in academic science research, but for the purpose of this study, it is 
interesting to note that similar barriers exist when implementing inquiry-based instruction in 
college classrooms. Inquiry teaching in college introductory classrooms have included many 
variations of inquiry-based instruction including problem-based learning (PBL), lecture prior to 
problem solving, and case-based learning (CBL). Each of these approaches involve different 
levels of student or instructor centeredness. There have been studies that attempt to answer 
which of these models support increasing scientific literacy and student achievement to mixed 
results (Tawfik et al., 2020).  The majority of inquiry-based teaching in college science 
classrooms is centered on novel lab-based courses and is briefly surveyed in the next sections.  
2.2 College Faculty Beliefs About Science Teaching. 
 
There is a small group of studies on college science teaching where we find efforts to 
implement inquiry in college science classrooms (Crandall, 1997; Glasson & McKenzie, 1997; 
Harker, 1999; Stukus & Lennox, 1995; Sunal et al., 2004; Tichenor, 1996/1997; Tolman, 2001; 
Weld et al., 1999), as well as examples of how to use inquiry-based instruction in nonlaboratory 
settings (Ingram et al., 2004; Reeve et al., 2004; Lesser et.al., 2021; McCance et al., 2020; 
Tsunekage et al., 2020; Gao and Llyod, 2020). There are examples of case studies of 
interdisciplinary introductory college science course where scientists from physics and ecology 
attempted to develop an inquiry-based course but ended up disagreeing over emphasis of 
centering classroom activities in inquiry versus transmission of content knowledge which 




by Newell and Luckie (2019) focused on increasing science literacy by implementing 
interdisciplinary courses through the use of Habits of Mind using active learning and reflective 
thinking. 
In a single-discipline (physics) multi-instructor college science educational study, the 
participants expressed similar conflict over use of inquiry-based teaching driven from differences 
in instructor understandings, values, and beliefs of classroom inquiry (Volkmann et al., 2005; 
Volkman & Zgagacz, 2004). This study is interesting as the instructors had variation in prior 
teaching experience (a graduate student and a professor) and expectations of student abilities. For 
example, the professor’s view of inquiry included students not only being able to collect data 
independently, but also to develop and defend explanations in their own words—a task difficult 
for most introductory-level science majors who are at the beginning of their science journey and 
are often focused on increasing content knowledge over mastering inquiry-based pedagogical 
methods. The graduate student had fewer overall years of teaching, and her own teaching 
experience in physics in Poland did not use much inquiry; therefore, her personal belief was that 
students learn physics through solitary study from expert texts or expert individuals. Her 
personal teaching philosophy was more focused on transmission models of teaching rather than 
use of inquiry teaching like the faculty instructor.  
Therefore, if success of inquiry-based instruction is influenced, in part, by the 
understandings, values, and beliefs that instructors hold about classroom inquiry, we clearly need 
more studies of college faculty who teach science to undergraduates to better understand their 
conceptions of scientific inquiry. Only a few studies pertain to this gap. One study of 52 science 
faculty from multiple scientific disciplines showed a consensus that concepts of scientific inquiry 




unknown areas of a discipline and also related to one’s ability to both read and comprehend the 
depth of peer-reviewed research in a given area (Harwood et al., 2002). This study can be 
interpreted as saying that college science faculty, regardless of scientific discipline, first, prefer 
high science literacy in their students and their ability to decipher the structure of the spectrum of 
scientific publications; second, they prefer that students be able to understand science inquiry 
(the approach of doing scientific research) from asking good questions. After teaching college 
science introductory courses for the better part of the last thirty years I can assert that this is an 
unrealistic expectation for many introductory science college students as they have limited 
access to authentic science inquiry (if at all as freshmen), and the classroom inquiry they are 
presented with cannot replicate authentic science inquiry as it is physically presented in a non-
laboratory classroom and not a research laboratory. The conclusion of the Harwood study states 
that “scientists across disciplines shared a common understanding of scientific inquiry that is not 
often elucidated to the general public.” I agree with this finding in that after 30 years as a high-
level research scientist what we do as science process in the lab is very difficult to distill in large 
lecture classrooms.   
A subsequent study focused on the question of conceptions of science classroom inquiry 
from college science faculty (Brown et al., 2006). Using a phenomenological approach, they 
interviewed close to 20 college scientists with a roughly equal number of males to females from 
a variety of types of institutions, all of whom taught introductory college science courses. The 
three interview questions were asked in a 1-hour semi-structured interview format: What are the 
views of inquiry held by life science and physical science faculty members at various types of 
institutions of higher education? What do they perceive to be the benefits of and challenges to 




discipline? The results of the study indicated that the majority of scientists interviewed, 
independent of type of institution or discipline, found that while they valued classroom (lab-
based) inquiry, most found it too difficult to implement for non-science majors and that inquiry 
was better reserved for upper-level science majors. The results of other studies conducted 
interviews indicating that logistical constraints such as introductory science courses were too 
large, with too little seat time with students who were not able to perform inquiry in the 
classroom (Sickel et al., 2013). Analysis of the interviews showed that while those factors bear 
some consideration, it was apparent that the majority (but not all) of the scientist participants’ 
meaning of inquiry was the true barrier to implementation of inquiry-based teaching in 
undergraduate college science classrooms.   
     College science faculty in our study held a “full and open inquiry” view (NRC, 2000), 
wherein they thought inquiry-based instruction was totally student driven, with students 
asking questions, designing investigations, and collecting data. This full and open inquiry 
view reinforced perceived problems with inquiry teaching: that inquiry is unstructured, 
time consuming, and difficult to enact with 20 or 200 students. The full and open inquiry 
view was also reflected in their belief that inquiry instruction was more appropriate with 
upper-level science majors than with introductory students or nonmajors. Students who 
have not yet developed science knowledge and skills could not be expected to carry out 
independent research. (p. 798)  
 
The study noted that some scientists they interviewed had at least theoretically more 
expansive views of inquiry in classrooms and, hence, they developed an enticing idea of an 
inquiry continuum (see Figure 1) where faculty could design laboratories and lectures that 
encompass the essential features of inquiry with varying degrees of openness and amounts of 
inquiry. 
     In Figure 1, we have noted different classroom inquiry possibilities that fall in 
different locations on the inquiry continuum.… In a lecture setting, an instructor might 
use partial inquiry by presenting a research study that has already been conducted, but 
asking students to make sense of data from the study. This view of inquiry, the one that 
most of the faculty members in this study held, would be the least structured and perhaps 





Figure 1. The Inquiry Continuum 
 
 
 Figure reprinted from Brown et al. (2006) 
As a product of both public and private undergraduate and graduate science courses, I 
know that the goal of providing inquiry-based learning experiences has not translated to the 
majority of college science instructors who teach undergraduate introductory science courses but 
do use inquiry-based teaching as students matriculate to advanced science courses. A telling case 
study was done with the purpose of understanding inquiry-based instruction through the words 
and actions of both undergraduate students and instructors. Park Rogers and Abell (2008) 
referenced the National Research Council (NRC) report Inquiry and the National Science 
Education Standards: A Guide for Teaching and Learning, published in 2000, that characterized 
inquiry teaching for K-12 as having essential features of classroom inquiry in terms of what the 
learners are asked to do: (a) engaging in scientifically oriented questions; (b) giving priority to 
evidence, thereby allowing them to develop and evaluate explanations that address scientifically 




questions; (d) evaluating their explanations in light of alternative explanation, particularly those 
reflecting scientific understanding; and (e) communicating and justifying their proposed 
explanations. A course is labeled “full inquiry” if it contains all of the above requirements and 
“partial inquiry” if it contains only some of the requirements. This study also noted that 
classrooms can vary along a different continuum of fully teacher-directed (“guided”) inquiry to 
fully student-directed (“open”) inquiry.  
This framework has been elaborated even more in literature to introduce different levels 
of inquiry on inquiry continuum, where fully teacher-directed is a confirmation and structured 
inquiry, while guided inquiry is considered to be student-centered, with open inquiry - highest 
degree of independence. Additional literature that reflects more recent theoretical views of 
inquiry continuum can be found in these studies (Concannon et al. 2020; Wang et.al., 2019; 
Rebull et al., 2018; McConney et.al, 2014). 
In general, scientific investigation includes statement of the problem, posing question, 
development of procedure to test question, and drawing conclusions/generalizations. At 
confirmation inquiry, the teacher provides all these aspects, and students only confirm already 
known to them facts. At structured level teacher provides problem, questions, and procedure, and 
students arrive at conclusion on their own for the unknown to them fact. At guided level teacher 
provides a problem and question, while students develop their own procedure and conclusions. 
Finally, at the open level teacher provides a problem and students develop their own questions, 
procedure and conclusions. 
In the United States, K-12 science education was originally regulated by the National 
Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) and the report Inquiry and the National Science 




Education [NASEM] (2012) and the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS, 2013) to 
increase the literacy of the U.S. population literacy in science, engineering, and technology, to 
increase global competitiveness, and to better prepare the workforce. NGSS curriculum 
development is state-led at the K-12 level and is abundant in science education literature, but 
most undergraduate science courses are not regulated by federal NGSS and, unfortunately, have 
not changed much in the last decade from lecture-based format. This is especially evident for 
introductory and large-enrollment science courses. This begs the question, which is also evident 
from the gap in the literature: Why are universities and science college instructors not 
implementing inquiry-based learning experiences? Science professors naturally use inquiry in 
their research labs, but science education studies have shown that they are unsure of how to 
translate their ideas about inquiry into their teaching practice (Park Rogers & Abell, 2008). 
When college science instructors were interviewed about this barrier to inquiry for introductory 
courses, faculty noted that they believed inquiry was more appropriate for upper-level science 
majors than for introductory or non-science majors. Moreover, although they valued inquiry, 
faculty perceived limitations of time, class size, student motivation, and student ability (Brown et 
al., 2006) as barriers to implementation of inquiry. The authors proposed an “inquiry continuum” 
that considers the degree of inquiry and the level of student-directed involvement.   
2.3 Theoretical Framework 
2.4 Cognitive Apprenticeship 
This study expands what is known about the lived experiences and learning of primary 
research faculty who have taught a novel college science course. Lived experiences are defined 
in this study as experiences in teaching, learning, or course development that have affected the 




when teaching in FOS, it was important to select a theoretical learning framework that best 
described the unique situation of faculty teaching another faculty. Similar to the traditional 
notion of apprenticeship, Cognitive Apprenticeship is a theory of learning developed separately 
by Collins et al. (1991) and by Brown (1996) that can be used to describe the creation of learning 
environments by a community of learners. Also, the theory of Cognitive Apprenticeship  
advocates learning within a proactive and guided environment (Collins et al., 1991). Cognitive 
Apprenticeship is both a technique for teaching and learning new knowledge as well as an 
approach for organizing a learning environment. The Cognitive Apprenticeship theory connects 
the faculty to the social world of the individual or personal interactions. 
In this case study, FOS faculty learners, who in turn guide the discovery and learning of 
their students, learn by doing in an environment where expert faculty on the conceptual and 
factual knowledge of a designated science topic guide other FOS faculty by providing them with 
important context to both why and how the knowledge was generated. This guidance or 
apprenticeship process creates a learning environment where the faculty engagement drives rapid 
acquisition of new content knowledge. This theory allows one to answer a unique (but not well-
studied question) of how college science faculty learn not only the content itself but also the 
context of that content for pedagogical purposes from one another. Ultimately, it transforms to a 
cognitive apprenticeship to learn how to teach new science concepts to both students and faculty 
from other scientific domains in a meaningful way.  
2.5 Cognitive Apprenticeship in the Learning Environment 
2.6 Situated Cognition 
Since the development of the theory of Cognitive Apprenticeship, there has been 




Cognitive Apprenticeship principles. Several of these principles have been developed further, in 
particular, situated learning with the creation of goal-based learning (Collins, 1994; Schank et 
al., 1994), communities of practice (Cleaves & Toplis, 2008; Lave & Wenger, 1991; Thies, 
2005; Wenger, 1998) and communities of learners (Bielaczyc & Collins, 1999; Clark et al., 
2008; Coll & Eames, 2008; Eames & Stewart, 2008; Scardamalia & Breiter, 1994; Thies, 2005) 
and scaffolding of individuals (for a review, see Davis & Miyake, 2004; Quintana et al., 2004; 
Reiser, 2004) or of groups (Kolodner et al., 2003; Puntambekar & Kolodner, 2005).  
According to Collins (2002), there are four principles for designing Cognitive 
Apprenticeship learning environments: content, method, sequencing, and sociology. Embedded 
inside these principles are the different types of knowledge required for expertise, and six 
distinct methods to create an idealized learning environment: modeling, coaching, scaffolding 
and fading, articulation, reflection, and exploration—keys to ordering learning activities and the 
social characteristics of learning environments. I used these principles of cognitive 
apprenticeship as a framework to analyze faculty learning and lived experiences. 
Content. Content refers to the types of knowledge needed for expertise. FOS faculty 
have “domain knowledge” (subject matter, facts, and procedures) for their respective discipline 
as well as “heuristic strategies” (techniques for problem-solving), but they require additional 
learning/mentoring opportunities to upskill in domain content knowledge outside of their area of 
expertise.  
Sequencing. Cognitive Apprenticeship provides several principles to guide the 
sequencing of learning activities. These principles are often reflected in curriculum materials as 
outlines or scaffolds for novice learners to follow. The first is “increasing complexity” and refers 




“Increasing diversity” refers to practicing a new skill in a variety of situations to emphasize 
broad application.  “Global before local skills” refers to the conceptualizing of the whole task 
before one dives into the details (Collins et al., 1991)  
Method. Method refers to the ways to promote development of expertise. There are six 
categories of methods that are critical for developing learning environments. Modeling entails 
providing the faculty learner with an observable template in which the new faculty can delineate 
the steps an expert faculty executes in order to teach some specific content (Collins, 2002). 
Coaching involves monitoring faculty as they perform tasks and providing the learners with 
hints, feedback, and techniques that bring the novice closer to expert performance (Collins, 
2002). Scaffolding is closely related to coaching and is a formalized method by which the expert 
provides support and assistance to the student. As the learner’s skills and abilities improve, the 
level and degree of assistance is gradually diminished over time; this is called fading (Collins, 
2002). Articulation entails getting the learner to express his or her knowledge for solving some 
problem or task. Reflection is closely associated with articulation and involves a combined 
articulation and feedback process. In reflection, the learner compares his or her own problem-
solving processes with either a colleague, an expert, or his or her own internal cognitive model 
(Collins, 2002). Exploration involves forcing the learner to perform independently. This 
definition applies to both students in a classroom or faculty learning form one another. It is the 
natural culmination of the fading support assistance. It involves not only fading in problem 
solving, but also fading in problem setting (Collins, 2002).  
Sociology. Collins (2002) used sociology as the last of the four principles of Cognitive 
Apprenticeship. Scientists learn how to use the tools of their profession by working in an active 




at varying levels of expertise. They are expected to produce the final products of research—
publications. This process of enculturation into the profession of science suggests that several 
characteristics affect the sociology of learning and faculty professional growth. 
2.7 Communities of Practice 
 
In addition to these ideas, Neumann (2009) described learning as a “collective 
experience.” This definition aligns well with the studies of Lave and Wenger (1991) who used 
the theory of Situated Cognition and Legitimate Peripheral Participation to describe the creation 
of learning environments generated by “communities of practice.” A community of practice 
(CoP) is a group of people who share a concern or a passion for something they do and learn 
how to do it better as they interact regularly. This learning that takes place is not necessarily 
intentional. Three components are required in order to be a CoP: (a) the domain, (b) the 
community, and (c) the practice (Lave & Wegner, 1991; Wenger, 1998, 2002).  
The idea of CoPs is finding strong interest in STEM as Kezar’s (Kezar et al., 2017) recent 
study found that educational communities of practice (CoPs) were strongly associated with 
active learning in undergraduate STEM lectures at a large university and faculty who 
participated in CoPs were more likely to employ student-centered practices, such as asking 
questions, following up, and engaging in discussion, and much less likely to use instructor-
centered practices, such as lecturing (Kezar et al., 2017)  
As the participants in these communities of practice become more involved, they are 
presented with a powerful incentive for learning. An extension of Lave and Wegner’s work 
underlies the emergence of the idea of a “community of learners,” whose defining quality is that 
there is a culture of learning in which everyone participates in a collective effort of 




2.8 Cognitive Apprenticeship and Situated Cognition 
 
Cognitive Apprenticeship is a direct extension of situated cognition and legitimate 
peripheral participation in that it embeds learning in authentic activities. Furthermore, it makes 
use of the social and physical context knowledge relevant to the learners’ lives to situate new 
knowledge meaningfully for the learner (Duguid et al., 1989). This work addressed the question 
of separation between the knowing and doing of science by teasing apart the use of “cognitive 
tools” that may mediate the bridge between “knowing and doing.” Conceptual knowledge in 
Cognitive Apprenticeship environments is gained by the comprehension of how to use cognitive 
tools appropriately (i.e., knowledge and applicable skills) by observing their use by a master 
teacher. Continued interaction with teachers, their personal environments, and other learners 
means that situated learning is apt to change and continue as a “lifelong” process. The idea of 
“conceptual knowledge” further suggests that using new tools correctly requires a clear 
comprehension of the community or culture in which they are used.  
2.9 Cognitive Apprenticeship and Communities of Practice 
The “communities of learners” concept is particularly relevant to this case study in that 
faculty participants share a common goal to advance the collective science content knowledge of 
both the student population and the faculty themselves as instructors. The case study focuses on 
faculty learning from one another when having to teach a domain they are less familiar with. In 
addition to content knowledge, faculty must also learn to teach using hands on inquiry methods 
in seminars and field exercises. In this case study there is a dynamic between the junior science 
teaching fellows who were bringing hands on activities for seminars to planning meetings to 
teach senior faculty how to implement in their seminar sections. A defining quality of a learning 




effort of understanding (Brown, 1996).  In this case there are back and forth learning 
environments between the teaching fellows and senior faculty. A learning community must have 
four characteristics (Bielaczyc & Collins, 1999): (a) diversity of expertise among its members; 
(b) a shared objective of continually advancing the collective knowledge and skills; (c) an 
emphasis on learning how to learn; and (d) mechanisms for sharing what is learned. It is not 
necessary for a member to assimilate everything that the community knows, but they should 
know who in their community has relevant expertise to address a given problem.  
2.10 Faculty Professional Learning: The Professoriate 
There is a good deal of literature on the American higher educational faculty and the 
professoriate that includes faculty learning or “faculty growth” as it relates to their professional 
lives (Neumann, 2009). As mentioned above, research on the use of inquiry in undergraduate 
science classrooms is dependent on a faculty member’s personal prior beliefs and values on 
where they begin in the inquiry continuum and, more important, how far they move over time 
with professional development training or participating in communities of practice with peers. 
As my research was centralized on ways of increasing inquiry in the college science classroom, it 
was useful to explore the culture of academic faculty through the lens of the professoriate. For 
example, Neumann’s work suggested that after analysis of faculty experiences from both her 
research and the research of others, she found that faculty stories generate a “narrative of 
constraint” to describe important aspects of faculty work life, roles, and careers (O’Meara et al., 
2007). The interviews showed that faculty’s representations of life on campus revealed how 
personal values differed significantly from perceived institutional values with regard to teaching, 
research, working climate, relationships, and leadership. This was evident in the survey data and 




narratives of growth as they struggled for what made their work meaningful (O'Meara et al., 
2007 & 2017). Discontent seemed to co-exist with efforts to pursue one’s cherished values while 
realizing that institutional priorities may run counter to ideals. While not extended to use of 
inquiry directly, this work suggested that even if a faculty member deeply believes in or wishes 
to implement more authentic inquiry practices in their undergraduate classrooms, outside 
pressures from students and their administration provide a further barrier to implementation of 
the Habits of Mind (NGSS 3-D) framework because it is not similar to traditional lecture-based 
undergraduate course formats. 
As a scientist who has taught for 30 years in college classrooms, I often wonder if what I 
am teaching is reaching my students in a meaningful way, but rarely as an adjunct professor do I 
have a community of peers to consult for help or lecture vetting. The scholarship of teaching and 
learning offers the prospect of learning more about how students learn. It encourages the ongoing 
and systematic investigation into student learning in hopes that effective practices might be 
documented and made publicly available (Hutchings & Shulman, 1999; Kreber & Cranton, 2000; 
McKinney & Cross, 2007). While there are many theories of learning, the work of Neumann 
(2005) defined faculty learning using a sociocultural perspective.  
Learning, as changed cognition, involves the personal and shared construction of 
knowledge; it involves coming to know something familiar in different ways, or to know 
something altogether new, from within one’s self and often with others.... Changed 
cognition, involving coming to know something familiar in different ways, or to know 
something altogether new, from within one’s self and often with others. (p. 66)   
 
In addition, the framing of Neumann’s construct of scholarly learning—a concept that 
highlights the engagement and commitment to developing faculty expertise—as a way to think 
about faculty work is useful for exploring the context in which a science faculty member teaches 




2009). Furthermore, a sociocultural perspective emphasizes that individuals learn in situated 
environments such as interactions with colleagues (Lattuca & Creamer, 2005). It is in this 
association that cognitive apprenticeship is used as a framework to understand faculty learning in 
FOS, because they are learning from their colleagues.  
2.11 John Dewey, Constructivism, and College Curriculum Reform 
2.12 Habits of Mind 
Among the several sources of wisdom used to inform the design of FOS and to provide a 
rationale for faculty and learners to engage in “authentic science experiences” was Dewey’s 
philosophy. As an American philosopher and educator, Dewey especially had views on scientific 
Habits of Mind, which are important. His early work suggested that encouraging students to be 
educated through a process of enculturation would foster student minds that were capable of 
critical thinking and thus lead to a viable democracy (Dewey, 1916). For example, in 1938, 
Dewey published a book entitled Logic: The Theory of Inquiry, in which he coined the phrase 
“scientific Habits of Mind.” He characterized these habits as: (a) Logical thinking; (b) 
Quantitative analysis, (c) Deductive reasoning; (d) Proper questioning; and (e) Reliance on 
sound evidence (Dewey, 1938). All of these “Habits of Mind” are used to generate the core of 
the FOS course.  
Dewey’s conception of Habits of Mind was deeply rooted in a more fundamental position 
in his philosophy, i.e., learning occurs through the experience and active participation of the 
learner. He decried the regimented seating arrangements in schools that denied students an 
opportunity to engage in discovery through group activities that built on their collective 
experiences. This position is congruent with currently emerging ideas of constructivism in 




emphasized the importance of learners’ active role in exploring new sources of information to 
build broader conceptions based on their prior existing ideas.   
This theory of knowledge construction has gained widespread interest in science 
education (e.g., Anderson, 1992; Bodner, 1986) and has been merged to a degree with the earlier 
cognitive theorizing of David Ausubel (e.g., Novak, 1977). While substantial efforts have been 
made to enhance precollege instruction based on constructivist ideas, additional gains in 
educating the next generation to be more scientifically literate and develop more critical 
development of scientific Habits of Mind may well depend on how effectively college 
curriculum reforms (including inquiry) incorporate some of these constructivist perspectives. 
Consequently, this perspective has been incorporated into the general model that I created 
to guide the design of data analysis and interpretation. Moreover, the philosophical framework of 
FOS, based heavily on the ideas of scientific Habits of Mind and the active engagement of the 
learner through discussion and exploration in small group seminars, makes this part of the model 
of the FOS a productive way of contextualizing the curriculum used this current study. 
2.13 Nature of Science 
Nature of Science (NOS) has been a major topic in science education research. With 
increasing emphasis on science literacy, one key aspect is clearly how well students understand 
the philosophy and practices of science in addition to the accumulated knowledge of science. 
While the literature base is extensive, the work of Norman G. Lederman (2007) is pertinent to 
this study. Lederman and his colleagues have conducted extensive studies examining students’ 
and preservice science teachers’ understanding and teaching of NOS (Bell et al., 2000; 
Lederman, 1992; 1999; Schwartz et al., 2004), and research on college science faculty’s views 




This body of work utilized a series of instruments that were eventually refined and published as 
the Views on the Nature of Science (vNOS). Their cumulative research showed that in general, 
K-12 science teachers do not possess adequate understanding of NOS and content knowledge is a 
dependent variable for increasing NOS in this population (Lederman et al., 2002). The results 
from the VNOS analysis of scientists’ ideas about NOS suggested that there is variation in views 
of NOS across disciplines, and /the views are not necessarily related to science content 
(Schwartz & Lederman, 2008).  
In Figure 2, the gap in understanding college inquiry-based science instruction stems in 
part from a separation of Research and Practice. Research in this diagram denotes the evolution 
of definitions of science inquiry (e.g. the inquiry continuum) over time in the field of science 
education research and science education researchers quest to define ‘what is science’ in order to 
translate it into pedagogy for students. The education research on inquiry and defining science 
(or the Nature of Science) culminate in Habits of the Mind. Unfortunately Habits of the Mind is 
lacking as a grounding theme for either K-12 or college science courses. As you move up the 
Research side of the figure you find fewer and fewer examples of Habits as a core of a science 
curriculum. The Research separation is further exacerbated at the science inquiry level in K-12 
classroom versus college classroom instruction and defining what science is (e.g. a process, a 
way of knowing or a world approach) in classrooms and is divided by age (cognitive readiness 
for abstract concepts) and exposure to increasing complexity in content knowledge. The 
centralizing theme for Frontiers aptly called Habits of Mind is a gap in the literature that needs to 
be addressed by case studies. This case study aims to show how Habits of Mind is the gap in 
college science teaching and as will be discussed in the conclusions, Habits is closely aligned to 




we have Practice. Practice in this case study for science teaching in both K-12 and college 
teaching is often presented as a single content domain and is limited by presenting only domain 
Core Ideas, Concepts, and Practices. To implement Habits of Mind (NGSS 3-D Framework) 
holistically in a postsecondary setting, one must present multiple domains of science, their core 
ideas, and their practices to truly generate crosscutting concepts to undergraduate students. There 
are barriers to multidomain teaching at the college level at the administrative and separated 
department levels.  If an undergraduate selects science and majors in a domain/discipline, it takes 
many years of domain-specific courses and apprenticeship by scientific mentors to understand 
inquiry at the full and open portion of the continuum. If faculty only teach in domain specific 
content areas they do not have the opportunity to show how Habits of Mind is a centralizing 
theme that connects many science disciplines.  Frontiers of Science attempts to bridge the gap by 
presenting rigorous but approachable core ideas, practices from multiple domains, and Habits of 
Mind as a short list of Crosscutting Concepts to bring NGSS fully into the postsecondary 













Figure 2. The Gap in Undergraduate Science Teaching 
 
 
The study by O’Meara (2017) explored the relationships between faculty scholarly 
learning, faculty teaching learning, institutional support, faculty demographics, disciplinary 
groups, working conditions, and career outcomes such as retention, productivity, satisfaction, 
and career agency. They found that faculty members who were allowed to participate in 
scholarly learning from other faculty members reported more institutional and unit support and 
increased satisfaction. Similarly, they found that faculty members who reported more learning 
related to teaching reported a decreased intent to leave the institution and increased career 
agency. Their study indicated that processional development and fostering environments that 
support scholarly and teaching learning are better for both students and faculty as learners. This 
study indicates that multidisciplinary science courses are important for moving further on the 




both pedagogy and novel content knowledge. Multidisciplinary science courses that center on 
Habits of Mind grounded curriculum encourages Crosscutting Concepts and Practices to 
centralize science faculty from different domains to create a Community of Practice, where parts 
of the cognitive apprenticeship model help to ready faculty to rapidly teach outside of their 
domain in seminar sessions. Please see Figure 3 for the relationship between the conceptual 
framework and the research questions guiding this study. 















 Faculty who teach in multidisciplinary courses like Frontiers of Science have a top-level 
goal to increase the scientific literacy of the student population of their university (Figure 3). To 
reach this group goal, they must bridge the gaps of what is known in inquiry-based science 






Concepts and Practices of several different content domains to create a new course that is 
flexible enough to rotate domains as faculty are available to teach in the course. This approach 
helps to avoid common reasons for innovative curriculum failure like faculty burn out as noted in 
research on the Professorate and the limited publications on college science faculty professional 
development. Faculty in this course developed a unique Community of Practice combined with 
cognitive apprenticeship to allow rapid generation of inquiry based pedagogical materials and 
leveraged the combined knowledge to create a unique course that has stood the test of time as it 
still exists almost 20 years after its pilot. Twenty years of Frontiers of Science has the possibility 
of greatly impacting a both a student body that needs to be current in scientific discovery as well 
as creating a less siloed scientific teaching faculty who are willing to try innovative pedagogy 




Chapter 3: The Research Process 
This chapter presents a detailed description of the various processes of data collection, 
data management, and data analysis conducted for this study. Through the use of a qualitative 
case study approach, the data collection, management, and analysis were interrelated by the 
qualitative tradition, as is the nature of the research questions. Qualitative research involves an 
interpretive and naturalistic approach: “This means that qualitative researchers study things in 
their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomena in terms of the 
meanings people bring to them” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, p. 3). Reasons to use qualitative 
research included post-positivist viewpoints, such as exploring a phenomenon that has not  
been studied before (and that may be subsequently developed quantitatively); adding rich detail 
and nuance that illustrate or document existing knowledge of a phenomenon generated 
quantitatively; better understanding a topic by studying it simultaneously (triangulation) or 
concurrently with both methods (mixing quantitative and qualitative methods at the same time or 
in cycles, depending on the problem); and advancing a novel perspective of a phenomenon well 
studied quantitatively, but not well understood because of the narrow perspectives used before. 
(Ospina, 2004, p. 9).  Post-positivists view qualitative research as an inductive approach that 
generates theories that would then need to be tested by quantitative methods and models.  
     If you are post-modernist you would use qualitative research  for the following 
possibilities: To try to understand any social phenomenon from the perspective of  
the actors involved, rather than explaining it (unsuccessfully) from the outside; To 
understand complex phenomena that are difficult or impossible to approach or to capture 
quantitatively; To understand any phenomenon in its complexity, or one that has been 
dismissed by mainstream research because of the difficulties to study it, or that has been 
discarded as irrelevant, or that has been studied as if only one point of view about it was 
real. (p. 9)  
Post-positivists view qualitative research as an approach to inquiry as standalone and 




qualitative study was guided by the first few post-modernist reasons in that this was a unique 
case with faculty from multiple science domains teaching together for a large lecture course as 
part of an undergraduate core curriculum; it was first a pilot implementation, followed by 
subsequent years of curriculum revision, and it was described here from the faculty’s own words 
in interviews or field notes. Interdisciplinary inquiry based undergraduate curriculum 
development is a complex phenomenon that requires capturing the context where the reform is 
taking place and the actors’ response to the reform movement. The faculty for this course 
indicated an instructional intention to feature inquiry and Habits of Mind as a centralizing pole of 
the course, making it a unique case. Using case study design was appropriate for the design of 
this study because it allowed me as the researcher to describe the faculty’s experiences as a 
“passionate participant, [and] as [a] facilitator of multi-voice reconstruction” (Lincoln & Guba, 
2002, p. 166).  
3.1 Research Questions and Tradition 
My research strategy followed three stages: (a) clarify the purpose of the study and 
consider the context of my study to help me develop my research questions and possible sub-
questions; (b) decide on what types of information were needed to answer the research questions; 
and (c) select a research tradition that was best suited to answer my research questions. As 
Denzin and Lincoln (2000) described, “A research [tradition] describes a flexible set of 
guidelines that connect theoretical paradigms first to strategies of inquiry and second to methods 
for collecting empirical material” (p. 22). The research questions were based on observations in 
the Fall semester of 2003 during the initial pilot run of the course. My strategy for my research 
involved three initial milestones: first, select a research tradition of case study, which was an 




acceptable data sources and artifacts to acquire that are typically used in case study approach as 
well as develop instructor interview matrices to code for evidence of inquiry-based teaching; and 
third, perform open and axial coding using a grounded theory method (Charmaz, 2014) to 
discover research questions based on data sources. 
The purpose of my research was to understand the role science inquiry played in planning 
a novel multi-domain curriculum for undergraduates and to describe how FOS faculty from 
multiple content domains who decided to center their teaching with a foundation of Habits of 
Mind were able to create a novel Community of Practice (CoP). The two research questions 
focused on the experiences of select faculty and my interpretation of their use of inquiry in 
curriculum development and implementation. A research tradition of case study and grounded 
theory methodology guided me in the design and implementation of this study.  
3.2 Research Questions 
Research Question 1: How do college science faculty design and implement inquiry-
based instruction in an introductory-level, multi-domain course for undergraduates? 
a. How do science faculty’s written and verbal definitions of science impact curriculum 
development and implementation? 
b.  How does prior teaching experience of undergraduate’s impact FOS curriculum 
development and course artifacts? 
c. What is the impact to the curriculum of centering FOS around Habits of Mind in 
curriculum development and implementation? 
Research Question 2: How does centering an introductory course around Habits of Mind 




a. What happens when college science faculty have consistent Professional Development 
opportunities?  
These questions focused on the experiences of the team of faculty and my interpretations of the 
teaching practices. A research tradition of grounded theory and a case study methodology guided 
me in designing and implementing this study.  
3.3 Grounded Theory Tradition 
In the simplest terms, grounded theory involves the systematic collection and analysis of 
data. The theory is “grounded” in actual data, which means the analysis and construction of 
hypotheses and theories happen after one has collected the data. For this Study Grounded theory 
is used for data analysis purposes. Grounded theory was introduced by Glaser and Strauss in 
1967 to legitimize qualitative research. A case study that is based on grounded theory involves 
the application of inductive reasoning. A study typically begins with a question or some amount 
of qualitative data like field notes or interviews. As a researcher reviews the initial qualitative 
data, ideas or concepts emerge and are coded to document the idea/concept in a succinct way. As 
more interviews or observations are accumulated, codes are revised into higher-level concepts 
and eventually into categories. Categories can then become the foundation for a new theory or 
hypothesis. Thus, this methodology contrasts with the traditional hypothetico-deductive mode or 
scientific model of research, where the researcher chooses an existing theoretical framework, 
develops one or more hypotheses derived from that framework, and only then collects data for 
the purpose of assessing the validity of the hypotheses. 
3.4 Case Study Methodology 
The purpose of this single-site case study was to understand inquiry-based instruction 




analysis of an individual unit as a group or community. It emphasizes developmental issues and 
relationships with the environment, while it documents real-life situations and other events 
through data collection involving multiple sources of materials that are rich in context. This 
method of inquiry was chosen to “gain an in-depth understanding of the situation and meaning 
for those involved” (Merriam, 1998, p. 11). Case study is appropriate for the process of 
implementation rather than a final outcome, the context in which this course developed rather 
than a specific variable, and the discovery of novel pedagogical methods rather than the 
confirmation of traditional teaching methodologies. This case study is particularistic in that it 
focuses on a specific program and is a good design for practical problems like science 
curriculum reform and implementation (Merriam, 1998).   
The “uniqueness” of this case study lies not so much in the methods employed but in the 
questions asked and their relationship to the end product (Merriam, 1998). Stake (1981) claimed:  
     Case study is different from other research knowledge in four important ways. Case 
study knowledge matches our own experiences, the experiences are rooted in context, 
readers bring to the case study their own experience and understanding which leads to 
generalizations when new data is added to old (previously published) data and because 
the reader can generalize—they tend to do this with a particular population in mind, thus 
extending the work to other fields. (pp. 35-36) 
 
Creswell (1998) added that case studies often require in-depth analysis of the setting and 
description of the context in which it takes place.  
The case study tradition of inquiry was used to allow me to focus on the implementation 
process of a novel multi-domain inquiry-based course, Frontiers of Science (FOS). The defining 
characteristic of a case study is that the object of study is bounded both in time and place 
(Creswell, 1998; Merriam, 1998), as is the program of FOS which began in 2003 and continues 
to the present. This case of FOS was chosen because it was intrinsically interesting and novel 




3.5 Context of the Study 
Frontiers of Science  
School environment. This case study detailed the process of curriculum development 
from a pilot course to the first several years of a novel multi-disciplinary undergraduate science 
curriculum. The course is called Frontiers of Science (FOS) and was developed for the first-year 
student population of a private Ivy League university located in a large metropolitan area. At the 
time of the study, according to the school’s website, the total undergraduate population was 
6,245 students, of which approximately 1,400 were first-year students with equal numbers of 
male and female students. The overall racial composition of the student population of freshmen 
was approximately 15% African American, 20% Hispanic, 54% White, and 3% Native 
American. The university offers 70 majors within 21 broad fields of study. The most popular 
majors are in economics, political science and government, and social sciences. On average, 
there are very few undergraduate majors in the physical sciences in the college.  
The university has over 4,000 academic staff, with 173 faculty in the natural sciences 
(150 Professors and 23 Associate Professors). The specific aim of this study was to examine how 
a team of multi-disciplinary college instructors, centralized around scientific Habits of Mind, 
collaborated and created an inquiry-based course for undergraduates who were primarily non-
science majors.  
For the past 80 years, there was no formal core curriculum course for science at this 
university. FOS is a one-semester course that integrates modern science into the core curriculum. 
The core curriculum is the cornerstone of this university’s undergraduate curriculum. Central to 
the intellectual mission of the core curriculum is the goal of providing all undergraduate 




significant ideas and achievements in literature, philosophy, history, music, art, and science. The 
goal of the core curriculum is to challenge students to think about the world around them, and the 
ways in which science can help us answer questions about nature and ourselves. The course 
focuses on the commonalities of the scientific approach to inquiry, as exemplified by four 
domains of science found in the NGSS 3-D Framework: Physical Science, Life Science, Earth 
and Space Science, and Engineering. 
FOS logistics. On Mondays throughout the semester, leading scientists present up to 
three lectures in each of four domains. During the rest of the week, senior faculty and Science 
Fellows (PhD research scientists selected for their teaching abilities) lead 90-minute seminars to 
discuss the lecture and associated readings, to undertake in-class activities, and to debate the 
implications of the most recent scientific discoveries. Together with two additional science 
courses in any natural science department, FOS satisfies the science requirement for the college. 
The FOS Curriculum. The curriculum for the lecture portion of the class was developed 
by individual faculty and consisted of PowerPoint slides and turning in a Weekly Individual 
Assignment (WIA) to their seminar leader in the large lecture hall. WIA’s were generated by 
science teaching fellows and typically the science faculty who was providing the lecture and 
consisted of a series of open-ended questions related to the content of the lecture slides as well as 
content related to assigned readings from seminar session. Each seminar leader was allowed to 
choose what readings and activities they used in seminar but most often assigned the reading that 
was related to the WIAs that were generated by the fellows and faculty for a given domain. 
Weekly FOS seminar session curriculum was often 1-2 scaffolded primary literature articles, a 
review article from a popular science source (e.g. Scientific American or New York Times 




discussed in Chapter 4 Findings). In some semesters, there were field exercises with all students 
attending the exercise outside the lecture and seminar sections. The materials for the field 
exercises were generated by a similar combination of science fellows and faculty and typically 
consisted of instructor material packets and student field packets with readings and activity 
instructions for operational use of technology in the field (e.g. bug aspirators, compasses, etc. 
and data sheets to record findings. Assessments consisted of midterm and final exams of 
approximately 10 questions with data driven from the content and concepts that were used in a 
given semester. Every semester, new materials were selected for seminar readings and activities 
as well as assessments. The lecture material was always different each semester even if a repeat 
faculty was participating- they would select materials from another area of their research domain 
or present different questions they were working on either historically or at present in their 
research laboratories.  
Habits of Mind electronic text. Prior to the pilot, a founding instructor developed an 
electronic textbook to help students understand scientific Habits of Mind that include a range of 
quantitative reasoning skills and an understanding of the scientific process: basic statistics and 
probability, experimental design, sense of scale, calculating with units, back-of-the-envelope 
calculations, feedback loops, and graph reading. All of these specific skills work in concert to 
help bolster the students’ ability to understand how scientists approach asking and answering 
questions about the world, as well as how to apply such knowledge and skills in their own lives 
as individuals, citizens, and professionals. 
FOS sequencing. Typically, the students who take FOS are first-year college students 
who are non-science majors. A small portion of general studies students also participate; they 




Students in the first years of FOS attended a large lecture in the theatre of the campus that could 
hold approximately 600 people at capacity.  
The faculty and the Science Teaching Fellows (STFs), who are PhD research scientists 
selected for their teaching abilities, lead seminars to discuss the lecture and associated readings, 
to teach in-class activities, and to debate the implications of the most recent scientific 
discoveries. Instructors were paired with the science teaching fellows to design and implement 
inquiry-based student seminar materials that supplemented content from their lecture material. 
Typically for the course, on Mondays throughout the semester, leading scientists present 
up to three lectures in each of the four modules. Students have one additional in-person course 
called the student seminar sections, with one instructor for small groups (average seminar size 22 
students); here, they discuss assigned readings from both primary and secondary literature. It is 
important to note that while lectures were based on the area of instructor research expertise and 
lasted at most 3 weeks, the seminar sections were for the duration of a 15-week semester; thus, 
depending on the content of the additional lectures, an instructor might be teaching topics outside 
of his or her domain content area. The faculty met weekly post-lecture for planning sessions to 
discuss upcoming lectures, review reading materials, and vet student materials developed for 
seminar sections. An intensive amount of work for the FOS curriculum and pedagogy 
development occurred outside of these joint meetings, usually in small groups of Science 
Teaching Fellows working with a specific instructor who was developing the lecture content to 
select readings and create inquiry-based activities for the students. During these collaborations, 
instructors who lectured additionally had to spend time to design lecture materials that were both 




The FOS course was developed as a pilot in the spring of 2003 and began as an official 
core course in the Fall of 2004; it is taught each spring and fall to all of the students in the 
undergraduate college program (approximately 1,400 freshman students per year take FOS). 
Total instructional time for students is 3 hours per week. In total, a topical unit of instructional 
time for FOS instructors is 12 hours with lecture attendance, seminar teaching, and faculty 
meetings. This estimate does not include preparation time for lecture slides or student materials 
development. Upon implementation of the FOS pilot, there was a fair amount of pushback from 
the Natural Sciences faculty to discontinue the course, and student evaluations from the pilot 
course were not favorable on the whole. The FOS faculty understood that the curriculum would 
need to be adjusted from the format of the pilot in order to be approved by the university faculty 
committee assigned to evaluation and full adoption.  
Participants 
I selected FOS for my study and the faculty instructors who taught it because of their 
enthusiasm for designing a course for a core curriculum that would showcase the breadth and 
depth of innovative research that happens at the university to an audience who generally does not 
indicate much interest in science as majors. Specifically, I was interested in understanding how 
the lectures given by science faculty in a given domain to describe the stories of their research 
could be viewed by students as both entertaining and educational. Having observed and 
participated in the pilot as a Science Teaching Fellow, I was able to see how students responded 
while listening to stories of research in lectures and how engaged students were with seminar 
materials that related to the FOS instructors’ research when I was there instructor. The Habits of 
Mind text, pilot science faculty recruitment and instructional materials were selected by science 




only the pilot did not impact the curriculum development or implementation and my role the 
remainder of the time in the course was an observer in lectures and faculty planning meetings 
and vetting sessions or as an interviewer.  I did attend every weekly lecture, faculty planning 
meeting and summer vetting session as an observer from 2003 until Spring 2008 for the course. I 
never attended other seminar sections as an observer but learned from listening to both STFs and 
faculty in weekly planning meetings about activity and readings debrief as it was a standing part 
of the weekly meeting agenda.  I felt there was a unique opportunity to explore how some of the 
world’s leading scientists would pair up with the PhD Science Fellows to create a course that had 
never been attempted at their university, show inquiry through stories of their research, and see 
how students responded to the new core curriculum course.   
FOS was taught by over 20 faculty and more than 15 PhD Science Teaching Fellows over 
the years I observed the course from 2003 to 2007. The course is still a part of the core 
curriculum, and many additional faculty and science teaching fellows have participated to date. 
My sampling strategy was to observe the lectures, faculty planning meetings and summer vetting 
sessions to identify study participants. I recorded field notes and indicated faculty comments 
verbatim when possible. I generated an electronic document for meeting minutes for each faculty 
planning session based on hand written field notes. After observing for the first three years and 
documenting meetings, I generated an interview matrix and Pre-Interview Questionnaire that was 
approved by the IRB and interviews were conducted over the course of a year with 9 faculty 
participants and 8 STFs. The data from the interviews was transcribed and initially high level 
coded using GT analysis for all faculty participants. At this point, there were too many faculty 
interviews to complete with deep-level GT coding and not all faculty participants that I 




with my advisors we felt it was best to sub select only faculty who participated in both lecture 
and seminar.  The main participants in the study were four tenured faculty who participated as 
both lecturer and student seminar leader for multiple semesters. I identified them in this study 
with pseudonyms Professor Elephant, Professor Lock, Professor Skull, and Professor Phone. I 
purposely selected these four faculty as they had attended the majority of the planning sessions, 
participated as lecturers and seminar session leaders, so they had full exposure to the curriculum 
design process in making lecture materials, active learning seminar assignments including field 
trips, and formal and informal assessments such as midterm and final exams and graded WIAs. 
These four participants had extensive research projects, a strong collaborative nature, and more 
than 20 years each of prior experience teaching domain-specific courses at both the 
undergraduate and graduate levels. While I interviewed nine faculty in total, these four had the 
most potential to impact the use of inquiry in the course because they taught multiple times over 
the time frame of the case study and analysis of their lectures and seminar materials might show 
evidence of changes in use of inquiry over time.  
After faculty participants completed at least two semesters as a lecturer and seminar 
leader, I invited them to participate in this study. After obtaining IRB approval for my study 
which included an approved interview matrix, I spoke to all FOS faculty at a weekly post-lecture 
FOS planning meeting to introduce the study, and I followed up by email to schedule interviews 
and request that faculty digitally complete a Pre-Interview Questionnaire (PIQ) that requested 
demographic data and personal definitions of science and science literacy. A data reduction 
matrix was used to identify instructors who met the full data source criteria (see Table 1). 
Faculty (highlighted in bold) met the complete data package criteria described above. An X 




Table 1. Data Reduction Matrix 









P. Elephant (Ecology) X X X X X 
P. Lock (Psychology) X X X X X 
P. Phone (Physics) X X X X X 
P. Skull (Climate)  X X X X X 
P. Bird (Neuroscience)   X X X 
P. Galaxy (Astrophysics)    X X X 
P. Rock (Geology) X X  X X 
P. Force (Biology) X X X X  
P. Fish (Earth Science) X X  X X 
P. DNA (Biology) X X X   
P. Glacier (Earth Science)  X X X   
 
A total of four participants met the complete Data Source package criteria. While the 
selected faculty members are from different departments and different science domains, they 
have similar tenure teaching and lecturing experience, extensive active research careers in their 
domain-specific areas, and some prior experience in team teaching at this university. 
Four Leading Faculty 
Professor Lock 
Professor Lock’s area of expertise is behavior, physiology, and anatomy of the human 
visual system; he holds an endowed chair and has multiple professor titles. A member of the 
university faculty since 1969, he has taught undergraduate courses on brain and behavior and 
advanced courses on visual science. Over his career, he has been awarded a number of honors for 




for Outstanding Teaching. He helped develop the FOS course, for which he lectured for the pilot 
in 2003 and the fall of 2004. His lectures were a mix of relaxed discussions of how psychologists 
view the world and entertaining media clips of classic clinical presentations of aphasias and brain 
disorders. His lecture material each time he taught was tweaked but often focused on others’ 
research or historical clinical case studies, indicating that he was reusing lecture materials that he 
would use in major or social science-specific courses. He did present about his own research in 
the field of vision, but it was not centrally featured nor did his seminar materials utilize his own 
research publications. He felt strongly that reading materials for freshmen needed to be heavily 
scaffolded and annotated, and he often looked for related science articles for more public-facing 
sources such as Scientific American or newspaper articles instead of primary scientific journals. 
He was a very vocal and active participant in faculty planning meetings. There were weekly post 
lecture faculty planning meetings where the lecture was debriefed for content and to prepare for 
upcoming activities and readings for seminar sections as well as summer lecture vetting sessions 
where faculty listened to practice lectures and provided feedback for jargon, concept clarity and 
explicit use of Habits of Mind. Professor Lock’s demeanor in faculty planning meetings 
oscillated between serious/determined, playful/antagonistic, sometimes argumentative, and often 
joyful when listening to other faculty members present their lectures in vetting sessions. Of the 
four participants, he might have had the most prior experience with freshmen as students from 
this university prefer to take introductory psychology courses to fulfill their science requirement 
over physical science domains. Professor Lock had a well-developed relationship with several 
founding FOS faculty as well as strong institutional knowledge of how to navigate 
administration for funding the pilot and beyond, establish teaching credit for tenured faculty, and 




the FOS program (and the university), thus alleviating some of the pressure to recruit tenure-
track faculty for teaching the student seminar sections. This decision to use STFs was critical for 
the development of student seminars because STFs were assigned to lecture faculty to assist in 
selection of artifacts like reading materials, large group field trips, and hands-on activities. The 
pairing of STFs by domain to faculty also developed an increased Community of Practice. 
Professor Lock was often frustrated with the difficult navigation of Courseworks, the software 
that the university used to share documents, which had a very linear architecture. As curricula 
accumulated over the years post-pilot, the software became clunky for searching teaching 
materials. His elegant solution was to create a curriculum organizer for himself that was quickly 
adopted by all FOS faculty and STFs and dubbed “the Hood Matrix” [see Appendix 3 for an 
example]. There is a full description of the structure and application of the Hood Matrix in 
Chapter IV as a critical artifact of the course that is still in use today.  
Professor Elephant 
The second faculty participant was assigned the pseudonym Professor Elephant. With 
areas of expertise in ecology, evolution, and biodiversity, he was a Professor of Conservation 
Biology (he was a faculty member from 1982 to 2019). Throughout his career, he was passionate 
about and dedicated to education, teaching, and understanding solutions to world conservation 
issues. He contributed not only to undergraduate, graduate, and executive education programs 
throughout the university, but also to K-12 environmental education in the United States and 
internationally. He helped develop the FOS program, where he had a close relationship with 
Professor Lock and served on the Executive Committee for FOS as its Chair since 2011. 
Professor Elephant developed a series of lectures for the pilot in fall 2003 and lectured two 




to faculty and STFs as well as students. Because his research in ecology and conservation took 
him across the globe for projects, he emphasized the global climate crisis often in his lectures 
and had a large repository of rich, engaging photos as well as professionally designed graphics 
from talks he would give to the public. Professor Elephant used lecture materials which he 
changed each time, with a consistent 50/50 blend of his own research and current research from 
others in his domain of earth science that he wished to highlight to the students. Unlike Professor 
Lock, Professor Elephant was a strong advocate for using primary literature in reading 
assignments and selected ambitious swaths of nonfiction books that described evolution and the 
global climate crisis. He was a natural orator and very comfortable using stories of his time in the 
field to engage the audience. Professor Elephant was an explicit user of Habits of Mind in both 
his lectures and seminar activities. He was the first FOS faculty to commit to developing an 
urban ecology field trip, in combination with the university’s Center for Teaching and Learning 
to use preprogramed palm pilots to help students perform insect inventories of local city parks. 
The major artifact from this was the student and instructor field guide that is discussed in 
Chapter IV as an example of active inquiry and explicit demonstration of topics from Habits of 
Mind for students.  
Professor Phone 
My third faculty participant I call Professor Phone. He joined the university in the 
beginning of 1998 after having worked for 20 years in the research area of Bell Labs. His area of 
expertise is in condensed matter physics, with an emphasis on semiconductors.  He lectured in 
2003 in a public lecture called the Theatre of Ideas and the fall 2003 pilot as well as in fall 2004 
and spring 2006 and led seminar sections in all three semesters that he taught. His domain of 




substructures—not exactly topics college freshmen are used to learning in their first semester at 
university. His years in the private sector have given him ample opportunities for public 
speaking, where he became used to dissecting difficult or abstract topics. An example he 
commonly used was a simple demonstration of shining a laser pointer on the back side of a 
compact disc to explain light as both a wave and a particle. The reflection pattern is a concrete 
way to introduce a discussion of the quantum realm. In some ways, his research on 
semiconductors had the most impact on students’ everyday lives in that it allowed them to 
continually miniaturize their electronics. He always looked serious in faculty planning meetings, 
but it was because he was singularly focused on faculty vetting presentations. He was a deeply 
curious scientist and asked many questions at the end of each vetting session. His questions post-
lecture vetting often helped remove jargon from slides and make science stories tighter and more 
focused—all beneficial to the freshman student audience in the long run. He also enjoyed 
leveraging his contacts in industry to allow a live demonstration by a student via remote to move 
a single atom on a cutting-edge atomic microscope during one of his lectures. Even though his 
topics are difficult, he is a consummate performer when speaking and had the most positive 
student evaluations of all the faculty in the pilot and first year. His reading assignments were all 
from Scientific American or public science magazines, which might be understandable given that 
his research papers are beyond what even well-read FOS faculty from other domains would be 
able to fully understand, let alone teach in student seminar sections.  
Professor Skull 
The last of the faculty participants I call Professor Skull. He was a Professor of Earth and 
Environmental Sciences, chair of the Department of Environmental Sciences before becoming 




Distinguished Faculty Award for excellence in teaching and scholarship. He attended this 
university for graduate school and worked as a Professor from 1986 to 2020. His area of 
expertise at the college included examining the history of climate change in northwest Africa and 
the North Atlantic Ocean. Professor Skull was an instructor in fall 2005 and 2007 and also 
served as the chair of the committee that evaluated the efficacy of the FOS course in 2012-2013. 
His reading assignment selections were a mix of his own peer-reviewed work as well as popular 
science magazines. Perhaps because Professor Skull had attended this university as a graduate 
student, postdoctoral student, and eventually a professor, he had strong relationships with a good 
portion of the FOS faculty and several of his own postdocs participated as STFs in the program. 
His interactions in faculty planning meetings were always calm, precise, and organized to getting 
the faculty quickly to a common decision. He was an excellent presenter and leveraged his 
contacts at a local museum and Earth Institute to obtain and present a full ocean sedimentary 
core that contained the K-T boundary on stage and a skull of aethiopicus that was 2.5 million 
years old to prove that a core sample proxy indicating high temperatures during that time led to 
evolutionary changes in pre-hominids to have massive jaw muscles and teeth the size of silver 
dollars so they could eat tough foods. He utilized props very well to engage the audience and tied 
real objects that have survived from the deep past into the present to show how his research in 
paleo-climate is relevant to students today.  
In summary, all four selected faculty participants were from different science domains, 
were excellent presenters of science to the public, and leveraged many years of teaching at the 
university level to select lecture content materials appropriate for the undergraduate student 
audience. Three of the participants had over 20 years of their professional career at this 




community of practice for the FOS course. The dedicated attendance to most faculty planning 
meetings and lecture vetting sessions in semesters they were teaching allowed them to build and 
revise lecture materials over time. In Chapter IV, I show how the newly forged Community of 
Practice led to increased use of inquiry in seminars and field activities. I did not directly observe 
any of the faculty participants while they were teaching student seminars, but I did dedicate 
several interview questions to this topic as well and made details in my field notes from faculty 
planning meetings and informal meetings with faculty participants.  
Two Key FOS Faculty 
It is important to note that two key FOS faculty were not interviewed for this study due to 
scheduling issues but were present as lecturers, seminar leaders, and leaders of faculty planning 
meetings. The first is a female Professor of Neuroscience whom I call Professor Bird. She has 
taught undergraduate and graduate courses for over 30 years at the university. Her research 
focuses on social communication and the evolution of the nervous system in a variety of animal 
models. She was one of two university faculty who petitioned for the initial FOS pilot to the 
university administration. Her lectures were a mix of her own neuroscience studies and those of 
related research groups, and her reading materials were highly annotated journal articles as she 
was a strong advocate for having undergraduates be able to read journal articles. She spent a lot 
of time breaking down articles for use in student seminars. She led most of the faculty planning 
meetings and consistently provided feedback to lecturers to reduce the use of jargon and craft 
what would become a standard personal narrative story approach for FOS lectures. Her other 
major contribution was FOS recruitment from the large science faculty population. She went to 
many department meetings in all the science domains, explaining and selling what the new core 




meetings, it was evident that recruitment was very challenging, but her willingness to engage 
other faculty outside of her department of Biology paid off as there were over 20 faculty from at 
least seven different science departments, including Chemistry, Earth/Ecology/Environmental 
Science, The Earth Institute, Geology, Psychology, Biology, and Applied Physics. 
A second and equally important FOS faculty member I call Professor Galaxy. Along with 
Professor Bird, he lobbied the administration to create the pilot FOS course and helped with the 
initial faculty recruitment campaign. Professor Galaxy was a lecturer and seminar leader whose 
lectures were based on his introductory astronomy lectures. Like Professor Lock, he had taught 
undergraduate non-majors more frequently as students tended to take astronomy over other 
physical sciences to get their core science credit. He was an excellent orator—his undergraduate 
degrees were in theater and physics. He was highly diplomatic when moderating faculty planning 
meetings and often used humor to break tensions when curriculum debates heated up among 
FOS faculty in planning meetings. His idea for FOS was to have all science lectures centralized 
around what he considered to be the Habits of Mind. He wrote a book online that was used in all 
student seminar sections and explicitly referred to in lectures. A full analysis of this text is 
presented in Chapter IV, and a discussion of the impact of Habits of Mind on the use of inquiry 
is presented in Chapter V.  
3.6 Case Study Approach 
Case study analysis organizes the data sources by specific cases for in-depth study and 
comparison (Patton, 1990). All well done case studies are holistic and sensitive to the context in 
which they appear. Stake (2000) described cases as a “specific, unique, bounded system”  
(p. 436) that a researcher must sample purposely to study a specific phenomenon occurring 




For the purpose of this research, I used a case study approach to guide my collection of 
data sources and the way I chose to analyze the data sources. I combined a case study approach 
with grounded theory tradition because of the unique case of the FOS faculty studied. FOS 
would be considered an intrinsic case study because my goal was to better understand this case 
of faculty. I did not want to study the faculty to understand a generic phenomenon or abstract 
concept. This case represents a particular experience shared by the four faculty as representative 
of how different scientists from different domains of science experienced teaching this unique 
course. This was a telling case because of the faculty’s dedication to teaching undergraduate 
science to a large group of mostly non-science majors and to developing curriculum coherency 
for the longevity of the course for many years to come. In subsequent sections of this 
dissertation, I refer to the four faculty as a single unit of study for analysis and look to their 
experience as a whole rather than comparing their individual teaching practices.  
3.7 The Role of the Researcher 
I was invited to participate in the FOS pilot in the spring of 2003 as a Science Teaching 
Fellow. I was enrolled as a graduate student at Teachers College for the doctoral program in 
Science Education, and a key faculty member who advocated for the course from the 
administration asked me to participate because she knew I enjoyed teaching and had a broad 
domain background. I was a Science Teaching Fellow for the FOS pilot in the fall of 2003 and 
ran a single class of 24 students. In the pilot, I did not generate lecture materials or select reading 
materials beyond what I chose to use in my own seminar. I continued in the role of an observer 
and attended all lectures, faculty planning meetings and summer lecture vetting sessions each 




To have access to the FOS faculty for my case study interviews, I needed to gain 
permission from the FOS faculty. I reached out to several key FOS faculty by email describing 
my research question and was given permission to speak at a faculty planning session in 2003 to 
introduce my research ideas. They agreed at this meeting that I could document the course as an 
education observer. I was allowed to maintain open access to the Courseworks site to monitor 
course materials (artifacts), email all faculty FOS-related correspondence, and observe and take 
field notes in all faculty planning sessions. I was approved by my university’s Institutional 
Review Board (IRB) to conduct faculty interviews over the span of roughly one year in 2006-
2007.  
My interest in inquiry-based curriculum at the time of my study was influenced by my 
teaching experience as a graduate student in Biology while receiving my stipend teaching in 
Chemistry. It was interesting to teach laboratory courses in organic chemistry as a geneticist. I 
had taken these courses as an undergraduate in Chemistry but would not have considered myself 
a content domain expert. I was and still am more comfortable teaching biology-based topics. My 
approach in my graduate teaching was to make explicit connections whenever possible on how 
organic chemistry intersected with biological processes so that my students might see that the 
two domains are not silos; instead, they are interdependent domains. When I began my doctoral 
studies at Teachers College, I began to read extensively on integrated and interdisciplinary 
curriculum development and realized that teaching with this approach uses common critical 
thinking skills like questioning, inferring, predicting, hypothesizing, and communicating as 
building blocks. This was an exciting idea to me, yet I had not seen a course like this at the 
universities I had attended as a student or research scientist. These interdisciplinary journal 




core of the course. What I realized was that although many of the faculty are interdisciplinary in 
their research areas, the course itself was multi-disciplinary and thus novel as there are few 
studies published on multi- disciplinary introductory science courses.  
This study focused on the FOS faculty use of Habits of Mind as a Cross Cutting Concept 
in a multi-domain course and the faculty’s views of what is science and scientific literacy shaped 
the FOS curriculum. My role as a close observer and not a participant observer lends credibility 
to my research (Van Manen, 1990). I made sure to observe closely while remaining reflective so 
that faculty would view me as an observer, not a peer. This allowed me to be open for 
conversations and share generalizations with them about the course, but not provide formative 
feedback, given that my study was not intended to be evaluative.  
3.8 Data Sources 
The qualitative data collected in the case study included single semi-structured interviews 
following an interview matrix (see Appendix A) with each of the four faculty participants and a 
completed Pre-Interview Questionnaire (PIQ) (see Appendix B). I attended all FOS faculty 
planning meetings and FOS lectures from the spring of 2003 prior to the pilot and continuously 
in weekly planning sessions in spring, summer, and fall semesters over the timespan of spring 
2003 to Spring of 2008. While attending the planning session and lectures, I generated rich field 
notes from faculty interactions during planning meetings. As mentioned earlier, Lecture PPT 
slides, faculty planning meeting field notes, field notes from summer lecture vetting sessions and 
seminar curriculum artifacts were collected for each observed semester from 2003 to 2007. 
Interviews and PIQ were performed between 2006 – 2007.  
My research questions and sub questions were addressed by the primary data sources, 




development and implementation of FOS were compared to artifact-like course materials such as 
lecture slides and, specifically, the curriculum matrices (Hood Matrix) generated by Science 
Teaching Fellows for each new faculty lecture presentation for triangulation. Complete 
descriptions of the data sources and artifacts are provided below. A summary of the Research 
Question Data Source Alignment appears in Appendix C. 
Semi-structured Interviews 
The semi-structured interview is a qualitative data collection strategy in which the 
researcher asks informants a series of predetermined but open-ended questions to explore 
participants’ thoughts, feelings, and beliefs about topics related to science teaching and to delve 
deeply into personal beliefs on individual learning goals for the course. I generated a semi-
structured interview guide in advance. The interview matrix (Appendix A) was based on the 
initial observations of FOS faculty planning meetings and lecture vetting sessions given by the 
faculty prior to and during the pilot FOS in 2003. The faculty participant was emailed ahead of 
time to set an in-person meeting for the interview. The interview was scheduled with the faculty 
participant after teaching in the course for at least two semesters. The interview lasted on average 
about 1 hour and was recorded on a mp3 digital recording device. The digitally recorded faculty 
interviews were transcribed verbatim from mp3 files to Word documents and printed out in hard 
copy as double-spaced text documents to allow for free and open coding using the grounded 
theory approach, as detailed in the subsequent data analysis section.  
Pre-Interview Questionnaire (PIQ)  
Prior to the interview, faculty were emailed a questionnaire to collect basic demographic 
data like years of teaching and academic credentials, questions about the implementation process 




definitions of what is science and scientific literacy, and what were their individual goals for 
teaching in FOS (see Appendix 2). These written definitions were used to triangulate to the 
emerging codes from the interview data for evidence of intention to implement inquiry.  
Field Notes of Faculty Planning Meetings 
I collected field notes in two different settings: faculty team planning sessions and 
lectures. Field note collection continued from pre-pilot spring 2003 to fall 2007. The duration of 
the weekly instructor team planning sessions and/or lecture vetting meetings was 1.5 hours a 
week. No audio recordings were taken but summary notes (hard copy and electronic) were 
maintained weekly, bound in an organizer, and kept in a locked file cabinet. Binders were 
labeled by semester and organized chronologically, along with artifacts such as assigned reading 
materials and Hood Matrix lesson summaries (see Appendix D for a blank example). The second 
setting was a once-a-week 90-minute lecture given in a large theater that holds 600 people. All 
students, FOS faculty, and Science Teaching Fellows were required to attend lectures in person. 
Lectures were video recorded by the center for teaching and learning and viewable in 
Courseworks. For this study, I used printed Lecture PPT Slide decks and hard copies of faculty 
lecture planning and summer lecture vetting field notes for coding.  
Artifacts 
Because I observed the course for an extended period of time, a substantial number of 
artifacts were collected. Each semester, I would collect the following materials in chronological 
order organized by lecturer name and topic: selected reading assignments; a graphical organizer 
for each lecture set called the Hood Matrix that included student and instructor handouts of 
seminar activities; and selected lecture slides and hard copies of Courseworks as an outline of all 




time, but there was always a midterm and final exam based on concepts from Habits of Mind and 
application-based questions using real data from scientific publications.  
Weekly assessments were assigned by seminar leaders and designed by the Science 
Teaching Fellows and lecturer for each lecture set. They called the weekly assignment WIAs 
(weekly internal assignments) and wrote them using Socratic questions from the content 
presented in the lecture the prior week. These were intended to spark discussions in the small 
group seminars. They were also required to be turned in via boxes at the front of the stage during 
the weekly lecture as a way of showing students’ in-person attendance once attendance waned 
later in the semester. Two complete artifacts were also captured for in-person field trips for 
students for Professor Elephant’s lecture series called “Ants and Leaves: An Urban Ecology 
Experiment.” This field trip was intended to do open full inquiry to determine the biodiversity of 
metropolitan parks that were geographically distributed over the island by using ecology field 
methods such as line transects and identification of insect and leaf species using preprogrammed 
electronic, dichotomous keys in palm pilots. A second field trip was enacted in Fall 2004 to 
educate students how to walk through the same metropolitan parks and identify glacier tracks in 
large rock formations. The sites were pre-scouted and led by Science Teaching Fellows or FOS 
faculty on the day of the walk to guide students to the correct locations and use compasses to 
record coordinates. This second lab was less open inquiry and more formulaic, compared to the 
urban ecology field trip.   
A final artifact was the results of the student evaluations from the pilot (Fall 2003) and 
first full semester of FOS (Fall 2004).   
A grounded theory study requires multiple data sources to provide the researcher with 




Table 2 illustrates how each of these data sources informed the research questions associated 
with this case study. Organizing the data sources according to the research questions provided a 
method of data reduction and initiated the data analysis process.  
 
Table 2. Summary Data Source Collection Matrix 
Research Question Data Source 
 
1. How do college science faculty design 





2. How do college science faculty become 
Communities of Practice and what impact 

















3.9 Data Analysis Using Grounded Theory Methodology 
According to Charmaz (2014), grounded theory refers to a set of systematic inductive 
methods for conducting qualitative research aimed toward theory development. The term 
grounded theory denotes dual referents: (a) a method consisting of flexible methodological 
strategies, and (b) the products of this type of inquiry. Increasingly, researchers use the term to 
mean the methods of inquiry for collecting and, in particular, analyzing data. The methodological 
strategies of grounded theory are aimed to construct middle-level theories directly from data 
analysis. The inductive theoretical thrust of these methods is central to their logic. The resulting 
analyses build their power on strong empirical foundations. These analyses provide focused, 




Grounded theory has considerable significance because it (a) provides explicit, sequential 
guidelines for conducting qualitative research; (b) offers specific strategies for handling the 
analytic phases of inquiry; (c) streamlines and integrates data collection and analysis;  
(d) advances conceptual analysis of qualitative data; and (e) legitimizes qualitative research as 
scientific inquiry. Grounded theory methods have earned their place as a standard social research 
method and influenced researchers from varied disciplines and professions. For the purpose of 
this case study I used Grounded Theory as an analytical tool.  
Nevertheless, grounded theory continues to be a misunderstood method, although many 
researchers purport to use it. Qualitative researchers often claim to conduct grounded theory 
studies without fully understanding or adopting its distinctive guidelines. They may employ one 
or two of the strategies or mistake qualitative analysis for grounded theory. Conversely, other 
researchers employ grounded theory methods in reductionist, mechanistic ways. Neither 
approach embodies the flexible yet systematic mode of inquiry, directed but open-ended 
analysis, and imaginative theorizing from empirical data that grounded theory methods can 
foster. Subsequently, the potential of grounded theory methods for generating middle-range 
theory has not been fully realized. 
Data Analysis 
Shifting from data collection to data analysis highlights an obvious need for data 
reduction. I collected far too many artifacts, interviewed perhaps far too many faculty and STF 
and assembled far too many field notes before beginning first-pass grounded theory coding. In 
the subsequent sections, I describe the process of coding for each data source. My first step of 
coding was to generate my assumptions, knowledge, and inferences of inquiry in field notes and 




agendas. I continued this first-pass interpretive or open coding to generate preliminary research 
questions which were further revised upon attendance of additional planning meetings and 
additional coursework that introduced me to qualitative methodology. I generated an interview 
matrix that was used for faculty interviews in early 2007. When the interviews were transcribed, 
I listened to the interviews again to decide if there were redundancies in the individual faculty 
cases. I decided that faculty who had taught more than one semester as lecturers and seminar 
leaders would provide a more descriptive case for studying inquiry as they had additional 
opportunities to revise lecture content and seminar activities with rotating FOS faculty feedback.  
Interviews 
The verbal interview files were recorded as digital mp3 files. The recordings were 
transcribed into Word documents and individual faculty coding cases were created for each of 
the four faculty participants. The faculty interviews were the primary data source. I coded them 
for comments related to the faculty’s views of teaching science, the role of Habits of Mind in 
designing curriculum, connections between teaching FOS and other science courses, and the role 
of communities of practice. Using Grounded Theory analysis technique, each transcribed 
interview text was read line by line for open coding, and analytical categories or potential themes 
emerged. I aligned faculty responses from the interviews with the research questions, then 
looked for patterns. Initial categories were focused on instructional methods such as scaffolding 
for undergraduate scientific literacy levels, inquiry-based field activities, and curriculum 
flexibility or curriculum reduction. As the categories emerged, I pulled together all the data from 
those categories and compared them across the four faculty I interviewed. I considered how the 




theoretical models using an iterative approach and paying close attention if there were negative 
cases. Quotes (exemplars) were extracted from the interviews that help illuminate the theory(s).  
Pre-Interview Questionnaire (PIQs) 
After categories were established from the interviews, I generated four faculty case 
matrices to add the analyzed data from the PIQ. The PIQ was open-coded by reading the written 
responses to the questions of definition of science and science literacy. Categories for the PIQ 
were informed by literature in science education on the Nature of Science (NOS), which was not 
surprising as all the persons writing were established scientists. Categories for science were 
around ways of knowing, and categories for science literacy were focused on how science is 
done and exposure/awareness to science content from multiple science domains. 
Faculty Planning Field Notes 
Field notes were another primary data source of my study. I organized the field note 
binders chronologically starting with spring 2003 and ending with fall 2007. I collected all the 
curriculum units from each of the four participants individually over all the times they lectured 
and analyzed all the notes from an individual faculty as a single unit to construct a thorough 
understanding of the faculty members’ progression of curriculum development. The content 
analysis was similar to that of the interview data but was done using a highlighter on hard copy 
annotations of my field notes; a separate paper was used to write out emergent categories. I 
developed vignettes that characterized a faculty’s interaction in the FOS Community of Practice 
while developing curriculum. I analyzed artifacts collected at the same time within the context of 
these vignettes.  
Throughout the data analysis process, I reviewed my findings with peers, advisors, and 




questions and make sure that my assertions and claims were validated by others. This exercise 
was then combined with reflections on the literature to allow me to see how my research fit 
within the larger scope of my original research question: How do college science instructors 
design and enact inquiry-based instruction? 
3.10 Trustworthiness 
In qualitative research, one often asks if the results of one’s case study can be applied to 
or generalized in a similar case.  
     The term trustworthiness refers to an overarching concept used in qualitative research 
to convey the procedures researchers employ to ensure the quality, rigor, and credibility 
of a study while (re)establishing congruence of the epistemological and ontological 
underpinnings of the researcher with the design, implementation, and articulations of a 
research study. (Frey, 2018, p. 1729) 
 
As a scientist, I am far more comfortable with the quantitative-positivist research paradigm as 
credible and scientific research because it is more familiar with the well-signposted means for 
evaluating the reliability, validity, and generalizability (Pedhazur & Schmelkin, 1991; Straub, 
1989; Straub et al., 2004) of quantitative-positivist research. By using the grounded theory 
method for my case study, I did not have a rival hypothesis to eliminate with data. Instead, I had 
a rich data set from interviews, field notes, PIQs, and artifacts to triangulate my emerging 
theories.  
Credibility is a trustworthiness concept that roughly corresponds to internal validity 
(Morrow, 2005; Rolfe, 2006) and refers to how much the data collected accurately reflect the 
multiple realities of the phenomenon being studied. Transferability is a trustworthiness concept 
that can be seen as external validity (Morrow, 2005; Rolfe, 2006). Using extensive or “thick” 





Dependability is a trustworthiness concept that closely matches reliability (Morrow, 
2005; Rolfe, 2006). Confirmability tests the ‘objectivity’ of research. An audit trail provides the 
necessary materials for confirming research (Brown et al., 2002). By having a detailed audit trail 
for review, both dependability and confirmability can be accomplished.  
In both positivist and qualitative research studies, there is a possibility of personal bias 
influencing the data analysis process. In the lab, I cannot discard data that refute my working 
hypothesis. Instead, I must present the negative data as equally as the positive. The gut check 
would come internally as a scientist to present all the data, not just the data I like. Outside my 
case study research in FOS, my study faculty and Science Teaching Fellows participants were 
sometimes scientific peers who worked in labs near me or, in the case of some of the Fellows, 
were postdoctoral fellows in the lab I managed. However, by following the grounded theory 
method and sharing my emerging codes with my advisor, my peers, and my participants, I was 
able to identify my own views of the design of FOS, which reminded me to return consistently to 
my raw data when developing the assertions to ensure all aspects of trustworthiness.  
Lastly, the triangulation of the data source collection methodology aided in 
trustworthiness. Based on Stake’s (1981) constructivist viewpoint, my study design used 
triangulation because (a) I chose to collect and analyze from multiple data sources, (b) I created 
rich faculty curriculum design vignettes supported by artifacts, and (c) I used my research 
questions to centralize my data analysis of field notes and interviews, thus ensuring repeatability 





Chapter 4: Results 
The research questions organize the findings for this study. I begin with a discussion of 
the faculty’s views of science, followed by an explanation of their approaches to teaching 
science to undergraduates. In the third section which pertains to research sub questions 3 and 4, I 
examine the role that faculty’s views of science and Habits of Mind played in the FOS 
curriculum design and implementation. In the final section, I highlight the Communities of 
Practice (CoP) that developed from team planning meetings and how this approach extended to 
their other domain-specific teaching. I used the categories and patterns that emerged over the 
course of my data analysis to form theories that addressed the research questions. Following each 
theory, I provide evidence from the primary data sources like interviews, field note observations, 
and vignettes.  
4.1 Faculty Views of Science and Science Inquiry 
I had one primary data source for faculty’s definition of science:  the PIQ asked the 
faculty to provide a written answer to the prompt “What is your definition of science?”. To infer 
faculties views on science inquiry the interview sub questions asked “How would you describe 
the process of creating a new subject unit for Frontiers?” (Prompt 3) and “How do you balance 
science content versus science process in the classroom?” (Prompt 6).  From the interview 
questions I am able to code replies for instances of inquiry.  I start with the analysis of the 
written definition from the PIQ and present a definition of science from Professor Bird and 







4.2 Theme 1: Developing the Frontiers of Science Curriculum 
Scientists’ Definitions of Science 
I asked all four of the faculty participants to provide their personal definition of science 
in the PIQ. I wanted to identify a common thread among the participants through their definitions 
of science. I begin this analysis with the faculty member Professor Galaxy because he has written 
an extended definition of science as the entire last chapter in Habits of Mind entitled, “What is 
Science?” Since all students are assigned this reading and all faculty who lecture or lead a 
seminar are expected to refer to it explicitly, I begin here and compare Professor Galaxy’s 
definition and contrast to responses of the four faculty participants in Chapter V. 
     Science is falsifiable, measurable and observable, honest about its selection biases, 
uses experiments with appropriate controls, uses models to explain hypothesis, generates 
theories and uses testable assumptions. Science is neither a collection of unquestioned 
facts nor a simple recipe for generating more facts. Rather, it is a process of inquiring 
about nature and, given that nature is not only much bigger than humans, but has been 
around a lot longer, it should come as no surprise that we haven’t finished the job: there 
is no complete scientific description of the universe. That’s what makes science fun.  
(Professor Galaxy) 
 
He went on to say that science is creative in a way that is different from the arts and humbly 
wrong a lot of the time.   
The faculty-written responses to “What is Science?” in the PIQ were much more succinct 
but similar to Professor Galaxy’s definition. For Professor Lock, “It is a way of thinking.” For 
Professor Elephant, “Science is a way of knowing; There are other ways of knowing; science is 
one of them.” Professor Phone defined science “as the accumulated knowledge of the workings 
of the physical world.” Science as a way of knowing often refers to the belief that the actions of 
science are based on logic, evidence, and reasoning. Although there are other ways of knowing 




factors rather than on evidence and testing. The e-book generated for the FOS course was the 
Habits of Mind and is centralized on the same idea as science as a way of knowing. 
Habits of Mind as a 3-D Framework 
The University’s Center for Teaching and Learning helped to produce an online text 
called “Habits” (http://ccnmtl.columbia.edu/projects/mmt/frontiers/) to educate students on 
vocabulary and concepts critical to FOS curriculum. All students are required to read the text by 
the first week of class, and it is explicitly referred to often in the lectures and seminar activities. 
Since the ideas in Habits are central to many of the artifacts generated by faculty, I provide a 
brief synopsis of the description of the contents of Habits of Mind in Table 3.  
Table 3. Habits of Mind Chapter Descriptions 
Title Brief Content Description 
Chapter 1 A Sense of Scale 
A primer on the types of physical measurement scales in the metric system for 
items as big as a galaxy to as small as an atom and also the scale of time from 
the Big Bang to present 
Chapter 2 Discoveries on the Back of an Envelope 
How to do fast calculations using estimation, how to think about error in 
calculations 
Chapter 3 Insights in Lines and Dots 
How to graph data well, understanding multiple axes, histograms, and contour 
plots 
Chapter 4 Expecting the Improbable  
The basic rules of probability and explanation of why rare things happen all 
the time 
Chapter 5 Lies, Damn Lies, and Statistics 
Analytical validation: Accuracy and precision, error and variability and mean, 
mode and other distributions 
Chapter 6 Correlation, Causation...Confusion and Clarity 
How correlation analysis is done incorrectly and often 
Chapter 7 What is Science? 
Truth, theories, and models, Objective reality; proxies; data integrity; the 





The concepts found in FOS’s Habits are aligned with the NGSS 3-D Framework and ask 
the reader to think critically about what they see in everyday life and to have an appreciation of 
the complexity of the world that surrounds them. Table 4 aligns major concepts from Habits with 
the NGSS. 
Table 4. NGSS Framework Overlay with Habits of Mind Text 
NGSS Framework Habits of Mind Concepts Alignment 
S&E Practices 
Describe behaviors that 
scientists engage in as they 
investigate and build models 
and theories about the natural 
world and the key set of 
engineering practices that 
engineers use as they design 
and build models and systems 
All Chapters Strong alignment  
The entire e-book is written 
to present students with 
practices that scientists use 
every day. 
 
Disciplinary Core Ideas 
Core disciplinary ideas 
grouped by domain.  
• Have broad importance 
across multiple sciences or 
engineering disciplines or be 
a key organizing concept of a 
single discipline  
• Provide a key tool for 
understanding or 
investigating more complex 







Moderate Alignment  
Core or domain-specific 
content was provided by the 
assigned literature readings. 
 
Crosscutting Concepts 
Have application across all 
domains of science. Explicit 
use of concepts: Patterns, 
similarity, and diversity; 
Cause and effect; Scale, 
proportion, and quantity; 
Systems and system models; 
Energy and matter; Structure 






Chapter titles of “Habits” are 






The last paragraph of Habits contains an analogy of the process of doing science that 
reflects the discussion of FOS as it relates to both how and why this course was developed. This 
analogy is precisely what the authors of the NGSS Framework intend for K-12 teachers to be 
able to do for their students.  
     Science is much more like building a cathedral than blowing one up. Thousands of 
hands place the stones, weave the tapestries, tile the frescos, and assemble the stained-
glass windows. Occasionally, a new idea might require the disassembly of some work 
already completed—invention of the flying buttress allowed the walls to go higher. Very 
infrequently, on timescales typically measured in centuries, a genuinely new conception 
of the cathedral's architecture emerges. While a major supporting wall or facade may 
need to be removed, we use many of the stones again, rehang some of the old tapestries, 
and always enclose most of the old building within the new. Our cathedral gets larger and 
ever more ecumenical, drawing a greater swath of the universe within its doors as the 
weaving, the leading, the ceramics, and the stone masonry goes on. It is extraordinarily 
gratifying work. (Professor Galaxy) 
 
All FOS faculty were asked to incorporate aspects of Habits in their lectures and seminar 
activities. Hence, Habits was the foundation for Frontiers and a focus at the heart of the faculty’s 
community experience. It provided an explicit common framework of concepts where, regardless 
of domain, all faculty could exchange ideas and learn from one another by using their core 
language of Habits to understand any scientific domain. As Professor Galaxy indicated on the 
FOS website, teaching concepts of Habits was intended to allow undergraduates to move through 
four domains with a core scientific language. It was serendipity that Habits also helped FOS 
faculty and Science Teaching Fellows (STFs) communicate and learn new domains.  
Ecology and Biodiversity: Applied Habits of Mind as Inquiry 
There is little published about the development and implementation of large-scale college 
science curriculum, specifically curriculum that incorporates so many disciplines and whose core 
audience is comprised of both potential science majors and non-majors. There were multiple 




four of the science domains. The founding faculty of FOS, Professor Bird, Professor Galaxy, 
and, later on, Professor Elephant began the discussion of wanting to have a different kind of Core 
Science Course for undergraduates for the university. They had clear ideas of the course goals 
for FOS, prior experience in undergraduate teaching, peers in departments outside of their own, 
and the ability to navigate the university administration politically. Their combined insights, 
resources, and experiences were critical to gaining approval for the pilot course and recruitment 
of faculty. The goals of the course were described on the FOS website, and I asked both in the 
PIQ and faculty interviews what their definition or interpretation was for the goals of FOS.  
     FOS has two simple objectives. Firstly, it aims to disabuse  use ofdents of the view 
that science is something that is simply memorized rather than a dynamic intellectual 
activity. Secondly, it aims to upgrade students’ basic quantitative reasoning skills. This is 
achieved by weaving the scientific habits of mind through the course. (Professor Bird and 
Professor Galaxy) 
 
All four faculty participants in both the PIQ and interviews were asked a question to define the 
perceived course goals of FOS as well as their personal course goals to me. The majority of the 
faculty responses indicated wanting to find balance in reaching this type of mixed student body 
of potential minority science majors and the majority of non-science majors while providing 
them with some idea of critical thought skills and connections to the relevance of science to their 
everyday lives.  
Scaffolding for undergraduate science curriculum. Professor Elephant taught the course 
four separate times in my study. His first lecture was a standalone public lecture for the Theatre 
of Ideas in 2002, a full lecture series in the pilot in 2003, a full lecture series in Fall 2004, and 
again in the Fall of 2006. His first and second lectures were similar and focused on a historical 
progression from Mendel to Darwin to modern-day ecology and conservation. He used slides 




He did use one primary research article by Podos (2001) in the journal Nature for his section, but 
this had to be fully annotated by Professor Bird to use with students as the data involved using a 
Fourier transformation and was technically very challenging for freshmen. His thoughts on 
scaffolding primary literature indicated the need for what he called “companion pieces.”  
     I don’t think it’s reasonable to expect any first-year undergraduate to read primary 
literature without the other piece that’s gotten into it. I think that’s just a strategy that’s 
doomed to fail. We have to create a companion piece that walks them through that. It tells 
them this is what this means, this is what that means, this is how you should read this and 
that. Otherwise, I think we’re wasting our time. I really do. But, if you’re prepared to put 
in the time and effort to create that companion piece, I think it’s actually very instructive 
for them to read primary literature. (Professor Elephant) 
 
His third lecture series in 2006 kept similar concepts from his prior lectures but focused on other 
scientists’ research on conservation in lectures and scaffolded primary literature for seminar 
activities. His last observed lecture series was a pivot where he used predominantly primary 
literature in seminars where in subsequent years he chose book chapters from non-fiction books 
and popular science publications.  An example of primary literature choices for 2006 seminars is 





Table 5. Biodiversity Hood Matrix Example for Seminars in 2006 
Biodiversity Unit IV: Hood Matrix 
Overarching compelling question that frames and 
provides continuity for the lectures and seminars. 
What are the causes and consequences of declining 
biodiversity? 
 Seminar 1  Seminar 2 
Lecture Bottom line 
points 
 
1. Global trends in biodiversity 
2. Links between genetic variation and 
biodiversity 
3. Impacts of biodiversity loss on 
ecosystem services. 
4. Why it matters 
1. Human impacts on biodiversity 
Alarming increase in rate of extinction, 
introduction of invasive species 
Impact of invasive species on native 
ecosystems 
Why we should care. 
Reading: Lecture 
supplemental (optional for 
students) 
1. Pimm and Jenkins (2005) Scientific 
American Sept. 2005 issue 66-73. 
1. Pimms & Raven (2000) Nature 403: 
843-845 
Reading: Seminar related 1. Kremen PNAS 99(26) 
2. ESA I-landout 00 Eco-services (2000) 
3. “Coffee Buzz” report 
 
1. Pimental et al. (2000) Bioscience 40:53 
(only the first two pages). 
ESA Handout on Invasive species 
(2004) 
Seminar Goals (and 
related activity) 
1. Emphasizing the dependence of 
humanity on ecosystem services. 
2. Complexity and interdependence of 
ecosystem using pollination example 
3. Valuation of ecosystem services 
1. Ecosystem impacts of invasive species 
2. Management and policy implications of 
invasive species 
List of Habits covered 
(with chapter reference) 
Chapters 3, 5, 6, 7 
Feedbacks, Graphs/plotting, Std. 
Err./Std. Dev., Experimental design 
(controls/treatments), Distributions 
Chapters l, 7 




2 quantitative and 
discussion question 
WIAs and DQs are posted WIAs and DQs are posted 
 
Prior to 2005, Professor Elephant did not use a Hood Matrix and instead organized 
materials in the Courseworks online file management system so I do not have this graphical 
organizer prior to 2006 to show side by side to document the change from popular science 
articles to full use of primary literature. 
Curriculum goals: Explicit science inquiry. Professor Elephant had three major goals for 
students in FOS. He wanted students to understand 
basically, what science is about. Science is a way of knowing; I want them to understand 
that. There are other ways of knowing; science is one of them.... I want them to come 
away with a certain amount of content knowledge. There are parts of lecture of which 
they will probably not remember…. And third, I want them to understand the connection 






In his lectures, Professor Elephant used exotic local images from his field work and a narrative 
approach about understanding complex conservation problems and evolution. He wanted to “tell 
science stories to students to make science real.” He wanted them to do something that was as 
close to his own research in the field as possible to do “tedious data collection and group work.” 
He worked with a team of other earth science faculty and several STFs to develop a real 
scientific field experiment in the Fall of 2004 that took 500+ students to local metropolitan parks 
to do Urban Ecology studies by setting up quadrant analysis of a sampling of ants and plants 
with identification and quantification. The data were taken by students over a large area in 
multiple sites and used to generate real data that were graphed, correlated, and presented in the 
next lecture. A full copy of the “Ants and Plants” Field exercise is included in Appendix E. (See 
Figure 4, for on-site photo.) 
Figure 4. Urban Ecology Studies Field Trip 
 
Figure 4: Students are in the field of a local planned park and were 
asked to use a suction aspirator to pick up insects that were in a given 
assigned set of coordinates. The simulation and subsequent 
identification by using a pre-programmed key in a palm pilot device 
was intended to have students participate in what is typically done in 
biodiversity assessment field studies. It was the first time a 
combination of insect and plant biomass study was performed in all 
of the cities local parks. The data generated by the students was 
combined and presented in the subsequent lecture to show students 
how different species of plants and ants were geographically 
organized in planned urban parks.  
 
Table 6 lists potential theories that students might consider when they analyze the 
findings and a list of concepts from Habits that a faculty could use for discussion points while in 






Table 6. Excerpt from FOS “Ants and Plants” Field Trip Instructor Guide 
Potential theories to address during field exercise (these and 
similar are to be generated by students) 
 
1. Does the shape of an area contribute to the local 
biodiversity?  
a. Geometry is key 
b. Compare areas with high to low surface to volume 
ratios  
c. Need to standardize total area, distance from source 
pools 
2. Does size of an area influence local biodiversity?  
a. Size is key 
b. Compare large vs. small areas  
c. Need to standardize geometry & distance from 
source pools 
3. Does distance of an area from a source pool influence 
local biodiversity?  
a. Distance from large source pool is key 
b. Compare near vs. far areas  
c. Need to standardize geometry & size of area 
4. Does increasing biodiversity in one trophic level 
correspond to a similar level of biodiversity in other 
trophic levels? 
a. Compare within each sampling location 
b. Correlate plant and animal biodiversity to determine 
whether plant and animals exactly correlate in 
biodiversity 
5. Are edge effects important in determining local 
biodiversity? 
a. Compare samples from the edges of land parcels 
versus the interiors of these parcels 
b. Does biodiversity differ at the edges versus interior? 
c. Comparisons across parcel size may be useful 
6. Do the above questions differ in urban versus rural 
ecosystems? 
a. Could compare our work with that collected 
previously by other researchers 
i. Tie in this work into the larger research 
community 
b. Could be that urban ecosystems do not manifest 
impacts of the above questions similarly relative to 
rural ecosystems 
Science basics that are applicable across 
scientific disciplines that can be addressed 
using this field exercise 
  
1. Scientific method 
a. Questioning and explaining natural 
world 
b. Hypothesis design 
i. Null versus alternative hypotheses 
c. Data collection 
d. Hypothesis testing 
e. Data interpretation 
2. Experimental design 
a. Randomization 
b. Dependent and independent variables 
c. Control group versus Baseline data 
versus Manipulation or Treatment 
group 
3. Experimental design of correlative 
experiments 
a. Correlational versus experimental or 
manipulative science 
b. Cross-sectional data (one-time 
sampling) versus Longitudinal data 
(repeated sampling over several time-
slices or years) 
4. Replication importance 
5. Experimental error 
6. Statistical basics 
a. Probability 
b. Rejection of null hypothesis 
7. Internal and external validity 
8. Research ethics 
9. Interpretation of popular science reports, 
based on this activity 
 
 
Professor Elephant and his team of STFs were explicit in using Habits in the field 
exercise; the students in individual seminar sections were allowed to generate theories as a group 
and see how the collected data may or may not fit their hypothesis. The student-generated results 




seminar sections data and hypotheses. Often, there was failure in the data to support a student-
generated hypothesis. This was the reality of doing real science and generating data. It showed 
that the frequency of failure in research abounds among freshman students. 
When asked to describe the pros and cons of lecturing in this multidomain format, 
Professor Elephant noted that he was taking what he would normally give them in 26 lectures 
and had to give it in three: “So I’m ever honing down what I want to give you and trying to 
figure out what the real important concepts are.” He said he felt a bit frustrated in that he thought 
there would be a benefit if FOS could extend for two semesters to allow the faculty to expand the 
domain-specific lecture to six lectures and allow additional depth for concepts.  
Faculty use of stage performance. When asked about student engagement, specifically 
teaching to large student populations, Professor Elephant mentioned the importance of keeping 
students’ attention: 
     I’ve never structured a course with such a large audience whose attention I wanted to 
keep, and over time, I slowly—maybe not so slowly, geared up the performance and the 
performance aspect of what I’m doing, which I’ve never done. It’s sort of like the 
difference between a Broadway play and a movie. If you acted the way you acted in a 
Broadway play in front of a camera, then you’d be—people would think like you’re crazy 
because you’re overacting. Well, in this sense, you have to kind of overdo it in a lot of 
stuff to bring this to a large audience and keep their attention. (Professor Elephant) 
 
When asked about teaching in seminar which included teaching materials from other 
domains, there was consensus among all faculty interviewed that it required more preparation 
than they had planned for. Professor Elephant noted that the workload was much heavier than he 
expected it to be because he did not want his seminar students to perceive he did not know the 
core ideas, techniques (practices), or concepts that were outside of his domain.  
     I don’t want to go in front of a group of twenty students and not know it. So, I’m 
spending an inordinate amount of time trying to make sure I know. And I forget from one 





I was unable to observe faculty in seminar sections to see how faculty taught domains 
outside of their current research area, but I did have comments from other faculty and STFs in 
my field notes as well as informal conversations indicating that prep work for seminars was 
increased when the domain shifted.  
Earth Science: Applied Habits of Mind as Inquiry 
Professor Skull taught a lecture series in spring 2005 and spring 2006 for the Earth 
Science FOS domain. His major themes in both lecture series were the earth’s history of climate 
change, extinction events and geological proxies, and the role of humans on recent escalated 
global warming. He explicitly used Habits in his curriculum development (see Table 7) and in 
his lectures but noted that students in his seminar disliked the consistent references to Habits. 
     I feel disappointed by sometimes for whatever reasons the students are unable to 
really grasp what that document [Habits of Mind] really means because in a way it 
explains things. I think it is pretty clear about what it means to be a scientist and what 
we have to do to choose the hypothesis and how to test it properly and all these kinds 
of things. I think those are skills that we want them ultimately to have. I mean that’s 
sort of the mantra I think that’s definitely what we try to echo in the lectures and 























Table 7. Earth Science Hood Matrix Spring 2005 
 
 
Professor Skull worked with a team of STFs to develop the most extensive student and 
instructor manuals of all the curriculum materials to that time (see Appendix F for an example of 
the suggested WIAs). He selected rigorous primary literature for student seminar activities as 
well as recent Scientific American articles as primers on the status of recent climate change and 




found in fossils. He connected his first lecture to Habits explicitly in the WIAs. The WIAs for 
Lecture 1 entitled “The Extinction of the Dinosaurs: When the Earth Had a Very Bad Day” were co-
developed by an STF who attended the lecture-vetting session by Professor Skull, read the two 
assigned Scientific American articles for Week 1, and then extracted content from the lecture and 
reading to generate applications questions centered around Habits but based on concepts from 
the Cretaceous and Tertiary (K-T) extension events. The instructions for the WIAs for his section 
reflected the faculty’s flexibility to use these WIAs as they were, modify them as they saw fit, or 
not use them at all. They generated six questions with detailed answers. Here is an excerpt from 
the WIA question 1. The italics are notes to other FOS faculty and STFs for suggested correct 
answers.  
1.) The Kring and Durda article mentions that 70 billion tons of soot from the fires 
at the K/T event are distributed over the entire globe. How do you think this 
number was determined? How precise is this number? How accurate do you think 
this number is? (see Habits, Chapter 1, sections 15-19) Can you put this number in 
perspective using a back-of-the-envelope calculation (see Habits, Chapter 4)? 
 
[This particular statistic is on the first page of the Kring and Durda article.] The article 
mentions that microscopic soot is found in K-T layer sediments “in various locations 
around the world”—i.e., within discrete sediment cores and outcrops of rock in a few of 
the accessible portions of the world. From the passage in Habits, students should realize 
that the number is not very precise—there is only one significant figure. The number is 
most certainly not accurate to better than an order of magnitude. Instructors should 
probably be prepared with their own back-of-the-envelope perspective on 70 billion 
tons... (WIA SP2005 Week 1) 
 
Not all of the questions were as explicit to Practices in Habits as question 1. Instead, they are 
more closely related to explicit Crosscutting Concepts that one can see in the literature for global 
patterns of proxies that support the K-T event timeline, such as question 3. The instructor answer 




additional materials to support a discussion. Professor Skull indicated in his interview that he 
connected his PPT images from the first lecture for shocked quartz and core samples to the in-
class student discussion.   
3.) Both of the Scientific American papers present lines of evidence supporting a 
meteorite impact as the primary cause of the K-T event. What do you consider to be 
the strongest evidence? Why? 
 
The bulk of the evidence is presented in the Becker paper, and summarized on p. 80 of 
that article. Evidence such as soot, shocked quartz, and disfigured rocks could indicate 
both volcanic eruptions and extraterrestrial impactors; iridium and trapped gases in 
fullerenes are the most compelling evidence of an extraterrestrial source. Students should 
also recognize—either in their written answers or in an in-class discussion—that this 
evidence is seen globally, at many locations, at the same time in the rock record. [Please 
note that this question is a good lead-in for the Case Study activity based on the Vadja 
and McLouglin1 article.] (WIA SP2005 Week 1) 
 
There were equal numbers of WIA questions that emphasized use of Habits or model building 
for instructors to choose from for their 90-minute classroom time. These could be used to direct 
the entire class or as a starting discussion for an interrupted case study on the accumulation rates 
of elements to prove/disprove that a meteor wiped out the dinosaurs.  
Scaffolding for undergraduate science curriculum. The second week of the Spring 2005 
series had a review paper authored by Professor Skull published in the journal Frontiers on the 
topic of African Climate Change effects on fauna. The STF working with Professor Skull 
developed a detailed companion piece that was intended to scaffold for the seminar faculty prior 
to them teaching in seminar sessions. The document described a highly controversial set of 
competing theories pertaining to the link between climate change and human evolution. It also 
described the benefit of a review article like the one from Professor Skull to both the scientific 
community and FOS students, in that it provides a summary of current thinking on this topic and 




describing the “kernels” of the two competing hypotheses from Vrba’s “Savannah Hypothesis” 
and Potts’ “Variability Hypothesis.”  
     “Long term shifts in climate and secular shifts in climate variability”—These are the 
two patterns we see in Earth’s past climate in the last 3 million years that are under 
scrutiny in this article. The first expression, “long term shifts in climate,” refers to shifts 
toward more arid climates in North Africa that operate over millions of years. The 
second, “secular shifts in climate variability,” refers to shorter timeframe (but still 10,000 
to 100,000 years in duration!) patterns in climate variability. In other words, how variable 




year time interval (i.e., how large are the departures from the 
average state (amplitude) and how long do these departures last) (Appendix F) 
 
The scaffold in this example connected to both Habits in terms of time scales and defined what 
two key terms translate into from a paleoclimate scientist perspective and the NGSS Crosscutting 
Concepts when referring to patterns, graphing amplitude, and variability.  
Curriculum goals: Explicit science inquiry. These pedagogical selections are a direct 
reflection of Professor Skull’s reported goals for the course. The one he spoke the most of was to 
show scientists as people. He told his FOS students the same story he gives to all his students 
that explains his unlikely path into his present research career. He did not think of science as a 
career before someone suggested taking a geology course and gave him a textbook which 
completely caught his imagination to think about how we know how old the earth might be. He 
described being a scientist to me as follows: “It’s creative, it’s rigorous, it’s a decent job, it’s—
you can make a living out of it…it is a lot of fun—it’s a great life.” He featured the stories of 
other scientists discovering proxy evidence and debating one another in publications as a way to 
keep his students engaged while slipping in some fairly abstract chemistry and physics. 
Student engagement via performance. When preparing his lectures, Professor Skull 
reflected on what he had first read about the controversies of geology, such as plate tectonics and 




extinct. There are many popular culture references to these topics, and Professor Skull figured 
that featuring the controversies prominently would keep the students’ attention. In his lectures, 
he went beyond static images and included an array of artifacts on stage to physically show 
students the actual samples that are the evidence for what we understand today as the extinction 
event that wiped out the dinosaurs. He presented large physical proxies such as an actual ice core 
sample and invited students to “come touch the place (of the core) where the dinosaurs 
disappeared.” The lecture gave students two current competing hypotheses for why the dinosaurs 
went extinct, and it also presented strange ideas scientists had that were already proved incorrect. 
Professor Skull humanized the father-son team who were the first to suggest that the extinction 
was caused by a meteor impact. He pointed out that they used “The K-T Boundary” which could 
be visibly seen in the cliffs of Guibbo, Italy, as dramatic fossil evidence that changes across a 
portion of 20cm-wide rock. He shared the story of how the son (a geologist) asked his dad (a 
physicist) how to look for past climate changes in the rocks. He mentioned that materials fall 
from the atmosphere all the time, but at different rates depending on their densities. He pointed 
out that Iridium was used as a proxy and threw a handful of sand and confetti into the air before 
the students as it was a very good demonstration to represent the layers found in the experiment 
for the K-T Boundary, with the heavy sand underneath the paper confetti. Professor Skull also 
said that the scientists traveled the planet and found the same pattern repeatedly, with Iridium 
being 100 times higher at that point; he added that they then had to find other proxies to support 
this idea. He then brought out a real core sample and used this slide to poke fun at the end of the 






Figure 5. The KT Boundary Comedy 
  
A lecture PPT image of a picture taken of the core sample showing the extinction of the 
dinosaurs 
 
Neuroscience: Applied Habits of Mind as Inquiry 
Professor Lock based his lectures on years of teaching introductory-level psychology 
courses with no commercial textbook, a maximum of two major topics, and explicit use of 
Habits. He taught two times during my study in the Fall Pilot of 2003 and again in the Fall of 
2004. Given his extensive prior teaching experience, he designed his lectures based on his prior 
knowledge of students’ limited attention spans. He began his lecture with a brief discussion of 
Phrenology, a pseudo-science and gentle entry point to psychology before there were ways to 
measure or test actual living brains. He used a phrenology-mapped model head to explain that 
practitioners used the bumps on a person’s skull as a “bad” proxy to link a person’s brain to his 
or her behavior. Professor Lock’s two major concepts for this lecture were: (a) scientific theories 
involve assumptions, and (b) these assumptions require measurements or proxies. Both of these 




two-point threshold experiment with a twist. In this experiment using calipers and a ruler with 
two participants (one of whom is blindfolded), spatial resolution is determined by measuring the 
minimum separation at which two stimuli (i.e., two simultaneous “touches”) can be 
distinguished. This minimum separation is called the “two-point threshold.” Students collected 
data in class to investigate the initial claim that thumbs are more sensitive than arms using 
threshold and catch claims methods. The data from the entire class were combined and analyzed 
as a histogram plot on a large post-it paper and an Excel sheet, so the data could be combined 
with all the data from other seminars showing students how to avoid bias from a small sample 
size. The combined FOS two-point data were then given to students to determine if the following 
statements (Figure 6) would be supported by the data they had collected. Professor Lock then 
went further to ask students to design their own experiments for determining thresholds.  















Note: These data came from all seminar sections on thumbs and arms. Students had to 
manipulate the data sets to test the headline hypotheses. 
 
Scaffolding for undergraduate science curriculum. Professor Lock’s lecture topics are 
not typical for first-year undergraduate non-science majors. In the Neuroscience Hood Matrix 
(see Table 8), it is possible to see that some of his scaffolding came from the use of Scientific 
American articles in lieu of primary literature. Professor Lock was very adamant in both lecture 
vetting sessions and in faculty planning meetings to reduce the amount of jargon in slides and 
written materials for student seminar activities. He also used a prior teaching practice of 
chunking his more challenging topics into intervals of no more than 10-15 minutes, followed by 
a break with a video or sometimes a well-placed joke. He mentioned that he did this to keep 
students awake, but research has shown that this technique of hard effort followed by reward 
(movie clip or laughter) releases dopamine and helps one retain knowledge better for long-term 
retrieval. The video clips from classical aphasia studies were a nice way to present clinical 
symptoms to know how the brain works by studying people whose brains do not work correctly. 
By keeping the topic at the level of a human afflicted with a given aphasia, Professor Lock’s 
choice of movies connected the complex underlying brain anatomy to an emotional investment 
of the student watching the film.  
Curriculum goals: Explicit science inquiry. Goals for FOS were initially set by 
Professor Galaxy and Professor Bird to be heavily in favor of Habits over explicit focus on 
content. This was seen when comparing early assessment like WIAs and exam materials to 
subsequent years. The initial years of exams used new content (not presented in lecture or 
seminar) and made application-level questions based on a particular Habit. Professor Lock 




assessments and WIAs to be related to the content of the lectures and assigned readings (see 
Table 8). He achieved this goal of the paradigm shift away from explicit assessment of Habits by 
2007, with most of the exam materials coming from the content of the course. His personal goals 
for his lectures and seminar sections were to have a “modest” increase in students’ scientific 
literacy to deal with the material world and to be ambitious in attempts to get students excited 
about anything, if not perhaps more engaged with science at a political level.  
Table 8. Neuroscience Hood Matrix 
Seminar Activities After Lecture 1 After Lecture 2 After Lecture 3 
Goals:  
A. Concepts from lectures to 
be reviewed, clarified, or 
amplified. 
 
B. re Habits 
A. Lecture 
1. ABCs anatomy 
2. ABCs of physiology 
3. Action Potentials and 
Astonishing Hypotheses 
4. Brain location and link of 
mind to brain 
5. Role of assumptions 
 
B. Habits: Review scale (brain 
as e.g.), scientific notation, 
proxies, and assumptions  
A. Lecture 
1. What is measured in PET 
and fMRI scans—assumptions 
and proxies. 
2. A current view of the 
relationship of brain and 
behavior—areas involved in 
seeing—the binding problem 
 
B. Habits—Review systematic 
and random errors, graphing, 




1. What is the corpus 
callosum? What is it good for?  
2. Review of concept that 
measurements involve 
assumptions. 
3. The role of converging 
evidence. 
3. Distinguishing science from 
pseudo-science. 
4. GO OVER PROBLEM 
SETS AS REVIEW OF 
MODULE (PS due on 
Monday) 
 
B. Habits—What is science? 
Required Readings 1. Gregory: Ch. 4 (67-78) 
2. Ramachandran & Blakeslee: 




2. Eisenberger et al. (2003) 
and related Science Times 
article 
1. Coren Ch. 6 
2. Coren Ch. 7 
3. Brain typing 
Associated Habits Ch. 1—scale  
Ch. 7—proxies and 
assumptions 




Ch. 7—proxies and 
assumptions 
Ch. 7—What is science? 
Written Assignment Answer questions re reading 
and email answers 
Answer questions re readings 
and email answers, & Design a 
two-point threshold 
experiment  
Answer questions re readings 
and “brain typing”   
 
Other Seminar Activities in 
addition to discussing assigned 
questions 
Two-art threshold demo Discuss design of experiment 
in groups of 4.  
DISCUSS PROBLEM SETS 
Note: time to see if oral 
answers correspond to written 
answers 
Optional Seminar Activities 
(e.g., “Science Times”) 
If time allows discuss a 
Science Times article. 
Note: you could mention 
articles in recent Science 
Times that are relevant to past 
or future lectures. 
1. Helmholtz’s measurement 
of speed of neural conduction 
(see Gregory,  
Ch. 1, p. 71) 
2. Science Times 
Good place for recent Science 
Times, especially one using 
fMRI 






Student engagement via performance. Professor Lock liked to use a pedagogical 
technique that he called a “choice point,” and said, “Either you can pay attention now for the 
next 5 minutes or else sleep for the rest of the lecture.” He often used videos of clinical 
presentations of classical aphasias to which students responded. In my field notes, I often 
scanned the large theater to see what students were doing when in lectures. In Professor Lock’s 
class, I could see that in a pattern of every 10-15 minutes, the students were looking up to the 
screen to see the movie and conversing with nearby students when the clip ended. Professor 
Lock used sounds to attract the students to a point when he was explicitly using Habits. 
     I try to build a little bit of Habits into a lecture or highlight where Habits are in a 
lecture. So, I even had a silly routine, noises came up whenever there is a Habit, or a little 
balloon came up and said, Habits moment, there was drum roll and a Habits moment.  
 
Professor Lock mentioned in his interview that he used all the videos he would normally use in a 
15-week course in three lectures of Frontiers. The topics were rare conditions like Akinetopsia, 
in which a person lacks perception of motion; Achromatopsia, in which a person has no color 
vision; and Anomic aphasia, in which a person cannot name objects. The students giggled as the 
man featured in the video was clearly from the 1970s and sounded a bit like a surfer dude with 
his accent as he tried to name common objects like a telephone and a combination lock that were 
visually presented to him. The patient in the film could not say the names of the objects, but one 
could see his hands moving to dial the phone or turn the gear on the combination lock. Professor 
Lock mimicked the man’s hand movements as he bridged to the next data slide that showed the 
damaged brain areas that were affecting the mid-lower outer region of the left hemisphere. 






Nano and Quantum: Applied Habits of Mind as Inquiry 
Professor Phone lectured three times during the course of my study. The first was a stand-
alone talk pre-pilot in the spring of 2003 for the Theatre of Ideas; then, he did a split lecture 
series with another lecturer who worked on the problem of protein folding in spring of 2005 and 
again three full lectures in the fall of 2006. The topic of quantum mechanics is not one to which 
undergraduates are typically exposed as it requires some advanced mathematics and physics, but 
Professor Phone used a series of demonstrations on stage to have students guess the outcome of 
classical physics experiments and then explained how the same demonstration would possibly 
occur in a quantum realm. The idea of probability and statistics was prominently featured in his 
lectures and WIAs.  
When splitting his lecture series in 2005, Professor Phone wanted to have students 
visualize the problem of protein folding with these two Habits of probability and statistics, when 
Brownian motion affects the nascent linear polypeptides being made in a cell. Inside the cells, 
the ribosome spits out a translated polypeptide chain that interacts with the warm liquid and gas-
filled environment of the cytoplasm. He envisioned using a large 80-foot colorful rope to model 
the polypeptide chain, and the students in the audience would be the water and gas molecules. 
The set-up was done in conjunction with the Center for Teaching and Learning to record with 
overhead cameras a video of the rope fully extended across the student audience. Then Professor 
Phone used a metronome to count off seconds into a microphone. He instructed the students that 
each time they heard the tick of the metronome, they had to pass the rope to any one of four 
possible neighboring students to the right, left, front, or back of their seat position. Before the 
demonstration, Professor Phone hand-sewed and stuffed the bright orange rope; then, as he 




prompted them with questions such as: Will it stay extended or bunch up? Where do you think it 
will finish up? He gave them 1 minute to write a prediction. The students had not yet had a 
lecture about protein folding, and this was intended to be the introduction to the second half of 
the lecture. The experiment began and the students passed the rope randomly in any of the four 
possible choices, while overhead the recording was playing the live feed to the projection screen. 
The experiment was allowed to go on for 1 minute and the feed was replayed for the students on 
the screen. The students were then asked to compare the prediction to the result. The experiment 
was run two additional times, with the students again prompted to write out predictions and real 
results. Over the three runs, the rope ultimately landed in a large aggregate but in different areas 
of the auditorium. The two professors then discussed how the topics of probability and statistics 
drove the random conditions that drive the protein to fold.  
Scaffolding for undergraduate science curriculum. Unlike his faculty peers, Professor 
Phone did not use primary literature at any point in his curriculum development (see Table 9). 
This was expected, given the complexity of the subject matter for quantum mechanics. Readings 
from popular scientific magazines were common. In particular, he chose to present readings from 
Bill Joy, who authored “Why the Future Does Not Need Us” in Wired in 2000, as well as a series 
of counter arguments by Richard Smalley known as the Drexler-Smalley debates, published over 
the years of 2001 to 2003, about the ability of nanoparticles to self-assemble into robot armies 
called the Grey Goo scenario. Students were given Joy’s Wired article and the data used in 
Smalley’s Scientific American article entitled “Of Chemistry, Love, and Nanobots” as well as 
“Chemical and Engineering News” by Drexler. The students were assigned to use the data to 
present both sides of the Smalley-Drexler argument in the seminar using the data that were given 




Table 9. Quantum Mechanics Hood Matrix 
Organization of Quantum Mechanics and Nano Unit, Spring 2005 
Seminar activities After lecture 1 After lecture 2 After lecture 3 
Goals:  
A. Concepts from 
lectures to be reviewed, 
clarified, or amplified. 
 
B. re Habits 
l. Wave/Particle Duality 
 
2. Uncertainty Principle 
1. Uncertainty Principle 
 
2. Probabilistic Interaction- 
Accuracy 




2. Debate on Nano 
Required Readings   Scientific American 




Wired Joy, 2000, 
“Why the Future 
Does Not Need Us” 
Associated Habits    
Written Assignment Discussion Questions Discussion Questions Discussion Questions 
Other Seminar 
Activities in addition to 
discussing assigned 
questions 
Interrupted Case Study  
2-Slit Experiment: 
l. Demo of interference 
pattern with laser pointer. 
 
2. Look up tables with real 
results from real 
experiments. 
**Heighten the contrast 
between classical (expected) 
results and results in the 
quantum world 
1. Before the millisecond: 
Connection of Quantum 
mechanics to the creation 
of the universe 
 
2. Photographs as proof of 
probabilistic life 
 
3. Intro to Nano 
Debate: Gray Goo 
Students are asked to 
defend or oppose the 
use of Nanotechnology 
using real data.  
Optional Seminar 
Activities 
(e.g., Science Times) 
If time allows, discuss a 
Science Times article. 
Note: you could mention 
articles in recent Science 
Times that are relevant to 
past or future lectures. 
Classical uncertainty is 







use the Habits topics like scale (atomic) and probability (precision) to state that, at the atom 
level, there would never be a way to place the new atoms in a particular point in space and they 
might not be able to let go of the atom. If the students were assigned to support Drexler’s 
argument, they could use examples such as the ribosome where a new amino acid is added to the 
polypeptide chain by holding one amino acid in place and moving the second into proximity. The 
Drexler argument refutes the “fat fingers, sticky fingers” issue. Feedback from seminar faculty 
indicated that the debate was lively and went deep into the topics of chemistry and the frontiers 
of nanotechnology. At the time of this assignment, the technology was not advanced enough for 
either side of the debate to be considered more than science fiction, but as of 2019, a group at 
Columbia University and MIT published the first molecular assembler. It took 14 years to prove 
that Drexler was ultimately correct.  
Curriculum goals: Explicit science inquiry. Professor Phone was asked for his written 
definition of a scientifically literate person and his response was “Someone who can read the 
New York Times science page or Scientific American and can summarize for me what he or she 
read.” I probed further into this question in the interview, and he expanded his reply to say he 
was unsure if he could teach them how to become scientifically literate but noted that he hoped 
to get students engaged with science through feelings of excitation for the subject matter. 
     I am trying to increase their literacy, all right implicitly, but also how to become a 
scientifically literate person, but not as a just a recipient. I feel very strongly that the most 
important part of learning of anything is to get excited about the subject to varying 
degrees. 
 
Professor Phone also admitted that increasing literacy in his subject area matter, like physics and 
quantum mechanics, faced an additional barrier of perceived exclusivity that he was determined 




follow his domain, but to at least have them know that the quantum or atomic world exists and is 
weird.  
     I think quantum mechanics and general relativity are sort of the two subjects that are 
considered by mortals, and I mean non-scientists as well—by non-scientists to be the 
least approachable subjects. Typically, the words come up and people make jokes about 
them, like I don’t understand the stuff. And I think one shouldn’t be [this way]. I think 
one can teach it and one can get something out of it, that’s useful. We are not trying to 
make general relativistic physicists out of the undergrads nor quantum mechanics out of 
the undergrads. But we also have to have some kind of comprehension how deep down 
what the world is like and how crazy it is.\ 
 
Professor Phone developed an interrupted case study to show students how electrons do 
not behave in a classical way when they encounter a barrier like a wall. He used a tennis ball in a 
lecture and threw it against the wall, where it bounced back to his hand to catch it. He used a 
simulation of what happens if one tries to bounce light from a laser pointer over the gradations of 
the back of a CD and gets a unique pattern of light that reflects. In the seminar, the interrupted 
case study allows Professor Phone to provide students sequentially with pieces of real data from 
the double-slit experiment and asked them to write out at least three of their ideas for the data 
results. The intention was to get students to think of the validity of the experimental design and 
how to prove the experiment was set up correctly in three stages that reflected the course of the 
original experiments of Thomas Young in the 1800s and later Richard Feynman in the 1950s. It 
was perhaps too challenging for some students to interpret directly and propose a different 
experimental design. My field notes post-seminar indicated that about half of the faculty or STFs 
indicated that students got stuck or did not do much active participation.  
Faculty use of stage performance. Professor Phone had been lecturing to the public for 
20 years before he switched to an academic position on the topic of semiconductors and 




student evaluations in 2003 and 2004. He indicated in interviews that a speaker must have 
enthusiasm for what is being presented, or else students will not want to pay attention.  
4.3 FOS Goals from the Student Teaching Fellows 
I asked the same question of goals of FOS to STFs, and their responses aligned with the 
emphasis on increasing the scientific literacy of students. In addition, STF responses to this 
question of goals included an emphasis on the reduction of factual memorization that is typical 
of traditional lecture-based science courses, and a level of concern that college students enrolled 
in this course were perhaps lacking in understanding of statistics and probability required for 
critical thought. Their perspective on this question differed from the faculty’s perspective 
perhaps due to their age difference and their more recent perspective of being students 
themselves. Their comments seemed to consider what non-majors of science would experience 
in this course. Many of the early STFs heavily incorporated the Habit ideas into their teaching of 
seminars to make science more inviting to the non-majors:  
     To teach scientific literacy, and by that, I mean that goal is to help the students be 
comfortable with scientific information of all sorts, to be critical of data in any form it is 
presented…and to be able to assess quality data for poor data. Also, to teach basic 
competency in math and statistics to achieve the above goals and to overall provide 
students with the tools to be comfortable with the myriad scientific data constantly 
around them in the modern world, regardless of specific content. (STF Nano) 
 
     Students will understand the way science works and how scientific findings are 
generated in general. Students can apply critical and analytical judgement of scientific 
findings especially as presented in the media and specially to issues that affect our daily 
lives. (STF Cloud) 
 
4.4 College Science Faculty Communities of Practice  
For my second research question, I wanted to understand how centering an introductory 
course around Habits of Mind would impact science faculty Professional Development?  




Development opportunities?  It was clear that faculty who consistently participated in FOS were 
forming a new and unique Community of Practice (CoP). My interviews began with a question 
about early FOS faculty leaders to my faculty participants. Professor Bird, Professor Galaxy, and 
Professor Lock were described by one of the faculty participants as “instigators and inspirators” 
in their PIQ. The ideas for the pilot FOS course were described by faculty as a “way to give 
some kind of feeling of the excitement of scientific discovery” and to show what kinds of 
innovative science were currently being conducted at the university. Another faculty described 
them as “willing to kill themselves to organize the course,” indicating a deep commitment to 
seeing FOS become a reality. These two key faculty developers of the Frontiers course provided 
a consistent course framework with Professor Galaxy’s Habits of Mind for the pilot that would 
allow future lecture faculty to have academic freedom to choose what content they wanted to 
teach. They were praised by the STFs in planning meetings for allowing them to teach without 
the headaches of dealing with the university’s bureaucratic issues due to their strong influence 
with the administration.  
Specific faculty members have contributed to the implementation of FOS. Using the 
interview data, three of the faculty participants identified one of the faculty participants, 
Professor Lock, as having a major impact on the implementation phase of the course. They cited 
how his extensive undergraduate teaching experience, people management skills, and personal 
teaching philosophy have added to the organizational structure of FOS. He was directly 
responsible for several key curriculum organization artifacts that are described later in this 
chapter.  
Faculty participants described their interactions with Professor Lock as having a major 




feel like I am actively learning how to be a better teacher…. He’s an exceptional leader and has 
enormous insights into reaching the undergraduate student audience” (Professor Phone); he is 
“extremely generous and thoughtful and sets an impeccable example for the faculty” (Professor 
Skull). Overall, Professor Lock was described by FOS faculty as a person who is able to provide 
effective solutions to implementation problems by using a subtle approach. His management 
skills were often observed in my field notes from faculty planning meetings. I considered him 
democratic and practical as he listened to individual faculty problems and often came up with 
solutions reflecting their concerns. He was also balanced on what he knew would work best, 
based on his past experience in teaching undergraduates. Professor Lock’s contributions to 
curriculum development and implementation are discussed in depth later as they relate to the 
structure of FOS lectures and seminar materials and to faculty professional development by 
developing Communities of Practice.  With regular participation in professional develop like 
planning meetings and lecture vetting sessions FOS faculty formed a Community of Practice that 
was particularly effective because of the combinations of STFs to lecture faculty to generate 
small, disciplinary teams to develop seminar materials.  
Large-group multi-disciplinary curriculum development requires organization and 
management to be successful. Frontiers is a large course and requires strong leadership skills to 
manage a changing line-up of participating faculty. Three key faculty members were involved in 
the early management of the FOS course, and their decisions while in charge have directed both 
the style of presentation of the FOS lectures and the overall structure of the seminar series. 
Professor Galaxy, Professor Bird, and Professor Lock were described in the faculty PIQs as 
having an “efficient” and “a clear and innovative teaching philosophy.” These organizational 




these key pre-pilot FOS faculty were prior department chairs and have served on numerous 
professional committees (PIQ data for Professor Lock and CVs for Professor Bird and Professor 
Galaxy). They were continuously cited in the PIQ and in interviews as being responsible for the 
overall structure of FOS as well as being an advisor to Science Teaching Fellows. In field notes, 
the observations of these three key FOS faculty indicated that they were highly capable of 
organizing and prioritizing action items, delegating responsibility for curriculum development 
and efficient use of time management.  
All three of the FOS management leaders have individual management styles and thus 
FOS has varied in its overall structure, depending on who was in charge at a given time. During 
follow-up interviews, I asked each of the semester leaders about their individual management 
styles. Professor Galaxy described his management style as a “benevolent dictator” in that he 
will sometimes make decisions independent of the opinions of others. He went on to expand on 
this idea within the context of FOS to say that initially (during the pilot), the faculty “floundered 
a little bit—it’s clearly important that it [curriculum design] be a collaborative enterprise… 
because just telling independent bright people what to do will not work well.”   
Both Professor Galaxy and Professor Bird had a very flexible management style for FOS 
in that faculty were allowed to do whatever they wanted in seminars so long as they used some 
aspect of Habits. This flexibility in pedagogical styles led to conflict within the faculty as 
evidenced in (sometimes) heated debates during several early faculty planning meetings 
regarding the issues of equity in seminars and a general epistemological approach to FOS.   
Professor Galaxy was fairly independent at times, as observed with his writing of Habits 
and several of the first exams by himself to set what he would like as a precedent for FOS 




able to generate core materials that reflected his epistemological goals for the course, but it 
inevitably turned out not to be sustainable for long periods of time, i.e., it led to faculty burnout. 
This issue of sustainability and fluid participation in decision making is central to group 
curriculum development and is discussed in the third section of the Results chapter as related to 
the Communities of Practice. Professor Lock’s management style was perhaps even more 
hierarchical: “I think the person who runs it needs to be on top of all the details and see that it all 
fits.”   
4.5 Theme 2: Faculty and Fellows Participation in Teaching Frontiers of Science 
(FOS) Curriculum 
 
Recruiting Faculty to Teach Undergraduate Science 
To further the idea of effective management and sustainability for FOS seminars, 
Professor Galaxy and Professor Bird had to find a way to recruit enough faculty to cover 28 
student seminar sections per semester. If they used only faculty, they would need to recruit entire 
departments of faculty to cover the seminar sections. Past experience in another version of a 
science core that utilized science graduate students to run seminars proved to be non-sustainable 
for several reasons, most notable being that these graduate students had restricted schedules due 
to research projects and responsibilities to their Principal Investigators. Also, from this pre-
incarnation of the science core, they knew that the content needed to be updated regularly to 
keep students interested in the course. Professor Galaxy knew they wanted to use the Frontiers 
aspect of science and needed to have faculty who were actively working in a physical science 
discipline but wanted to teach. Professor Galaxy also knew that FOS would not be taught with a 
commercial textbook, so they required a system to generate all the course materials used in the 
seminar sections. This required a great deal of energy and time commitment on the part of the 




research fellows to teach seminar sections and be responsible for generating seminar materials. 
Professor Galaxy came up with the idea to use postdoctoral fellows as STFs based on a course 
that was offered for a limited time when he was an undergraduate called the “Problems of 
Inquiry” that utilized postdocs to run the recitation sections. He also mentioned that he was never 
given the opportunity to be a teaching assistant during his postdoctoral training and felt that it 
was important to provide this opportunity to Fellows: 
     When I showed up at [the University], I was told OK, go teach this class. I had never 
been a TA in grad school, so I never taught anybody anything. I was given no guidance, 
other than to not waste much of my time on it and just go into a classroom and do 
whatever you want, no syllabus, no nothing…and I did it, but I would have certainly 
benefited from some mentoring and experience with more experienced faculty. 
 
More than 30 postdocs have participated in FOS thus far, and many of them during my 
study indicated that the intensive pedagogical training was important to their future employment 
at primary teaching or liberal arts colleges. The intensive training aspect is due to several factors. 
The first factor is that STFs are young and may not have had teaching experience outside of their 
domain, leading to longer development times to generate materials de novo. They also are 
required to participate in their personal research projects—teaching is priority to their research—
with the majority of STFs committed to 70% teaching and 30% research. This presents a 
challenge as tenure-track teaching positions value publications over prior teaching experience. 
STFs commented that the average amount of time for planning seminar activities was more than 
20 hours per week. This is a significant time commitment for curriculum development. Professor 
Galaxy mentioned in faculty meetings that it was important to have active research scientists 
teaching the seminars because the whole emphasis of the course was to teach “what science is 




specialists, who may be pedagogical experts but, according to Professor Galaxy, “do not do 
active research and thus they can’t possibly impart what science is really about.”  
Professor Galaxy and Professor Bird decided to pair the STFs with faculty for several 
reasons. It was clear that some lecturers were willing to put in more effort than others to develop 
all the ancillary materials, such as the readings, the problem sets, the activities in the seminars, 
and the exam questions. Hence, each semester a lecturer for a particular unit was assigned 2-3 
STFs—at least one from a related discipline because of being familiar with the content and at 
least one from a really remote field to say, “If I can’t read this article, how is a student going to 
read it?” (Professor Elephant)—serving as a proxy for the student audience when designing a 
new part of the curriculum. This led to the FOS management’s decision to make teams in 
advance of the semester to work on individual units, which, in turn, delegated the workload of 
generating curriculum materials to mini-teams. All faculty and STFs indicated in PIQs and 
interviews that the STFs were invaluable for their energetic contributions to ancillary material 
development for FOS. Unit grouping by discipline allowed FOS faculty to select literature 
materials that were appropriate to the student audience and develop engaging seminar activities 
in small, focused groups by creating mini-learning communities. This solution of unit grouping 
also disseminated the workload and faculty energy requirements of material development and 
increased sustainability for the course by reducing faculty burnout. Professor Galaxy and 
Professor Bird also incorporated a unique aspect of FOS in the form of faculty lecture vetting 
sessions to create FOS lectures that reflected their epistemological objectives for FOS. 
Universal Graphical Organizers 
For the pilot and first year of FOS, readings and activities were developed usually the 




by trial and error by individual STFs. Eventually, a format for the development of curriculum 
materials was needed as students were complaining in evaluations that there was no visible 
connection to the individual content sections in a given semester. Individual content areas were 
being taught in very different ways in the seminar, not to mention that faculty were pretty cranky 
about getting curriculum materials at the last possible minute. To solve this problem, the FOS 
faculty did several things.  
First, the development of the “Hood Matrix”—named after Professor Lock who drafted 
the first version of this curriculum organizer. The Hood Matrix was essentially a single-page 
outline that defined what curriculum needed to be developed for a given content area. Briefly, 
the Hood Matrix outlined the overarching compelling question that frames and provides 
continuity for the lectures and seminars; the main idea or big picture of the suggested reading 
materials for both the lecture and seminars; the list of seminar goals (i.e., learning objectives) for 
the planned seminar activities; a list of “Habits” (scientific habits of mind); and a checklist for 
completion of Weekly In-Class Assignments (WIAs), which were used for homework 
assignments, and Discussion Questions (DQs) for use in class to promote scientific discourse. 
The Hood Matrix was to be completed by a group of STFs who were familiar with the subject 
matter at least 3 weeks before it would be implemented.  
Second, there were attempts to make explicit connections in the lectures and seminars 
related to science “Habits” by using proxies, graphical representation of data, and 
correlation/causation. This was usually done by inserting slides of data from previous lecturers 
into new content area lectures and pointing out with verbal cues or big arrows on the slide, then 




lecture notes. (In Year 3, faculty were asked to present how concepts from one discipline are 
connected to concepts in other disciplines.) 
Third, the Hood Matrix eventually transformed into Faculty Guides that resemble 
detailed lesson plans with expanded curriculum and pedagogical instructions for seminar 
sections. The Hood Matrix was more of a curriculum organization strategy, or the “what to 
teach” part of the lecture, while the Faculty Guide contained curriculum with explicit teaching 
instructions, featuring the scope, sequence, and important talking points that relate to the learning 
objectives for a given week; this was the “how to teach” part. Drafts were made of both and 
presented to the faculty at planning meetings several weeks before a new unit would begin, 
allowing faculty time to review the materials and make decisions about what materials and 
activities they would use in their seminar sections. This is an important aspect of Frontiers, in 
that faculty were given the flexibility to teach all of the provided teaching materials or use 
something else entirely if they chose to do so, so long as they were teaching about the same 
general content area. This was done mainly because of the large variation in content knowledge 
and approach to understanding the materials of the FOS faculty, as witnessed in the planning 
meetings. Thus, observing the implementation efforts for the FOS curriculum was difficult to 
monitor (one cannot attend every seminar to gather field notes) and evaluate enactment as many 
faculty did different activities with their individual seminars. Faculty also met during the 
summers when the course was not held, sometimes biweekly for several hours for months at a 
time, to develop new lectures with incoming faculty or to improve lectures and activities from 






Communities of Practice Advocates 
When it came to university administration, the founding FOS faculty had an intimate 
knowledge of how to gain approval for this course, as it would require a major change to the 
Core Curriculum and (as all reform efforts do) cost lots of money. Two additional faculty 
became integral at this point in making the FOS curriculum a part of the core curriculum at the 
university.  
The first we will call Professor Radio; whose science domain was Astronomy. When she 
joined the university in 1982, she noted in a faculty meeting that the Dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences at the time described the Core during her orientation of new science faculty and 
indicated that it was a shame that science was not included in the Core Curriculum. She 
mentioned that this sentiment stayed with her throughout her tenure, so that when she became 
chair of the Committee on Science Instruction (CoSI) in 1997 and was approached with a formal 
idea of FOS from Professor Galaxy, she understood that the time was right to try to implement 
this kind of core course. From her interactions with other CoSI members, she knew that more 
science faculty and especially the Provost at the time were “very interested in the idea [of adding 
science to the Core] and encouraged the whole thing” by developing a series of informal 
seminars in the evenings where science faculty from various departments presented lectures on 
what they were working on for their personal research. Over a few years, the momentum grew 
within this multidiscipline CoSI faculty group to further develop a more formal series of lectures 
on the “Frontiers” of research done at the university to be given to the public.  
It is important to note here that the reputation and quality of these CoSI lectures were  
an important step towards the recruitment of future FOS faculty. A proposal was written and 




before the pilot” called the “Theater of Ideas” lecture series. This is the time where the majority 
of the initial FOS faculty were recruited to participate. She mentioned that this selling of FOS to 
the various departments was “very tough” and, surprisingly, “the greatest opposition [to FOS] 
was within certain science departments.” She added that in 2008, some of these departments who 
initially opposed FOS were now the strongest supporters of the course.  
Several of the FOS-opposing faculty members attended the CoSI meeting for approval  
of the full 5-year pilot of FOS to voice their concerns in an open meeting. I was able to use 
comments from this meeting to gain insight into why a science faculty would oppose a core 
science course. For example, a senior faculty member from outside the natural sciences 
department stated a reason to not approve FOS was that his department was afraid it would have 
a “decrease in their majors if all students had to take an additional course in science.” Using data 
from the university’s website in 2007, this department actually had an increase in majors post-
FOS implementation. While I am unsure of the basis of this particular faculty’s argument, other 
teaching faculty from biology who spoke off the record about the subject mentioned the issue of 
‘breadth versus depth’ of an intro course of this scope.  
The Theater of Ideas was presented in the campus theater (a 500-seat venue) and was 
open to the public, which included selected university alumni, who would become donors to the 
FOS fund, and to a small group of 20 freshman students, who were a test group for the lecture 
material and format. Prior experience and interactions of the founding FOS faculty with key 
university administration members emphasized their use of social networking skills as an 
appropriate window of opportunity when interest in reform was elevated and motivation to 
succeed could be ensured with faculty buy-in and appropriate funding. The ability of FOS 




pilot and the full course, but even more important was the forethought to solicit alumni donors 
by presenting them with an exciting and entertaining series of lectures about the frontiers of 
research being done at their alma matter. The funding from alumni for the pilot course was over 
$100,000 and thus ensured that the university would support a one-semester pilot of an expanded 
version. As seen in the literature from Tobias’s (1992) work, successful undergraduate science 
reform comes from large numbers of faculty buy-in and motivation as well as internal funding 
opportunities. Successful fundraising was a critical resource for the development of FOS.  
At this point, the FOS pilot faculty had given test lectures in the Theater of Ideas seminar 
series, and they had enough money to scale up the pilot. It was then crunch-time to develop what 
would become the series of lectures and seminar activities for the real pilot. The pilot was going 
to be offered to 300 incoming freshmen in the fall of 2003. This would require more faculty than 
the five who participated in the Theater of Ideas. In order to find more faculty to participate, 
Professor Galaxy and Professor Bird recruited additional faculty by going door to door to 
identify interested science faculty by speaking at faculty meetings to tell them about their idea 
for a new Core course that focused on the “Frontiers of Science” at the university. They found 
that going together to department heads and faculty meetings was regarded as “less productive 
and potentially obstructive” for recruitment. Approaching potential faculty on a personal level 
was key to their success: “When faculty members realize the endeavor is fun and intellectually 
stimulating, they will buy in” (Professor Bird, Field Notes, 2003). 
There were faculty in each department who were vocally not supportive of FOS, so 
recruitment and participation were tough by these standards. Eventually, faculty (especially in 




For the pilot, four faculty volunteered to give lectures and 10 more faculty volunteered to 
run seminar sections. All four faculty participants in interviews confirmed that one of the reasons 
that motivated them to join FOS was that both Professor Bird and Professor Galaxy had a very 
clear model for what they wanted in FOS, driven by their past teaching experiences at the 
university. This was especially true for Professor Galaxy, in terms of what concepts would be 
tested and what would not be tested, as emphasized in his development and use of Habits as the 
core e-text for the course.  
Course Objectives 
The FOS pilot was a novel course, designed to be interdisciplinary and taught by a 
combination of faculty and STFs with variations in teaching experience. The course would use 
non-commercial textbooks and had a broad audience of both potential science majors and non-
majors. Professor Bird and Professor Galaxy knew that the breadth of the content could not be 
conveyed in a commercial textbook, and lectures and accompanied readings would be critical to 
conveying the bulk of the content. The pedagogical approach underlying all course content and 
the selection process for lecture and reading materials relate to the course objectives, as 
described by faculty interviews and field notes. 
Course Resources 
As mentioned above, there was particular buy-in from the Department of Earth Science; a 
reason for this related perhaps to the faculty’s own recent restructuring of undergraduate intro 
courses in geophysics and the sustainability and creation of a new department of the 
multidiscipline theme of Ecology, Evolution, and Environmental Biology (E3B) that created a 
new undergraduate major in this department. The Professor Elephant interview indicated that an 




maintaining a “diversity of scientists” to show students that lots of different people do scientific 
research.  
Depth and Breadth 
Other resources included the vast depth of content knowledge from 20+ years of teaching 
and research experience that the faculty had. This was evident from both the quality of the 
content presented in lecture materials and the richly descriptive contexts that were provided as 
narratives to the lectures. If any FOS faculty person had a question about a lecture or was just 
curious about a topic, the answers generated by faculty were rich and concise, as seen in many 
field notes of post-lecture discussions. Attending post-lecture meetings was equivalent to having 
a giant science Wikipedia of experts to answer questions with the most cutting-edge data. It was 
amazing to witness this on a weekly basis.  
Independent Thinkers 
Another resource that Professor Galaxy and Professor Bird had brought to FOS was a 
clearly defined teaching philosophy of what FOS would be, as well as the ability to identify and 
recruit a group of faculty who shared their FOS philosophy. Intro courses in the sciences were 
sometimes described as dummied-down for non-majors, such as “Rocks for Jocks” or “a mile-
wide and inch-deep” approach to a particular discipline. Alternately, intro science courses 
focused instead on the philosophy or history of a specific subject. Learning only about the 
philosophy or important historical discoveries of a subject is not the same as doing science. One 
needs to know the basic tools of science so as not to blindly accept the (often misleading) 
scientific claims that are presented in the media. These kinds of intro courses leave out the ideas 
expressed in Professor Galaxy’s and Professor Bird’s objectives for FOS that science is a 




creative, dynamic people who came before them. The quantitative reasoning skills that are taught 
in FOS give students the freedom to think for themselves about data that were presented. It is 
clear why we need a new approach to science education if we intend to generate well-rounded 
graduates who will become productive citizens.  
Longevity via Continuous Faculty Recruitment 
Another important recruitment effort to obtain additional course resources and support 
was to hire five Science Teaching Fellows (STFs) to create the seminar activities to go along 
with lectures. I was one of the selected STFs. Since I was the first STF selected, I was asked to 
attend a weeklong professional development meeting to generate ideas for creative seminar 
activities that would complement the content in the Faculty lectures. One major requirement for 
all STFs and faculty was an interest in many science disciplines. This was one of the unique 
aspects of participating in FOS, that each faculty member teaches every subject covered in 
seminar sessions. By using Habits as an epistemological backbone to the course, both STFs and 
faculty were able to find commonality in their teaching experiences. 
When I asked Professor Galaxy and Professor Bird what criteria they used to select 
additional STFs, they mentioned two major qualifications: first, a strong publication record in 
their scientific domain, and second, prior experience of teaching in undergraduate settings. The 
rationale was to have STFs who could communicate their work. For example, Professor Galaxy 
commented, “If an STF can clearly communicate their own research, they most likely can clearly 
communicate other people’s research as well.” Most STFs had awards for exceptional teaching 
in their graduate institutions, so verification was easy for the second qualification. All faculty 
participants described STFs as essential to the success of Frontiers. Professor Lock indicated that 




“exceptionally organized,” and Professor Rock described them as “creative guinea pigs” who 
would try different versions of activities on themselves as well as be “effective and kind.” 
Interview data from faculty as well as observations and field notes from the planning 
sessions with the faculty and STFs, showed that an intense amount of creative energy went into 
the generation of seminar materials. This was a critical resource in the implementation of FOS, 
and the energy to create these materials probably lay in their motivation. STFs were also able to 
listen to the lectures and provide considerable suggestions for improvements on what was 
confusing in both content and presentation; this occurred in every planning session. Many 
Fellows were young (mean age was 26 years) and very recent students themselves, so they were 
perhaps more honest about admitting what they did not know to both faculty and students. An 
STF reported that many students responded positively to this approach of being honest about not 
knowing, and many STFs said they learned a lot by watching the way faculty approach a new 
scientific idea or question (Field notes).  
Furthermore, another resource that the STFs displayed was their ability to recognize the 
perspective of the students who would be taking the course and to devise appropriate pedagogy 
to reflect the skills found in Habits. STFs were the first to introduce the idea of developing 
inquiry-based activities in seminars, and my exposure to the concept from my studies in my 
doctoral program contributed to the conversation. Other STFs also mentioned that they preferred 
the inquiry approach to learning science content because they experienced it in their past courses 
from good professors. The STFs contributed their idea of hands-on work with real data in 






Faculty as Teachers 
The faculty themselves were important resources for content and pedagogical knowledge. 
For example, all faculty participants had received awards related to exceptional teaching at the 
university. Lecturers understood their undergraduate population well in most cases because they 
taught introductory courses for both majors and non-majors.   
When I asked STFs about their interactions with faculty participants’ lecture and seminar 
designs, they also had more to add to the list of faculty resources, both positive and mixed, when 
referring to lectures. For example, faculty had “amazing knowledge about their particular 
subject,” were “full of energy and creativity” (referring to Professor Galaxy, Professor Bird, and 
Professor Lock as the course leaders for different semesters of FOS), and “really knew the nuts 
and bolts of the administrative needs of the STFs.” Thus, exceptional prior experience in 
undergraduate and/or graduate science teaching by faculty was a resource to the generation of 
both FOS lectures and materials.  
Administrative Support for FOS  
Before the full implementation of the course in 2004, the founding faculty noted in 
planning meetings that the administrative workload for integrating the course into the existing 
Core was astronomical for one person, so Professor Galaxy and Professor Bird hired an 
administrator to help STFs with administrative needs and to coordinate with other members of 
university. The addition of an administrator without teaching duties was critical to mitigate the 
time requirements for uploading materials and student communications. The administrator 
provided scheduling for 23 classrooms each semester with the Registrar, organizing weekly 
faculty meetings, and printing 500+ midterms and exams per semester. These responsibilities 




culminating and storing course materials and technologies, like audio pod casts and PowerPoint 
slides of weekly lectures, and the person assisted with the University’s Center for Computing, 
New Media, Learning and Technology (CCNMLT) Department. 
CCNMLT was involved early in the FOS course and was critical to the development of 
Professor Galaxy’s electronic “Habits” as well as recording all lectures for video and audio 
archiving. Archiving of course materials used in FOS, like readings and seminar activity 
handouts, required the use of Courseworks, a web-based learning platform that allowed uplinks 
of all course materials to a central database. The faculty maintained a private development site 
on Courseworks, where materials could be deposited and organized in most cases by lecture 
series. The use of technology like Courseworks allowed freedom to collaborate on developing 
materials through a web-based platform. This was important for two reasons.  
First, faculty were able to contribute to development of materials, even if the topic was 
not their area of expertise, by having an open access structure to the material. Second, there was 
a level of transparency to the development of materials because one could see multiple versions 
of a seminar activity or exam questions. This meant that even if one were not actively 
participating in the creation of something, one could get an idea of what the learning progression 
was for a particular document. The development site for FOS faculty was then used to upload 
completed files to individual seminar sections for students. Technological resources were critical 
to the group teaching approach in that as they developed over time, they provided an internal 
organizational structure for how the course was run on a day-to-day basis.  
Although not discussed much in interviews and field notes, personal experience with this 
software was one of the reasons the pilot went so smoothly because we could all share and revise 




graphical organizer. Future semesters of FOS were pre-equipped with access to prior FOS 
materials through the main development site by simply copying past Frontiers seminar materials. 
In summary, I began my interviews with a question to all FOS faculty that asked who 
they thought were the key personnel in FOS and what resources did they bring to the 
development and implementation process. Understanding the personal attributes and available 
resources of motivated faculty is critical to the area of undergraduate science education reform. 
This case study led to the identification of several critical decisions regarding securing of vital 
resources that contributed to the development and implementation of FOS.  
First, university buy-in for large-scale reform such as Frontiers of Science has to come 
from within the organization and needs to be the work of many faculty. FOS as an entire course 
is not the result of one or two determined faculty; it is the combined effort of many people, 
including university administration and auxiliary personnel. The key to university buy-in of 
reform was to find a group of talented and high-profile tenured research faculty (i.e., Nobel 
laureates and National Medal of Science winners) who were willing to commit to the idea of 
teaching a novel, skills-based introductory and multidisciplinary science course. In addition, 
several key administrators like the Provost and the Dean of Arts and Sciences were strongly 
convinced this reform was worth supporting and helped to provide needed funding for the pilot 
course. Soliciting alumni donors was also a resource to ensure not only administration buy-in but 
also university buy-in through invitation  
to the extended Columbia community. Talking to faculty on a one-to-one basis also helped 
recruitment efforts because they were able to convey a clear and motivating message of their 




Second, utilization of a pilot course for FOS was another factor that helped the 
implementation process of FOS. The pilot version of the course provided evidence that FOS 
could work as a required course in the Core Curriculum. The difficult task of rearranging the 
entire freshman registration and scheduling as well as the feedback from student evaluations was 
important in the early de-bugging process of the FOS curriculum. The infrastructure of the pilot 
course, with regards to faculty recruitment and retention, provided the foundation for the 
sustainability of the program long term.  
Third, a blend of faculty members was a key resource for FOS. Professor Galaxy’s and 
Professor Bird’s insights to invite not only established research faculty but young science 
teaching faculty and postdocs as STFs to participate was a key resource that provided the 
necessary balance, strength, and creativity required for the longevity of the reform movement. 
The faculty bought in because they had the conviction that making FOS happen “was the right 
thing to do.” The faculty’s extensive teaching experience in a university setting and the depth  
of content knowledge about a wide range of interesting FOS topics provided exceptional 
lectures, with the added bonus of context from years of personal research experiences. Students 
who attended the lectures were not only presented with the depth of science content but the 
context of how the research was done by hearing the personal histories of the faculty.  
The creativity and thought that went into each lecture required months of editing based 
on the suggestions of fellow FOS faculty. The STFs were critical to this process in that they were 
recently students themselves and thus provided an additional and unique perspective of science 
research to both the students they taught and the faculty with whom they interacted. The STFs 
were motivated to teach in their postdoctoral careers. Their creative energy was essential to the 




embedded in Habits, to figure out and share with students the experience of learning something 
new in science. Students related to this interaction, as seen in the comments in their evaluations 
of seminar leaders. By acting as guinea pigs, STFs beta-tested inquiry-based activities on 
themselves and their assigned faculty lecturer to come up with the best way to get students 
motivated to discuss and use the content they were learning in the lectures. By integrating these 
critical resources, the founding faculty and eventually all the teaching faculty along with their 
STFs were able to create a course that provided undergraduates exposure and access to scientists 
who are often considered world leaders in their respective fields. It also gave them opportunities 
to learn from innovative seminar materials developed by STFs, delivered in an energetic way 
that realistically mimics the experience of how science is really done.  
4.6 Theme 3: Cognitive Apprenticeship through Professional Enculturation 
The FOS pilot, lecture faculty, and STFs had a larger role in shaping the initial 
organizational structures of FOS by working with Professor Galaxy and Professor Bird for 
generating a blueprint of what a Frontiers lecture should look like in terms of lectures that 
stemmed from group vetting sessions and choosing a variety of early curriculum materials 
mainly by a process of trial and error. 
Faculty Roles and Participation in Presentations 
Results are presented as various self-defined roles of the FOS faculty from both PIQ and 
interview questions. During the pilot, three of the four faculty participants were generating 
lectures, selecting appropriate reading materials, and developing activities; they also collaborated 
with STFs to generate ancillary materials, such as the seminar activities related to selected 
literature, final exams, and weekly individual problem sets. A mid-term was added for 




(WIAs). Post the FOS pilot, the division of labor was similar except that STFs began to take a 
larger role in the selection of relevant literature. STFs always used a small unit grouping 
approach to coordinate development of materials with faculty lecturers.  
There was also a small group of non-lecturing faculty who only participated in teaching 
in seminar sections. These faculty were selected to fill in the remaining seminar sections that 
were not covered by the STFs or the lecturers for a particular semester. These faculty varied in 
their level of participation in lecture vetting and activity generation but contributed to the overall 
knowledge base of the group and often asked insightful questions at faculty planning meetings. 
Also, there was a geology faculty (Professor Rock) who participated, as he did not give lectures 
but generated inquiry-based field trips for the entire student population (500+/semester) related 
to the climate and biodiversity segments. In summary, three major groups participated in the 
activities listed above: the faculty lecturers, the faculty seminar leaders who did not give lectures 
but taught a seminar section, and the STFs. 
FOS Faculty Presentations 
Functionally, a FOS semester is generally organized into four units: two units of life 
sciences and two units of physical sciences. Course topics vary, depending on who is giving the 
lectures on any given semester. Each unit is 3 weeks long and framed by a central compelling 
question at the frontiers of science (McPhearson et al. 2008). An example from the fall 2006 
Frontiers is shown in Figure 7.  
Figure 7. Sample Weekly Unit Questions 
 
Unit 1: Astronomy: “What is our place in the Universe and is it unique?” 
Unit 2: Climate systems: “Are humans changing the Earth’s climate?” 
Unit 3: Evolution: “How has DNA-based information led to the emergence of life and thought?” 






FOS weekly lectures were given by a faculty member who provided the content for their 
section of the course by addressing a central (and engaging) question related to their research 
specialty. Because they were teaching about their own research projects, they had unlimited 
access to their past data as well as an extensive collection of data generated by their colleagues in 
their research field. There was no single process a faculty utilized to create a FOS lecture, as 
each faculty member has a personal teaching philosophy, style of delivery, and preferences for 
presentations. Yet, when one looks at the lectures of Frontiers, each talk has some common 
pedagogical elements, indicating a group decision-making influence on the final version of the 
presentations.  
I asked Professor Galaxy what he thought defined a FOS lecture beyond incorporation of 
Habits, and he stated, “We didn’t try to do that too carefully because, again, the idea is drawing 
in different people to give the lectures…other than it had to be somewhat compelling.” There 
was a definite rigor to the vetting of lectures, so typically if a new lecturer comes into FOS, they 
met with a current faculty member, either Professor Galaxy, Professor Bird or another veteran 
lecturer, to go over what should be in their lectures and what should not be in their lectures. This 
generated a draft of the lecture which was presented to a group of FOS faculty where “they get a 
lot of feedback, which is not always positive.” Often, the lecture is given again after revisions 
from faculty suggestions. This creates a barrier for some science faculty who think they could 
teach in Frontiers by just presenting as they normally would for a science majors’ audience.  
As Professor Galaxy mentioned in field notes, some professors would “need a lot of work 




     The audience is very mixed from very hard-core students to very science phobic 
students. You have to understand that the lectures are presented in a less than ideal 
physical environment [a large lecture hall] so you will not be able to have students freely 
asking questions throughout the lecture. 
 
FOS management styles also affected the structure of the lectures. Professor Lock 
preferred an outline approach to emphasize the major learning objectives in each presentation 
and encouraged other lecturers to adopt a similar approach. This included a list of the learning 
objectives presented at the beginning of the lecture, at subsequent points throughout the lecture 
to summarize a set of related data, and again at the end to summarize the talk.  
Professor Elephant noted in his interview that this problem of student engagement existed 
as well in the distribution of students in his seminar, when he commented on a given week that 
“20 students did no readings prior to class; 4 read with questions and 2 actually understood the 
readings without help.” This made it difficult to facilitate activities with the lack of preparation 
by the majority of the students. His suggestion to remediate this was to extend FOS to a full two-
semester course, so each domain would have six lectures and seminars and allow time for depth 
of content and extended discussions of seminar activities. This idea of increasing time to allow 
depth of content was mentioned by Professor Skull as a critical need to the FOS’s future success. 
He noted that the original model of FOS skewed towards Habits over content for assessments, 
and that shifted over time with the addition of new faculty and student evaluation feedback to a 
model where content from the lectures was prioritized over explicit use or direct testing of Habits 
in assessments. He noted that the paradigm shift to include content was aligned with his personal 
goal for the course to move the phobic portion of his seminar class from what he described as 
one-fourth science phobic, one-half science agnostic, and one-quarter science students to the 




A survey of many of the FOS lectures showed very similar format, with the exception of 
Professor Galaxy who acknowledged this format as the norm but described his feelings about 
presentations as “viewing lectures as stories.” If one gives a student a slide with an outline at the 
beginning, “it ruins the story.” He mentioned that this was an “idiosyncratic approach,” and even 
though no one else uses this particular style, he felt that students can learn equally well from 
either approach.  
During interviews with FOS faculty and in student evaluations of the course, it was 
discussed that some lectures felt more like a performance than an educational experience, 
perhaps as a by-product of the vetting process. Some FOS faculty agreed that performance is 
necessary to reach the undergraduate audience, as evidenced by the use of entertaining video 
clips to teach about various aphasias, the faculty dressing up in costumes related to their area of 
research expertise for a panel discussion (a full T-rex costume got a roar from the students), or a 
FOS student doing a real-time demo of moving an actual copper ion. Other FOS faculty felt that 
the aspect of performance was too stressed in the lectures, and perhaps the big picture of a unit 
was being lost by theatrics. 
Other insights that came from observations of the lecture vetting sessions and faculty 
feedback were the reduction of jargon and the clarity of learning objectives for a particular unit. 
Vetting sessions were given as a once-through, with faculty usually stopping the lecture to ask 
questions, and a roundtable approach at the end to mention jargon and underdeveloped content 
issues. An example from the field notes pertaining to a new lecture on plastic polymers included 
13 interruptions by the faculty audience to indicate an under-defined term on a slide or in the 
lecturer’s talk. Hence, the process of lecture vetting increased the sustainability of FOS by 




emphasized understanding the perspective of the student audience because it was ‘performed’ in 
front of a live audience consisting of a diverse group of scientists, who demanded clarity so they 
could better understand it when they had to teach it. As a result, the vetting process not only 
benefited the eventual student audience but the faculty themselves, to increase and clarify their 
understanding of the content.  
Presentation Objectives and Central Questions  
Professor Galaxy’s lectures were usually the first in the semester and focused on the 
question of “Are we alone in the Universe?” by explaining the derivation of the Drake equation. 
Obviously, Professor Galaxy’s lectures included many examples of Habits, with the Drake 
Equation being an example of a back-of-the-envelope calculation to estimate the probability of 
Earth as a unique planet in the universe. His FOS aspect came from his personal research on the 
origin of neutron stars as data for the calculations. For the pilot, his approach to lecture 
development was usually done in a long-hand outline on a stack of papers and overheads. He, 
too, had to adjust to using PowerPoint as a presentation medium. Every year, he developed an 
almost entirely new set of lectures that used data from other areas of his research. He is prolific 
in the amount of material he can cover in a lecture as he tends to talk fairly quickly when he is 
excited about something. It is this excitement and his excellent oratory style—he was a double 
major in theater and physics as an undergraduate—that students tend to pick up on during 
lectures, as there is often a large group huddled around him when his lectures end.  
The stated objectives for FOS indicate that “while the specific ‘frontier of science’ 
provides the context for the course, the central emphasis of the course is the quantitative 
reasoning skills that scientists employ to explore the frontiers.” As seen in Professor Galaxy’s 




are always changing. One can look at these objectives as a set of recommendations to what a 
FOS lecture should incorporate. First, they must use current research of their own work  
or from others in their field as a source of data. Second, lecturers had to be explicit in their 
explanations of the data they chose to present as it relates to Habits. Third, the lectures needed to 
be delivered in a medium that undergraduates would respond to and that would keep students 
awake for a 75-minute lecture. All faculty participants had excellent command of their 
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK), which allowed them to cover a wide variety of complex 
research topics in a way that was approachable to undergraduates.  
All four faculty participants indicated that the goal of seminars was to help students 
review the lecture material in a small group format. Three of the four faculty participants referred 
to using the activities to emphasize the use of Habits, especially if they were working in a 
semester run by Professor Galaxy or Professor Bird because they knew this would be what the 
exams were designed around. Most of the faculty used a combination approach of at least one 
activity, questions from the WIAs, or student questions from lectures in every seminar to make 
sure students were actively participating in using aspects of Habits. Many of the STFs used a 
written outline for themselves as a plan of the seminar to maintain a sense of “structure.”  
Examples of Lecture Presentations 
Since each lecture series is structured to answer a central question related to a faculty’s 
research, I asked the faculty participants how they decided what makes an appropriate central 
question. I found that they used a variety of reasons including social responsibility to educate the 
public; how new technology impacts everyday lives; and defining one’s perspective of our place 
in the Universe. For the Climate Lecture, Professor Skull found that it was easy to choose their 




leaders would be in the audience and should know about this [global warming].” The faculty 
who joined from the Lamont Doherty Earth Institute felt that the topic of global warming and the 
current research they were doing on it needed to be explained to the public. Hence, what better 
way to send their data to the public than to teach undergraduates who might go into policy or 
government?  
Professor Skull selected three examples from their research data that provided the 
evidence that humans are impacting global climate change (the central question). These lectures 
were first given by a preeminent climatologist who I will call Professor Dragon, who is perhaps 
best known for his discovery of the ocean in triggering the abrupt climate changes which 
punctuated glacial time—in particular, the development and popularization of the idea of a 
global “conveyor belt” linking the circulation of the global ocean to continental climate changes. 
However, his contributions stretch far beyond the “conveyor”; his work is the foundation of 
carbon cycle science, and his applications of radiocarbon to paleoceanography are landmarks in 
the field. He used many graphs from his research to explain that from using proxies and back-of-
the-envelope calculations, we know that the climate is changing in ways we have never seen in 
the recorded past. He spent a good amount of time explaining the axes of his graphs and why 
they used more than one proxy to triangulate results. This was an explicit use of Habits in the 
lecture.  
Professor Dragon then went on to describe what he referred to as “poking the angry 
climate beast”—a final lecture that focused on the evidence presented in the International Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC), which reported on human greenhouse gas emissions and the means 
by which humans can temper uncontrolled CO2 emissions by carbon sequestration methods 




the same title that is now sold as a popular nonfiction book. While Professor Dragon’s 
knowledge on the subject matter was deep and his explanations of complex material clear, his 
delivery of the material was interpreted as “rather dry,” according to the FOS faculty, indicating 
that perhaps even high-content knowledge is not enough to reach an audience of undergraduates.  
Another climate lecturer was Professor Skull, a paleoceanographer/marine geologist who 
uses geochemical analyses of marine sediments to understand how and why past climates have 
changed. His lectures also focused on the same central question of global warming but used his 
research and interests in paleontology and oceanography to show evidence for why the dinosaurs 
abruptly went extinct. He added a very theatrical approach to his lectures by bringing in skulls of 
ancient hominids to connect to climate records found in a real core sample he had on loan and 
placed them on the stage behind him. At the end of this lecture, he invited the students to come 
and touch the K/T boundary, “to actually feel the spot in time where life as we know it began.” 
More than 100 students came up to touch the core; his lecture was a powerful sight to see. His 
selection of readings came from the primary and secondary literature related to these topics. 
The Biodiversity lectures were developed by Professor Elephant, whose research has 
primarily focused on the evolutionary genetic consequences of the extreme female philopatry 
exhibited by members of the genus Macaca. He has also worked on numerous other Asian, 
African, and South American primates, and has conducted conservation genetics research on a 
variety of vertebrates from frogs to elephants. His central question asked why biodiversity is 
important—to you? to the Earth? to ecosystems and ecosystem services? His lectures contained 
beautiful images of the places he has worked, and he told stories of not only how he began doing 
this particular research, but also what it was/is like to be involved in these projects and how 




his most current research project with the Millennium Project for Frontiers to show how science 
research can have direct effects on the problem of global poverty. He used genetics of 
endangered animals from the Red List as a way to teach the Habit of statistics and probability for 
conservation biology.   
 
FOS also taught conceptually difficult physical sciences like quantum mechanics by 
using a content expert like Professor Phone. As a former employee for a communications 
company, Professor Phone gave many talks to shareholders, and those experiences helped him to 
develop lectures for freshmen in FOS. His approach was to compare the concrete Newtonian 
physics that students observe in their everyday lives to the world of quantum mechanics. To do 
this, he made some fantastic animations of tennis balls being shot through a slit and then 
electrons shot through a slit to show the difference in the distributions (a Habits concept), 
depending on the item shot through the slit. He referenced that Feynman used bricks in his 
example, but he asked himself when he was making the animation, “Who throws bricks these 
days?” He went with tennis balls because he wanted to use an item that his students could 
connect to their daily experiences. Professor Phone then went on to make the connections of how 
electron guns and atomic tunneling lead to the small size of one’s personal electronics and that 
we are at the limit of size with “top-down” manufacturing. His Frontiers lecture was to show 
how bottom-up manufacturing will be the future if we can get past Rick Smalley’s “fat fingers, 
sticky fingers” problem in nanotechnology—namely the predicaments of manipulating nanosized 
Figure 8 A photo from a conservation effort for Borneo 
Elephants showed to students in lecture described how using 
genetic markers the scientists were able to distinguish that 
this species is genetically distinct from other Asian elephants 
and may have parted ways with their closest Asian cousins 
when Borneo separated from the mainland, effectively 





structures whose small size and adhesive/cohesive properties are far different from macro-
material structures.  
All of these lecture vignettes show examples of the directives for a FOS lecture: (a) they 
included real data from publications in the primary literature with enough supporting context to 
make them understandable by a freshman audience; (b) they always incorporated at least some of 
the science skills found in Habits; and (c) they were delivered in an exciting context with 
personal stories of triumphs and disappointments. Often, there was use of a historical approach to 
the organization of the lectures that reflected Professor Galaxy’s analogy of science as a process 
of building up or on top of something.  
Literature for Presentations and Lectures 
For each curriculum unit, there was a need for appropriate reading materials to 
supplement the lecture content and provide data for seminar activities. Selection of reading 
materials was an important decision during curriculum development because FOS does not have 
a commercial textbook associated with it, as most introductory courses in a specific science 
discipline do. The challenge was to find or create a book with a variety of up-to-date science 
content to be presented to a general audience. Without a central textbook, required and 
supplemental readings had to be selected from primary and secondary science literature sources 
and critically evaluated for their appropriateness to the selected unit theme as well as readability 
to a student audience. In general, readings were selected for their clarity, appropriate level of 
detail, and Frontiers-like perspectives on a given topic.  
For each unit, several readings were selected for each of the weekly lectures and several 
additional and/or optional readings were related to the seminar sections. Special consideration 




section was broad. The course included both potential science majors and non-majors. Literature 
selection was done by a collaboration of STFs and a lecture faculty using a small group expert 
approach. A small group expert approach meant that all the participants for a curriculum unit had 
expertise in a particular science discipline. They worked together to select readings that were not 
only scaffolded for students but also helped to increase content domain literacy for FOS faculty 
who would be leading seminar sections and often learning domain content for the first time. A 
variety of articles were offered for any curriculum unit, so faculty could select what they chose 
to assign to their individual seminar sections. Hence, this variety in literacy selection allowed for 
flexibility in pedagogy by the FOS faculty. This circumvented faculty having potential problems 
with content deficits by allowing them to choose readings that reflected the level of discussion 
they wished to have in their individual classrooms.  
FOS faculty had mixed opinions about what type of literature to assign in their seminar 
sections. As seen in the Hood Matrices for FOS in this chapter, the majority of assigned readings 
for lectures came from secondary literature sources such as Scientific American, which provides 
well-written reviews of current research topics from expert research scientists in the field. STFs 
preferred these articles for assignments because they felt that students responded to them 
positively:  
     They come in with questions; they come in more interested after they have that kind of 
reading. They reference it in conversation in the class and they won’t do that about a lot 
of other readings. From all different kinds of assignments, journals Scientific American 
really meets the needs, I think, better than other articles, so there is some conflict there 
between what kind of material we would like them to be able to read. (STF Nano) 
 
According to interview data, many of the FOS faculty attempted to use primary literature in their 
seminar reading assignments, but found they were only able to use them if a companion piece 




Other secondary sources of literature included excerpts from popular nonfiction books 
like Bill Bryson’s The Short History of Nearly Everything, which humorously addresses the 
questions the author had about science topics by directly asking real scientists who specialize in 
these fields—an approach similar to that of FOS. Articles from The New York Times Science 
section and News and Views articles from primary literature were also often used to create 
interrupted case studies for seminars.  
Seminars generally involved application of some aspects of Habits and often used data 
from primary literature sources such as peer-reviewed journal articles. There are clear issues with 
trying to assign this type of literature to first-year students because they are written for a specific 
audience, i.e., scientists, and require additional scaffolding to comprehend the articles as a 
whole. An STF who initially selected only primary journal articles decided that after attempting 
to use them in seminar, they were too difficult for freshmen to comprehend without heavy 
scaffolding from the faculty. She chose primary journal articles because she felt they represented 
the “Frontiers” aspect of the course. As indicated in Chapter III, Professor Elephant used only 
primary literature in seminar sections. His reasoning was similar to that of the STFs in that by 
assigning journal articles, one can present the most current knowledge of a particular subject: “I 
thought that the students would benefit the most from experiencing the live scientist thinking and 
talking right by them.” He selected journal articles that were interesting to him and that he had 
questions about, which sometimes ignored the potential student interest in a given unit. This 
ultimately led to a bifurcation of his seminar sections into those who enjoyed the challenge of 
understanding primary scientific literature and those who did not.  
     Only some students really loved it in the sense that it was certainly more challenging. 
They were a bit lost as to what exactly is it that I wanted them to do because you can't tell 





According to Professor Elephant, some students “seemed really turned on by looking at 
original scientific information and they enjoyed that.” Others felt very out of place and had 
difficulty; they complained that Professor Elephant was not good at something—being more 
straightforward class-like. That aligns with what he noted he did not like about teaching in FOS: 
the amount of pressure in the class to behave “a bit like a high school where you feed them a sort 
of clean diet of things” that they can answer, so they can get a good grade and move on with 
their lives. By contrast, he thought there was a real chance that this class could move them close 
to science thinking and provide them with a high-level experience, which is what he would want 
to see in a class like FOS.  
Increasing science literacy was a major aspect of this course for students but determining 
what level of literacy was appropriate for first-year college students was difficult, to say the 
least. In general, most journal articles were used piecemeal for data that could be analyzed with 
one or more aspects of Habits. Small portions of the introductions and one or two figures would 
be excerpted and used to generate either an interrupted case study activity or for WIAs (see 
Appendix E for an example).  
When primary literature was used as an entire journal article in seminars, there was 
always the need for a companion piece, usually written by an STF that guides the students 
through the process of reading a particular scientific paper. This type of scaffolding was used to 
help students see one or two figures within the context of how they were published as a bigger 
story. Entire journal articles were rarely used in this course, mostly due to the time constraints of 
the 75-minute seminar and the format of changing units every 3 weeks. Several faculty meetings 
were solely devoted to the strategies of improving students’ comprehension of journal articles. 




In summary, developing appropriate reading materials for an introductory science course 
that focuses on FOS research required a novel method of selecting and adapting primary and 
secondary literature sources. FOS faculty preferred to use reviews written by prominent research 
scientists for lay journals such as Scientific American because they contained FOS-like content, 
utilized many ideas found in Habits, and clearly defined all terminology used in the article to 
avoid jargon. Primary journal articles were also often incorporated, but in pieces to provide data 
for seminar activities and WIAs.  
Unit and Lecture Organization: The Hood Matrix 
As indicated earlier, the clear teaching philosophy of Professor Galaxy and Professor 
Lock had a major influence on the implementation of this course. Professor Galaxy’s and 
Professor Bird’s objectives for the course required a seminar leader to balance both content and 
Habits in their weekly sections. STFs had less experience with undergraduate teaching at this 
university and thus required some form of teacher mentoring to better understand the ways of 
engaging this particular audience. Many of the STFs said that the faculty participant they 
modeled the most was Professor Lock. He had established his ideas of what makes a good 
lecture that did not focus explicitly on the use of all the ideas in Habits; instead, he selected a few 
that related most to his research, such as the use of proxies for investigating the unknown. I 
found it interesting that Professor Lock described one of his roles in FOS as a “shepherd” in his 
PIQ because he gave much wise advice to STFs, including myself, on how to give a good 
presentation. He shared some of his rules for a good lecture:   
     I always thought that a good lecture really had three parts to it.… You have to first 
understand the material…. And then the big piece that most people miss is you have to 
understand what’s in their heads…. And then the lectures a way of getting A into B…for 
example, at no point do you use a term that they don’t know; if you can’t outline your 
lecture, you can’t expect them to outline the lecture. So, an outline is a form of 





The pilot of FOS was tough in that a lot of the seminar materials being generated were 
made on the fly, a week or two before they were to be used for the first time. (For future versions 
of the course, a system of organization was required to act as a curriculum guide for the units; 
enter the “Hood Matrix.”) 
Over time, in both field notes and subsequent interviews, the faculty developed a form of 
“sequencing” called the Hood Matrix to help them organize the large amount of content and (to 
some extent) pedagogy. It closely resembles an overview of a unit lesson plan on a single page. 
This allowed a FOS faculty to have at a glance the overall architecture of a given unit with key 
learning objectives for each week, the required readings, and the name of the weekly seminar 
activity (if there was one at the time). This was first used by Professor Lock to explain the 
options for readings and suggested activities that supplemented his lectures. It caught on quickly, 
and soon every unit had a Hood Matrix to go along with it.  
An example of the Hood Matrix for the Biodiversity Unit shows that by the second year 
of FOS, the big ideas of the lecture were bulleted to allow seminar leaders some structure in 
terms of content that should be emphasized as well as listing the available readings and seminar 
activities for a given week. Past the first year, this Hood Matrix would be used as the primary 
organizational tool for faculty to select curriculum materials from each week. More than half of 
the faculty said they used selected slides from the lecture as the opening of their seminar section. 
The reasons for using lecture slides often related to the idea of emphasizing the big ideas of the 
lecture in terms of its content.  
As the course progressed, more and more materials were available to use with a given 
unit because the domains did not change much; only the person who was giving the lectures and 




more than simple one-page outlines. The evolution of this single-page overview turned into the 
expanded and detailed unit plans presented as Faculty Guides that provided expanded options for 
readings, links-related websites, and streaming videos as well as detailed faculty notes on new 
activities. Hence, key curriculum organizational tools, initially developed in the form of outlines 
of learning goals, were transformed into extended unit plans that included not only learning goals 
but evidence of Cognitive Apprenticeship information, like sequencing of activities and 
suggestions to external resources to provide additional learning opportunities.  
Each faculty participant was assigned a group of students (usually 22 students per group) 
with whom they met weekly for a 75-minute seminar/lecture session. The weekly lectures given 
by faculty provided content for the course by addressing a central question using scientific data. 
For students to use the data, they were presented with lectures or assigned readings, and met in 
seminar sections to interact on a more intimate basis with one of the FOS faculty, either an STF, 
a non-lecture faculty, or sometimes even the lecture faculty if they participated in giving 
seminars (most of them did). All four faculty participants I interviewed taught in seminar 
sections. The seminar section is described as “the heart of the course” because this is where 
students become active science learners by participating in group discussions of the weekly 
lecture content through selected readings and activities that applied the use of concepts found in 
Habits. Since the lectures change each year, STFs continually develop new seminar materials for 
the course.  
FOS Seminars and Assessments 
During the FOS pilot, the general structure for seminar sections was developed primarily 
through the work of the STFs interacting with the lecture faculty in private meetings to come up 




were individually assigned to generate a set of assessments to go along with a given unit that 
included: a set of 10 homework questions, an activity or activities that could be done during the 
75-minute seminar time with minimal materials, and a series of exam questions to be given in the 
final. STFs had to work immediately on these tasks as all but one STF arrived during the first 
week of classes in the fall of 2003. The idea was to generate multiple forms of assessment that 
would reflect the learning goals of FOS, meaning that all assessments would include Habits-
related material and some data from the primary literature that was tied to the central questions 
used as themes for the course.   
As I mentioned earlier, Professor Galaxy’s stress on the use of Habits was often 
interpreted by the students (and the faculty) as meaning that the content would not be tested 
during the final exam; thus, students did not take notes about the content they were hearing in the 
lectures or in seminar. In some ways, this was a shame because the lecturers spent so much time 
developing these valuable lectures, and students were being told that they would be tested on 
their use of Habits. This created a strange environment for the seminar leaders in that they had all 
the content in the lectures and readings, but then were asked to make sure students were 
practicing Habits weekly. (The faculty had many discussions about this issue over the next few 
years, and they have moved to a more content-centered approach to assessment.)  
Early on in FOS during the pilot in 2003, the homework assignments were quantitative 
problem solving focused on Habits and disconnected from the content of the lectures, which 
encouraged students to perceive FOS lectures as having less value over the ability to do Habits 
math problems. For example, for the pilot and first year of FOS, one homework assignment was 
given to all students, which led to an unfortunately large problem with plagiarism. Because 




to copy another person’s answers without being caught, as the majority of the solutions were just 
variations on showing one’s work in the form of calculations.  
A number of problems in the pilot homework questions were not related to the content 
presented in the lectures but were there as a way to emphasize the practice of Habits. This 
showed the faculty that there was a problem if they focused on the use of Habits as an 
assessment measure and ignored the content of the materials presented in lectures. Professor 
Force, who taught during this time as a seminar leader, specifically mentioned this as a major 
issue he had with the course as a whole. He felt that “doing calculations for the sake of 
calculating” only leads to the idea of participating in the course as a means of obtaining a “Junior 
Scientist Merit badge.” Since the second major objective for FOS included increasing the 
students’ ability to use critical thought in problem solving, one cannot avoid quantitative 
problem solving, but a balance must be reached given the student population. As with the other 
core classes in the Core Curriculum, these courses are taken by all incoming students to gain 
appreciation for the subject. Professor Force also used a good analogy for core courses in that 
“one does not need to play an instrument to appreciate music, nor does one have to write poetry 
to appreciate classical literature,” so why ask students to be able to calculate in order to 
appreciate science?  
To this point, Professor Phone stated, “The worst case with over-emphasis on 
calculations in a science core is that you can permanently turn off a student to a particular 
discipline.” His alternative to calculations for the sake of number crunching was to emphasize 
the logical thought processes one had to go through to present the results in a particular piece of 
data. This idea of logic was later incorporated into the assessments in that the unit homework 




section. Because there are several different ways to approach the teaching of logic/critical 
thought, individual faculty had their own means of how best to do this for their particular 
seminar section.   
The idea of a core class was to the expose students to various subjects with the hope that 
they would get turned on and cultivate further interest. The seminar activities were more 
interesting as they reflected a more hands-on approach to the science learning of Habits. A good 
example was one of the activities developed for the Brain and Behavior unit by Professor Lock, 
“The Two Point Threshold,” that showed the use of proxies to determine nerve distribution in the 
body. A pair of calipers, a blindfold, and a data sheet were given to a pair of students. One 
student was asked to put on the blindfold or to close her/his eyes, while the other student 
proceeded to poke with a single caliper end on both ends of the forearm and the tip of the finger, 
and then record the number of correct and incorrect responses from the test subject. The students 
were told to switch randomly from one or two points while changing the distance between the 
two points as a control. The idea is that one has many more nerve endings on the tip of a thumb 
than an arm for reasons of sensitivity. This experiment faithfully represents a science experiment 
and includes many of the ideas listed in Habits, such as proxies, measurement, controls, and 
multiple trials. This is a typical FOS activity in that it directly relates to the content presented in 
the lecture on how the somatosensory motor cortex is laid out but is balanced with the use of 
Habits to gather and process data. 
Finally, I was curious to learn about how the faculty navigated the issues of ‘science 
content’ versus ‘science process’ when developing lectures. This directly addressed an issue 
found in many science classrooms related to science inquiry—namely, how much time do you 




mixed feelings and approaches. How best to incorporate Habits was debated in almost every 
planning meeting and lecture vetting session for several years. The use of Habits as a unifying 
theme for understanding scientific frontiers was central to Professor Galaxy’s epistemological 
approach for the course, but some (very vocal) faculty felt that emphasis on Habits as a central 
theme made the content less relevant. This issue was at the center of assessment design as well.  
For the pilot, student comments on the evaluation showed multiple references to Habits 
as “plug and chug” and that “they did not learn much [content] from taking FOS.” Student 
comments can be taken with a grain of salt here, as students are a fickle lot and not too keen on 
new courses. As far as my observations went, the faculty were unable to reach a consensus on 
this issue. The emphasis of Habits versus content varied over the 4 years I observed, depending 
on who was in charge of a given semester. It is my understanding that since 2008, there has been 
a switch to focus and testing more on the content of the lectures. 
4.7 Theme 4: Cognitive Apprenticeship through Informal Professional Development 
I was interested in knowing more about how scientists learned from their peers in 
developing new science lessons, which is the situation all FOS faculty face when teaching out of 
discipline. I was interested in learning more about the learning communities that evolved from 
collaborating, developing, planning, learning, and teaching the FOS curriculum; hence, the 
application of situated cognition or cognitive apprenticeship helped frame the interview 
questions and lens for observing field notes when the faculty were planning together. A  
group of scientists (postdocs and tenured faculty) created a new course for undergraduates that 
was very multidisciplinary in terms of science content. The faculty members who taught the 
course were largely single-discipline researchers who had to learn from one another in order to 




this case study was how high-level research scientists could learn and then teach content outside 
of their area of interest in such a short time scale, which is uncommon in a traditional university 
role. An example was an astrophysics professor who taught modules on brain and behavior, 
quantum mechanics, and climate change in one semester.  
A major point of cognitive apprenticeship was the idea of mentoring as a process for 
acclimating new faculty into the teaching profession. The skills and organizational strategy of 
FOS required any new faculty and STFs alike to be able to teach using the seminar activities that 
incorporated some aspects of Habits, some inquiry-based activities, and active discussions of the 
lecture material. All FOS faculty were motivated to teach in Frontiers because they enjoyed 
teaching but, often in the case of college science teaching, college faculty have little if any 
formal educational professional development in teaching. Even for FOS, the faculty did not have 
professional development prior to planning and teaching the FOS. Thus, the planning and 
development of FOS served as space for mentoring between FOS faculty. This constituted their 
informal professional development opportunities that resulted in “flexible” teaching for seminar 
sections and showed how personal pedagogical goals influenced the communities of practice 
within FOS.  
FOS Informal Mentoring 
When responding to the interview question prompt about initial mentoring experiences, 
one needs to consider the two groups of faculty who were being studied. According to the 
information provided by faculty in the PIQs, the faculty participants had on average 20+ years of 
teaching experience at the graduate level and some limited undergraduate teaching as well. STFs, 




opportunity. Some STFs had co-taught as graduate students but they were not responsible for 
developing much of the curriculum.  
The pilot in the Fall of 2003 had three postdocs and two graduate students as the initial 
STF cohort. This small group of STFs were paired as a Fellow with each of the faculty lecturers 
to generate the FOS materials as quickly as possible for the summer before the pilot (Summer 
2003). From my involvement in developing the Nano lectures with Professor Phone, it was 
difficult to come up with materials and activities alone for quantum mechanics for his lecture. I 
did interact extensively with the two faculty who were developing the lectures, and we were able 
to generate some good discussion materials from the suggested readings, but there was very little 
time for interacting with the other Fellows. It felt very isolating to be solely responsible for 
coming up with creative ideas to discuss quantum mechanics with a large group of undergrads 
and other faculty. Luckily, once the course was approved, many STFs were hired and the pilot 
STF postdocs worked with the incoming STFs to create what one STF termed “a community-
driven approach” to FOS unit development. Because the STFs were all housed in one large 
office, they were often sharing ideas and commenting on planned seminar activities. This created 
a support group of peers who were all doing the same job of teaching seminars. Several of the 
STFs indicated that the faculty gave little guidance in terms of mentoring. I interpreted this to 
mean that the more experienced faculty did not interact with the community mentorship that 
occurred between the STFs. For the most part, the STFs continue to be a close-knit group who 
pass on advice to incoming STFs and, by upgrading the teacher’s guides with pedagogical 






Community-Driven Learning from Planning 
The community-driven approach of mentoring of the STFs was also found in the 
responses of the faculty, but with some modifications in where it occurred. The faculty and STFs 
met weekly during the summer to vet upcoming Fall and Spring lectures. These lecture vetting 
sessions were in the summer as it was the only time faculty could meet as a group since 
schedules relaxed in the summer. They spent a large portion of time on post lecture doing group 
vesting to ensure that the material was logical in sequence, jargon-free, and at an appropriate 
level for freshmen. It was during lecture vetting sessions that the majority of the faculty 
commented they were learning about new and interesting content from their colleagues. 
Professor Phone described these sessions as “a salon, or a place you would sit around and have 
great conversations with other intellectuals.” As mentioned earlier, the majority of the course 
seminar materials were designed from STFs working together in their shared office, where they 
were free to discuss pedagogical aspects of seminar activities. A few STFs mentioned that there 
was “reverse mentoring” to faculty because they had to vet future seminar activities during 
weekly post-lecture meetings. With the exception of the founding faculty like Professor Galaxy, 
Professor Bird, and Professor Lock, the faculty participated in mentoring only within the context 
of lecture vetting and post-lecture faculty planning meetings. They worked on lectures and 
seminar preparation individually, which was different from the STFs. The majority of the 
seminar activity vetting eventually transformed into pedagogical instructions in the weekly 
Faculty Guides.   
All faculty participants also mentioned the creative energy of the STFs as critical to their 
mentoring experiences for developing seminars activities and critiquing readings. The STFs 




specific kind of mentoring from faculty; hence, mentoring flowed in both directions, according 
to the strengths of each group of faculty. Overall, the younger STF group created a sense of 
community mentoring that allowed rapid acclimation of incoming fellows and a creative 
atmosphere for the development of course materials.  
As the years progressed, more and more FOS seminar materials became available to 
choose from for a given FOS unit. Each seminar session would present a STF or faculty seminar 
leader with the particular task of choosing what materials they wanted to use from either the 
previously designed activities or readings, or they were free to make up something completely on 
their own as long as it fit with the general ideas of content expressed in the lectures. The choice 
of extensive materials eventually led to flexibility in pedagogical decisions in the seminar 
sessions.  
Each week, the STF designed activities but did not create their own materials. In 
interviews, I asked several probes related to flexible seminar section teaching. Interview 
questions asked if they thought that, as a group, they had similar teaching strategies in seminar 
sections, and whether this was considered a negative or positive aspect of FOS. I also asked how 
each faculty member ran individual seminar sections. The rationale for this question was to see if 
specific pedagogical or organizational strategies were being used by the two faculty groups and 




Chapter V: Discussion of Findings 
The purpose of my research was to understand the role science inquiry played in planning 
a novel multi-domain curriculum for undergraduates and to describe how FOS faculty from 
multiple content domains who decided to center their teaching with a foundation of Habits of 
Mind were able to create a novel Community of Practice (CoP). The two research questions 
focused on the experiences of select faculty and my interpretation of their use of inquiry in 
curriculum development and implementation.  
The first main question was: How do college science faculty design and implement 
inquiry-based instruction in an introductory-level, multi-domain course for undergraduates? The 
sub- questions asked how both faculty’s views of science and prior experience in teaching 
undergraduates influence FOS curriculum development and implementation. It also evolved to 
ask the  was the impact to the FOS curriculum when faculty decided to center  FOS around 
Habits of Mind. 
 The second main question was: How does centering an introductory course around 
Habits of Mind impact science faculty Professional Development?  The sub-question asked what 
happens when college science faculty have consistent Professional Development opportunities?  
This chapter includes a summary of the findings, a description of the Frontiers of Science 
(FOS) curriculum development process, a discussion of findings in relation to the literature 
discussed in Chapter II, and an explanation of how this study contributes to the bodies of 
literature on college science teaching, science inquiry, and Communities of Practice. I conclude 
with implications for college science faculty education and college science faculty professional 





5.1 Major Findings 
Theme 1: Developing the Frontiers of Science (FOS) Curriculum 
The first research question explored how college science faculty viewed and taught 
science. Science as a discipline provided the foundation for the impetus to create a new core 
course, and the FOS faculty’s written definitions of science such as a way of knowing, a process 
to ask about nature, and a way of thinking helped shape the interdisciplinary course for 
undergraduates. The Habits of Mind e-book further defined science and introduced students with 
key aspects of science inquiry. As the FOS case study concluded prior to the publication of the 
NGSS, it was interesting to do an alignment of the objectives of FOS to the 3-D framework. 
Each chapter of Habits describes the practices of scientists and each faculty participant’s 
curriculum emphasizing proxies, models, and domain-specific approaches to experimental 
design and refinement. The same can be found for Crosscutting Concepts in all four faculty 
domains, with patterns in climate records, diffraction of light, biodiversity; Cause and effect of 
why humans are social, based on evolution; Scale in numerous forms, from the atoms in the 
quantum realm to vast geological time scales; Proportion and quantity in the anatomy of the 
brain; System models in climate record proxies; Energy and matter in the quantum realm; and 
Structure and function relationships in the fossil record. Occasionally but not always, the core 
ideas from a given domain overlapped and allowed students to see connections between the 
disciplines.  
Chapter 1, “A Sense of Scale,” focused on the idea of the scale of the science that is 
discussed in the course. It is a common thread that lecturers were encouraged to emphasize, and 
seminar activities and exams were utilized heavily. It was intended to go beyond quantitative 




objective perspective on their place in the universe. The way the faculty incorporated scale 
ranged from the atomic (quantum mechanics) to the entire Universe (astronomy), and they asked 
students to think beyond what was visible with their eyes, to expand their perceptions of what 
science is capable of measuring. To extend the idea of an individual human’s place in the 
universe, scales were used in climate lectures to show how old the Earth is and how recent we as 
humans are to it. By keeping scale as a central theme, FOS faculty were able to explicitly include 
an astounding variety of topics—all tied together by the idea of scale. The NGSS (2013) defined 
the Crosscutting Concepts of scale, proportion, and quantity. The domains presented by the FOS 
research faculty consistently pointed out relevant different measures of size, time, and energy in 
lectures, assignments, and seminar activities, and indicated to students’ ways to recognize how 
changes in scale, proportion, or quantity affect a system’s structure or performance. 
Chapter 2 of Habits begins with a baseball story as an introduction to “Discoveries on the 
Back of an Envelope.” The idea that Professor Galaxy wanted to convey with this chapter was 
that science is not always as rigid as one would think.  He noted that a common misconception of 
the scientific process is that it always must be quantitatively precise but the more authentic way 
that scientists quantify Nature is often in a more qualitative way.  Two of the distinguishing 
habits of a scientific mind are the ability and willingness to make rough estimates of unknown 
(and often, unknowable) quantities. “Back-of-the-envelope” calculations almost always contain 
few enough steps to fit on the back of the envelope (or, more frequently, on a napkin). The idea 
is not to calculate something precisely, but to obtain a quick, rough idea of how big, or how 
many, or how heavy, or how expensive something is. Professor Galaxy’s argument was that if 
one can estimate well, then one can successfully question authoritative claims seen in one’s 




using proxies. Habits of Mind helps to make the connection of the social relevance of learning 
with ways of practicing this particular habit to tackle what Professor Galaxy termed the 
“misinformation age.” Estimation and use of proxies are central habits that all sciences share, 
and they were used in all lectures and exams.  
NGSS (2013) stated that one of the primary goals of science education is to cultivate 
students’ scientific Habits of Mind, enhance their use of science inquiry, and teach them to use 
reason in a scientific context. There is then a tension in finding balance as a teacher for 
developing knowledge of science content and teaching (implicit or explicit) scientific practices. 
If a science teacher focuses solely on content, then the students will not be able to experience or 
develop their own skills in scientific inquiry. Students will see science as a series of facts. This is 
the opposite of FOS definitions of science as a way of knowing or a way of seeing the world. 
FOS was initially designed to be assessed in a content-agnostic fashion, which skewed the course 
farther towards Practice by emphasizing Habits. In the pilot and first year of the course, the 
content used for assessments like the final exam were related to the discipline or domain from 
the semester but not from the assigned readings or lecture content. This led to students voicing 
unfairness in evaluations that the course was for students who were good at doing calculations.  
All the faculty interviewed for this case study indicated that a paradigm shift to include 
and connect to the content of the readings and lectures was critical for curriculum development 
and student satisfaction. Reinforcement of the course content was likely to improve students’ 
science literacy as repeat exposure and reflection allowed for increased retention. While I did not 
interview students for this case study, there was an increase in content-specific references in 
student evaluations when comparing the pilot to subsequent years. Finally, the use of multiple 




the NGSS encouraged to allow students to see that there are many different approaches to the 
scientific method. 
Chapter 3, “Insights in Lines and Dots,” begins with a personal narrative about the 
discovery of an important astronomy topic (red quasars) to prove that graphical representation of 
data is powerful and important for understanding the relationships between what is measured and 
their underlying hypotheses. Professor Galaxy pointed out the hazards of graphs and their 
interpretation: “Whether ‘tis nobler to graph, or not, thus requires judgment” before delving into 
the variety of graphs scientists use. The definition of axes is paramount to understanding climate 
graphs that most often contain three axes and backwards geological time. Also described in this 
chapter are histograms and scatterplots that show trends in distributions, and the power of the use 
of color-metric scales to convey complex information on a single graph. Scientists love graphs, 
and so they were used heavily in all aspects of the course. However, perhaps presenting them in 
Habits as an interesting and useful concept related to what students were already exposed to, like 
the Stock Exchange read-out, may have somehow lessened the blow to students with graph-
phobia views. Use of graphical data in Habits and lectures was also related to NGSS 
Crosscutting Concepts as they explicitly provided students with a common organizational 
schema. Consistent use of graphs by all faculty helped to centralize knowledge from various 
science domains into a coherent and scientifically based view of the world. 
Chapter 4, “Expecting the Improbable,” discusses the idea of probability by defining it as 
“an important object lesson in how abstract mathematical concepts should intrude on everyday 
life.” Often, this concept is used in genetics to figure out the probability of two (or more) 
events/outcomes happening by chance. It is tedious and boring to learn about probability this 




context, such as how to make money off fellow students. After Professor Galaxy went through 
his calculations, he came up with P (two identical birthdays) = 1-0.0059 = 99.4% or nearly 200:1 
in his favor— “which explains why I have never lost in twenty years of fleecing my students.” 
This chapter also introduces the idea of rare events happening all the time—another central 
theme found in FOS lectures. Probability is a topic that should be taught in K-12 as well as 
college and is mentioned in NGSS in MS-ETS1-4 Engineering Design that is defined as 
“Develop a model to generate data for iterative testing and modification of a proposed object, 
tool, or process such that an optimal design can be achieved.” Specifically, this relates to the 
Common Core State Mathematics standards to “Develop a probability model and use it to find 
probabilities of events. Compare probabilities from a model to observed frequencies; if the 
agreement is not good, explain possible sources of the discrepancy (MS-ETS1-4).” FOS lectures 
and especially the weekly assessments encouraged faculty to engage with students to apply 
probability to evaluate responses.   
Chapter 5, “Lies, Damned Lies and Statistics,” was also known as how not to lie with 
statistics. It introduced the Habits of accuracy and precision, errors and uncertainty. Professor 
Galaxy indicated that scientists used statistics to quantitively measure the uncertainty of a 
measurement. That value of uncertainty when programmed into a model can then be measured 
against the model’s prediction. He wanted readers to understand that measurements alone do not 
prove that a model is correct. He encouraged readers to accept that the world of science is not 
about proofs (rather, that is the realm of mathematics and, perhaps, of philosophy). While often a 
precise discipline which strives for accuracy, he described science as ever aware of the inherent 
and unavoidable uncertainty in its measurements, and so readers must account for them explicitly 




scientists engage in as they investigate and build models and theories about the natural world and 
the key set of engineering practices that engineers use as they design and build models and 
systems. Many aspects of FOS use narratives to describe how a model is built up and changed 
over time.  
Chapter 6, “Correlation, Causation...Confusion and Clarity,” begins with a claim pulled 
from The New York Times, “Vegetarianism Increases Life Span,” as a way to introduce what 
Professor Galaxy  “the most widely misused and misunderstood mathematical operations in 
existence: correlation analysis.” There were many attempts to demystify the difference between 
the terms in the course materials, and even an entire field exercise was developed to show how to 
use data to generate correlation. This was also a tie-in to the NGSS that are recommended as one 
of the major middle school practices. The NGSS in high school moves past the definition of 
Correlation and Causation and asks students to verify Correlation or Causation using 
mathematics in graphing functions.  
The final Chapter 7, “What Is Science?” uses the theory of Evolution versus Creationism 
as an outline of sorts to define what science is and what it is not, but presented in a fantastic 
retelling of Professor Galaxy’s participation in the 1981 case against the Christian Research 
Society’s influence of the Georgia state enactment of Act 590 (stating that creationism should be 
given equal time in classrooms). He went on to say that the lawyer had not taken FOS and thus 
needed the help of a scientist to overturn this legislation, thus hinting at how important the place 
of science is in the world. The ‘scientific method’ is certainly not linear but contains at least 
eight tenets that hold over any discipline.  
The eight practices of science and engineering that the NGSS Framework identified as 




1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering), 
2. Developing and using models, 
3. Planning and carrying out investigations, 
4. Analyzing and interpreting data, 
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking, 
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for engineering), 
7. Engaging in argument from evidence, and 
8  Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information. 
While the NGSS Framework moved away from the earlier definitions of stand-alone or 
continuum of Science Inquiry, the 3-D Framework aims to answer the same question that FOS 
does: What is science? How is it done? What are the tools scientists use to design experiments?  
FOS lectures, seminar activities, and scaffolded literature choices utilized cutting-edge 
data not found in textbooks, explained detailed models that were built by multiple scientists over 
time, and explained paradigm shifts using historical narratives. Faculty and STFs explicitly 
connected to Habits of Mind in lectures and seminar activities in an attempt to teach using partial 
inquiry.  
Other examples of guided partial inquiry or NGSS Practices can be seen in the out-of-
classroom field trips for urban ecology or glaciers movement tracking, or in activities with 
interrupted case studies using data from classical experiments. The design of these experiments 
was prescribed to a point, but the results were unknown to the faculty and STFs who designed 
the field trips. Post-field trip, the students were allowed to make their own hypotheses with the 
data they generated in the field and presented to their peers. My interpretation of the field 




facilitator and students move towards full inquiry with their data. They must use the data they 
generated to support their argument and communicate their findings to their peers. Many seminar 
activities moved the role of the teacher to facilitator once a short introduction was given and 
allowed students to explore how to modulate an experiment to support a different hypothesis 
(e.g., two-point threshold) or how to interpret data from the interrupted case study of the classical 
QM double-slit data. What this case study showed was that in large lecture courses or smaller 
seminar sessions, it is difficult to think that a first-year undergraduate student could arrive at a 
full open inquiry without a 3-D Framework like Habits and Core Concepts (lecture content); 
however, by the time the semester was over, the repeated threading of Habits and scaffolding by 
faculty allow/ed at least some of the students to reach a more complete understanding of how 
science is done. Many faculty indicated in their personal goals for teaching in the course that 
they wanted to move the science phobic to the middle, where perhaps they can at least be 
engaged with the scientific discoveries that they as faculty were generating in their respective 
research labs. Without interviewing the students with some instrument, it is difficult to know the 
baseline student attitudes of science or if any changes occurred with exposure to Frontiers. There 
was increased enrollment in science majors, specifically in Earth Sciences. This increase in 
undergraduate science majors was an unexpected benefit of FOS and according the Chair of this 
department can be directly correlated to student exposure in the first year in Frontiers to majors 
they might have avoided. Faculty interviews also indicated that students who shifted their 
perceptions from phobic to accepting were motivating and highlighted as the positive aspect of 










Recruiting Faculty to Teach Undergraduate Science 
The resources of the founding FOS faculty included: (a) effective management strategies 
for dealing with a diverse group of research faculty; (b) prior experience with teaching 
undergraduates at this particular university; (c) prior experience with administration (registrar, 
provost, dean, etc.); (d) intensive faculty recruitment from multiple science disciplines; and  
(e) a small, unit approach which pairs energetic STFs with busy faculty to generate course 
materials in a short timeframe. Recruiting talented FOS faculty buy-in involved using the 
resources of professional and academic networking skills, organizational skills, people 
management skills, and promotion of Professor Galaxy’s and Professor Lock’s innovative 
teaching philosophies to create a novel undergraduate science core course. These decisions 
presented above provided the initial architecture for FOS, but the majority of the remaining 
decisions pertaining to the development of curriculum materials and the pedagogical styles of 
FOS seminars used a novel small unit grouping approach for implementation and dissemination 
to other FOS faculty.  
Recruitment of STFs to the FOS helped to balance the workload of developing student 
seminar materials, making formal assessments, and scaffolding literature decisions for 
curriculum development. While both faculty and STFs indicated that the workload to generate 
curriculum materials was significant, there were value-added experiences for STFs in developing 
extensive teaching portfolios for multiple content domains. Flexibility in the selection of 
curriculum materials allowed both faculty and STFs to collaborate to vet materials that were 




leverage for curriculum development but were influenced by STFs to try new articles or develop 
active learning seminar activities, so that peer mentoring went in both directions. STF 
participation also reduced dependency on tenure-track faculty recruitment and prevented burnout 
by allowing fluidity of faculty participation and letting STFs rotate out of the program after 
several years to pursue research activities.  
Theme 3: Cognitive Apprenticeship through Professional Enculturation 
Communities of Practice (CoP) are derived from a social theory of learning proposed by 
Wenger (1998) that viewed learning as social participation in “the practices of a social 
community and the constructing of identities in relation to these communities” (pp. 4-5). The 
FOS faculty shared a passion to bring science to all first-year undergraduates at their university 
and improve students’ scientific literacy. FOS faculty belonged to one or more CoPs outside of 
FOS-like departments or with peers who studied similar research areas both inside and outside 
the university. STFs were in their first teaching position and developed their own CoP among 
themselves as they navigated the FOS course and curriculum design. Combined, FOS faculty and 
STFs cultivated a new CoP, in which lecture development was a group effort with observation, 
reflection, vetting, refinement, and peer feedback.  
Prior to the FOS pilot, several key FOS faculty members leveraged their pre-existing 
networks to lay the foundation of the course elements and goals, recruit additional like-minded 
faculty with pitches in external departmental meetings, and set up the infrastructure for capturing 
initial curriculum development materials. The founding FOS faculty had a high level of 
participation to obtain administrative buy-in and course architecture set-up, but additional faculty 
and STFs allowed for necessary active members to foster rapid inquiry-based curriculum 




rhythm for future FOS semesters through whole-group summer vetting sessions as well as small-
group work with assigned STFs for seminar activities. From my field notes, I often recorded the 
look of excitement that a new FOS faculty lecture would bring to the room. One of my interview 
questions to faculty was what benefits they perceived when joining FOS, and their answers 
referenced that they enjoyed learning new content from peers and how group vetting and post-
lecture meetings allowed them instant feedback for revising curriculum. They also expressed the 
value in what they were attempting to do for both students and to create new communities across 
disciplines. The CoPs were public-facing entities who showed that interdisciplinary curriculum 
was possible and sustainable in an undergraduate population that traditionally did not major in 
the sciences.  
Theme 4: Cognitive Apprenticeship through Informal Professional Development 
Being at the frontiers of science means the lecture material changes relatively frequently. 
Small changes are made in the lectures from year to year, and 3-week units are rotated on a 
roughly 3-year time scale, i.e., after 3 years of a biodiversity unit, they may substitute in 
conservation biology or climate unit. These changes, however, maintain the division of material 
into roughly half physical sciences and half life sciences. The relationship between all content 
areas is the Habits of Mind employed by scientists in each field. One of the most unique 
characteristics of FOS was that every faculty member tin seminar outside their domain area. In 
the span of my study, FOS covered stellar astronomy, biology of invasive species, biodiversity 
conservation, human evolution, global climate change, neuroscience, quantum mechanics, 
Brownian motion, and more. This can be disconcerting to both faculty and students. The goal of 
the course is to demonstrate in lectures, seminar discussions, and class inquiry-based activities 




their expertise. Increasing science literacy allows both faculty and students to learn new 
disciplines or fields of inquiry. Students’ responses in evaluations indicated an overall positive 
response to this aspect of FOS. The scientists who participated in the course were dealing with 
the issue that scientific fields and the scientists who work in them are becoming increasingly 
specialized. Specialization is required because of the vast amount of knowledge and the rapid 
pace of discoveries in each field. However, specialization does not require that a neuroscientist 
completely lose contact with climate science or astronomy. The findings from my interviews and 
my own participation as an STF showed positive benefits, such as increased science literacy, 
which allow faculty to become a more integral part of the learning process and to move beyond 
the role of communicators of science content they are, in turn, learning as well.  
Probably the largest challenge that faced FOS faculty and STFs was dealing with the 
spectrum of scientific literacy among first-year students, all of whom are required to take the 
course. Students ranged from nationally recognized science award winners to those with strong 
aversions to science for many reasons but likely involving a fear of mathematics. The challenge 
of the FOS faculty was to excite and engage across the spectrum of student ability and attitudes. 
Field note data often referenced challenges for engaging the science phobic for weekly activities 
or field trips. Some faculty indicated in interviews that they themselves were challenged to learn 
new content materials from outside their discipline or plainly preferred to teach what they knew 
well over new domains because they felt that not knowing the answer to a student’s question 
might make them look unprepared or lacking in science knowledge. It is impossible as a single 
scientist to know all science that exists at the present time. FOS faculty organically created a way 
to learn informally from one another by using what I later identified as a form of Cognitive 




theory that suggests that skills are acquired through authentic contexts and by communicating 
with peers and experts about those contexts (Drugid, 1989). This theory was appropriate for 
describing the process of FOS lecture development and seminar activities because the faculty 
used their own research data and expertise to develop a context for the lectures that were given to 
the students.  
In this case study, the FOS faculty collaborated with one another under the direction of an 
expert instructor (also a FOS faculty member) in both content and practice to work towards a 
shared understanding of the topics being learned. This created a culture of learning that allowed 
faculty to process new concepts and information more thoroughly when multiple opinions, 
perspectives, or beliefs must be accounted for across the group. Teachers learn from other 
teachers, both formally and informally, through apprenticeship learning (Lave, 1991). Frontiers 
is a clear model of apprenticeship learning among faculty and between faculty and students. 
Examples of the six stages of Cognitive Apprenticeship for FOS are discussed below.  
Content 
Content refers to the types of knowledge needed for expertise. FOS faculty have  
“domain knowledge” (subject matter, facts, and procedures) for their respective discipline as 
well as “heuristic strategies” (techniques for problem solving), but they require additional 
learning/mentoring opportunities to learn how to teach domain knowledge outside of their area 
of expertise.  
Sequencing 
Cognitive Apprenticeship provides several principles to guide the sequencing of learning 
activities. These principles are often reflected in curriculum materials as outlines or scaffolds for 




intended to organize a sequence of tasks to build skills and concepts for expert performance over 
time by both students and faculty who were teaching out of discipline. The repeated use of the 
Habits in the Hood Matrix encouraged practice of new skills in a variety of domains to 
emphasize the Habits’ broad application in the course; it is related to Collins et al.’s (1991) idea 
of “Global before local skills” or conceptualizing the whole task or big ideas of the domain 
before diving into the details. Having a repeated structure for the unit organizer allowed FOS 
faculty and STFs to provide a similar cadence to each new unit. In the planning period post-pilot, 
this unit organizer was recognized as a way to help faculty prepare quickly by providing a 
suggested set of readings and activities that began with big ideas in the first lecture and activities 
and slowly diving more deeply into the discipline over the subsequent 2 weeks. Sequencing 
combined with weekly post-lecture meetings as a form of informal professional development 
meetings gave FOS faculty and STFs additional time to digest content, ask questions about new 
subjects, and troubleshoot pedagogical issues they faced in their seminar sections. The diversity 
of the FOS faculty and STFs allowed for multiple informal points of contact for small 
discussions on new subjects or to dry-run activities with a peer before using them in seminar. 
Informal mentoring or PD happens perhaps more frequently in K-12 science teaching, but 
finding evidence of this in college science teaching was rare and helped to create a more 
cohesive CoP within the FOS course. 
Method  
Method refers to the ways of promoting development of expertise. Modeling was found 
in the summer FOS lecture vetting sessions and provided the faculty learners with a live 
audience of FOS faculty to refine lecture materials. The goal was to remove jargon that students 




explicitly use and indicate examples of Habits, and to point out connections of the lecture to 
upcoming seminar activities. This process of informal PD also had aspects of coaching from 
veteran FOS faculty to new FOS faculty, given that recruitment for new lecturers happened 
every year. FOS-experienced faculty and STFs also coached new members for seminar activities 
by providing the incoming FOS cohorts with hints, feedback, and techniques that brought the 
novice closer to expert performance. 
Scaffolding was seen when novice FOS faculty were paired with an experienced FOS 
faculty to develop lectures prior to the vetting sessions. A similar situation was conducted for 
incoming STFs from matriculating STFs. As the learners’ skills and abilities improved in 
teaching FOS, the level and degree of assistance was gradually faded. During informal PD 
sessions such as post-lecture meetings or summer curriculum development meetings, articulation 
was encouraged by faculty and STFs to motivate both novice and experienced faculty to express 
their knowledge for solving some problem or task. Reflection was not observed in my primary 
data sources, but in artifacts from matriculating STFs, several published documents intended for 
future FOS faculty and STFs reflected their own internal cognitive model of how to execute 
successful seminars. I asked as an interview question what the faculty had in terms of reflection 
for participation in the course, and all indicated that the course required an intensive amount of 
preparation not only to generate FOS-style lectures that may differ structurally in their personal 
style, but also to prepare seminars that were out of their domain. Even with the increased amount 
of preparation, all faculty agreed that participation in FOS was a positive experience they felt 







Sociology is the last of the four principles of Cognitive Apprenticeship. All FOS faculty 
and STFs were scientists who learned the Practices of their profession by working in an active 
lab environment. In FOS, there is no opportunity for a novice FOS faculty or STF to jump into 
another FOS faculty’s lab to practice, so they are singularly dependent on the quality of informal 
PD sessions and artifacts to skill them up enough to lead a seminar discussion on a topic with 
which they are less familiar. Because all FOS faculty and STFs are scientists, uniting under the 
umbrella of Habits which applies to all domains/disciplines allowed them to generate a new 
process of enculturation for those who joined teaching in FOS.  
5.2 Limitations and Future Work 
Case studies are inherently limited by the bounded nature of the research tradition. 
Frontiers is a course that has now spanned over 18 years, indicating that the goal for the course 
to be permanently integrated into the core curriculum was successful. If time permitted, it would 
have been good to interview additional faculty and STFs and, in addition, ask faculty for specific 
definitions or views of science inquiry. This study is not intervention to see if faculty or students 
change on the inquiry continuum using the extended framework that stemmed from the Brown 
(2006) study. But, another person might want to consider studying new faculty who are recruited 
to the program for baseline inquiry and follow up after one or more semesters of participation. 
The same study can be done at any semester for giving students some instrument that gages pre 
and post course attitudes of science.  
How can we make sure that general undergraduate education includes the teaching of 
science such that students finish a given science course with broad scientific literacy? The most 




universities and colleges to capture talented scientists for teaching in interdepartmental general 
education programs would be to pay them extra to do so. Motivation by tenure-track faculty at 
universities to participate in non-major science courses requires increased monetary or tenure 
credits as incentivization by university administration. A precedent for such a subsidy exists for 
undergraduate science majors. The National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Hughes 
Foundation help to cover the costs of faculty who are willing to take undergraduates into their 
laboratories or summer or term-time research. The NSF gives a grantee funding as a supplement 
to a regular research grant. These grants are intended for science-motivated students, but how 
does one reach the science phobic to try active research? What follows is a short list of additional 
recommendations for bridging the barriers to teaching science to non-scientists. 
• As seen with Frontiers, training grants for Ph.D. programs and postdoctoral 
fellowships in the sciences should include a supplementary stipend for teaching non-
scientists. In the Frontiers program, these are in the form of Columbia Science Post-
doctoral Fellowships with required teaching in Frontiers as well as research. 
• Practicing and funded lab scientists who are willing to put in the additional effort to 
teach non-science students should garner financial support for their research in 
exchange. This can be in the form of internal institutional grants or from outside 
funding agencies specifically targeted to fund such a program. 
• It is important that research scientists who teach in general education courses also be 
able to apply to their funding agencies for additional graduate student support to 
offset time spent teaching non-scientists. 
• Secondary school science teachers should be given the opportunity to spend a 




Hughes Foundation supports such a program, which has already sent dozens of high 
school science teachers back into the classroom with a new, strong, realistic 
commitment to teach science well and with increased likelihood of successful 
translations of the nature of science to students. 
• Similarly, courses designed to teach science to non-scientists, such as Frontiers, 
should assist interested students with placement in research labs so that any interest in 
science generated as a result of a successful course need not be lost. Frontiers utilized 
the momentum from the course during fall and spring semesters to place top science 
major students in Columbia research labs during the following summer. Frontiers 
students are given the opportunity in the spring semester to apply for these 
competitive summer research positions with Columbia scientists to try out science in 
a lab experience for the first time. Preference is given to students not initially 
interested in science. This summer research program not only exposes students to 
actual laboratory science but also encourages their interest with summer financial 
support and on-campus housing, making sure that we capitalize on the success of the 
course with the further motivation and hands-on experience important to inspire a 
future generation of scientists. 
• As seen in Frontiers, one recommendation is to place the undergraduate science 
learning experience in the students’ first year so they have opportunities to take 
advantage of the science education throughout the rest of their undergraduate careers. 
Similarly, for potential undergraduate research, locating the research experience in 




research endeavor. Further, it provides them with confidence to continue with 
scientific research. 
• It is critical to provide support for efforts to assess novel undergraduate experiences 
and courses and communicate those outcomes throughout the academic community. 
Such information is ubiquitous for K-12 education programs, but rare for nonexistent 
for undergraduate education. This is likely made more difficult because of a lack of 
funding for assessment and dissemination. However, publication and dissemination of 
successful experiences are critical components in transforming undergraduate 
education. 
I have proposed a series of potential solutions to address the problem of science literacy 
taken from a case study course, Frontiers of Science. However, Frontiers is just the first step in 
changing the culture at this university as well as throughout the United States, with regard to 
teaching science and intrinsically valuing science education. One way Frontiers is transforming 
teaching at the university is that the faculty who teach in Frontiers take what they learn from 
their time in the program and integrate the lessons into their own courses. Hence, it has become a 
faculty training ground. Frontiers, however, is not the only step taken to transform the teaching 
culture. Another simple and effective example is the creation of a brownbag lunch on sharing 
pedagogical methods. These lunches serve as opportunities for faculty to meet to discuss 
teaching issues and to learn from each other’s experience. 
According to the course website, Frontiers “both introduces students to exciting ideas at 
the forefront of scientific research and develops the habits of mind characteristic of a scientific 
approach to the world.” While focusing on current Frontiers of Science, students become 




into the science behind the headlines in the popular press. In a uniquely diverse nation such as 
the United States, we have an obligation to preserve an open field for discourse among American 
citizens, especially given the reluctance of citizens to understand vaccine safety. Bringing greater 
dialogue between the sciences and the humanities will ultimately provide for a better general 
education of the public. General education in science is the one obvious but largely untested way 
to show the next generation of global citizens that science is, in fact, open to people of all 
backgrounds. 
5.3 Conclusions 
What Can Be Learned from This Case? 
The overarching research questions for this study asked: How does this team of college 
science faculty teach multiple disciplinary science to undergraduates and how did their 
participation influence a new Community of Practice at the university? In response to the first 
part of the question, I learned that FOS faculty and STFs viewed Habits as the foundation of the 
curriculum, but that science content had to be used to connect Habits to lectures and seminars. 
They taught science from a guided partial inquiry perspective in seminars and emphasized the 
development of Habits (3-D Practices) in lectures, seminars, and assessments.  
With regard to the second part of the question, I learned that FOS faculty who centralized 
around Habits (3-D Practices) within a novel college science faculty Cognitive Apprenticeship 
model were able to create a new Community of Practice (CoP) that wove connections across 
science disciplines and fostered new learning of science among FOS participants. The approach 
of vetting lectures and demoing seminar activities within informal professional development 




variety of disciplines and successfully recruit and retain faculty and teaching fellows for long-
term course sustainability.  
Three key findings address the call for reform of undergraduate science teaching: 
• Habits of Mind has the ability to play a significant role in the design and 
implementation of an introductory multidisciplinary science course. 
• Habits-based science curricula need to be implemented in the first year of college to 
encourage non-science majors to consider opportunities in science.  
• College science faculty and postdoctoral candidates need opportunities for 
professional collaboration for successful undergraduate science course development. 
To bring this study back to the Gaps described in Table 3, the faculty experience in FOS 
particularly exemplifies some of the more salient principles of Community of Practice (CoP).  
FOS faculty and STFs formed a unique group of multi- domain scientist/educators who shared a 
top-level goal of increasing scientific literacy of their undergraduate student population. Three 
components are required in order to be a CoP: (a) the domain, (b) the community, and (c) the 
practice (Lave & Wegner, 1991; Wenger, 1998, 2002).  The community formed organically in 
weekly faculty planning sessions where 20 or more participants allowed for real-time debriefing 
of lecture content and questions generated out of curiosity and passion for all science to the 
faculty who presented the lecture. The novel finding with respect to CoPs is that through use of 
practice of consistently and explicitly centering lessons with Habits of Mind, community was 
formed within multi-domain instead of single domain. There were multiple Communities of 
Practice within FOS. The science faculty paired with STFs which generated inquiry-based 
materials. This community was also a unique example of cognitive apprenticeship as FOS 




The second community was STFs with other STFs which were described by the faculty 
participants as critical for success and longevity of the FOS program as they provided a critical 
resource of passion for teaching research topics close to their domains.  
The third community was the whole of FOS faculty to themselves. It is rare to have the 
opportunity as a college science faculty to have regular interactions for vetting lecture materials 
and readings they are consider using in class with people inside their own department or research 
peers. Here was a consistent place for practice by faculty to refine content to peak the difficult 
target audience of college freshmen. This third community was able to exhibit fluidity of the 
faculty members who could join and leave and join again because once you have taught in FOS 
you were connected to a broader group of science faculty that would energize you to return and 
teach again. If FOS faculty were only teaching in traditional domain specific courses, they would 
likely rarely if ever interact with faculty from domains distant to them.  
Community of Practice  is widely used now in teacher education studies, teacher 
professional development, etc., but the FOS experience appears to be particularly rich in ways 
that a group of faculty who rarely (or perhaps never) interacted with one another across 
disciplinary lines were challenged to fully engage with one another, not merely as observers, but 
designers, mutual vetters, explorers and inventors, to reach for a goal that transcended their 
individual life experiences and content areas.  This extends also to the Science Teaching Fellow 
participants who became integrated in and essential to the principles of the Community of 
Practice, thus also exemplifying aspects of cognitive apprenticeship of a more explicit kind, 






What Is the Significance of This Study in Relation to the Research? 
In Chapter II, I discussed the gaps in the research literature that this study addressed. The 
first was the design and implementation of inquiry-based college science courses. Abell’s (2007) 
case study was a single discipline course with a small group of faculty with similar practices and 
scientific training. That study was an experiment to add inquiry to a prior course that was 
traditionally lecture-based. My study showed evidence that centralizing around Habits of Mind 
can add inquiry practices to a multi-disciplinary course for first-year students. By featuring the 
faculty’s actual frontiers of research in a scaffolded manner to undergraduates, students are able 
to view the faculty’s approach to scientific inquiry and have broader exposure to the Nature of 
Science as the faculty rotate across the semester. 
Second, research is limited on CoPs and informal professional development in college 
science education settings. FOS faculty organically used a Cognitive Apprenticeship model to 
indoctrinate new members to the course. Over time, the six aspects of Cognitive Apprenticeship 
helped form a new CoP that bridged across science disciplines. The new CoP allowed FOS 
teaching faculty to integrate new content and pedagogy rapidly into their teaching repertoire. The 
case study offered a model of how to use Cognitive Apprenticeship to forge new CoPs in 
undergraduate college curriculum development. 
5.4 Implications of the Study 
The need for undergraduate college science reform is a current theme for science 
education researchers and policymakers. To achieve this goal of science literacy for all, college 
science faculty need to use a centralizing theme like Habits of Mind to show the connections 
among multiple science disciplines. Encouraging college science faculty to consider 




disciplines may help encourage undergraduates who are science-adverse to pursue science 
careers or at least have broader scientific literacy. Thus, this case study provides implications for 
college science faculty, science education, and college science professional development.  
Implications for College Science Faculty 
While this study was focused on a unique case of four of the FOS faculty, a few key 
aspects can be extracted and used to guide teachers who want to develop a similar course for 
undergraduates. The FOS course requires college science faculty to adopt Habits of Mind as a 
way of adopting inquiry-based teaching for undergraduates. The FOS course features faculty’s 
actual inquiry-based research and shows both students and other FOS faculty how to implement 
the NGSS standards and 3-D Framework in college science classrooms. Encouraging college 
science faculty to consider first-year courses as multidisciplinary opportunities for curriculum 
development that align with the 3-D Framework could prepare future generations of K-12 and 
college science teachers. This study should also encourage college faculty to advocate with the 
administration to support the professional development of faculty who wish to do this type of 
course. A significant component of success for FOS was the CoP that evolved, which allowed 
faculty and Fellows to matriculate while overlapping with incoming participants and ensuring 
continuity. Often, inquiry-based curriculum development lasts only as long as the individual or 
small group of individuals has the energy to maintain the course. By rotating faculty within a 
core course format and mentoring, the course can survive as long as the university supports it.  
Implications for Science Education 
I think that both science education researchers and scientists agree that increased science 
literacy is the key to a successful society. The issue is that these two communities often do not 




scientist who chose to study a science education project for her doctoral research. I hope that this 
case study encourages more science education faculty to partner with scientists to see if their 
CoPs can produce novel inquiry-based courses and to identify what impact this might have on 
student enrollment outcomes in science disciplines, student science literacy levels, and faculty 
science literacy levels. 
Implications for Professional Development 
Similar to K-12 teachers, college science faculty and especially postdoctoral Fellows 
need first-hand experience in designing and implementing inquiry-based curricula. Developing 
informal small groups of professional development college science faculty can bring about 
sustainable reform that is necessary for long-term change. CoPs develop within the context of 
professional development and reinforce participants’ engagement with reform efforts. A strong 
CoP to rely on can encourage faculty to persist when content is too abstract or complicated to 
teach to undergraduates. FOS faculty utilized their CoPs as an opportunity for professional 
collaboration as well as an outlet to discuss and troubleshoot problems, share resources, and 
celebrate when new units are successfully added.  
5.5 Directions for Future Research 
The goal of this study was to study how FOS faculty navigated college science 
educational reform for undergraduates. This goal was achieved, but my study did not look at how 
effective their approach to curriculum development was in student learning outcomes.  
As a scientist and a college science educator, I think we need to learn more about college 
science faculty beliefs and practices of science and curriculum before we investigate student 
learning. This case is a start, but it only examined faculty. If other science education researchers 




can compare models and then look on the effects of student learning with reformed curricula. 
One can also look for single discipline science courses and ask questions about the formation of 
their CoPs. I think it would be very interesting to ask if there are differences in the CoPs within 
single science or multi-science curriculum development courses, and if the courses are traditional 
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Primary Research Question  Related Interview Questions Other Data Sources  
 
Research Question 1: How 
do college science faculty 
design and implement 
inquiry-based instruction in 
an introductory-level, multi-








a.) How do science faculty’s 
written and verbal definitions 








b.) How does prior teaching 
experience of undergraduate’s 
impact FOS curriculum 





c.)  What is the impact to the 
curriculum of centering FOS 
around Habits of Mind in 








1-1.) Can you elaborate on your answer of 
the goals of FOS? 
 
 
1-2.) Who do you think created these goals- 
was it a group effort or made by major FOS 






1-3.) How would you describe the process 
of creating a new subject unit for Frontiers? 
 
 
1-4.) How do you balance science content 




1-5.) Do you think that as a faculty group 
you have similar teaching strategies in 
seminars? Is this a positive or negative 
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Research Question 2:  How 
does centering an introductory 
course around Habits of Mind 
impact science faculty 








a.  What happens when 
college science faculty have 
consistent Professional 








2-1.) Who were early critical FOS faculty 
and what resources did they bring to the 
table? 
 
2-2.) What made you decide to join 
Frontiers? 
 
2-3.) What was your training like as you 




2-4.) Describe what you feel your “current” 
role is in the following FOS components: 
     lecture development 
     readings and seminar materials 
     seminar activities 
     assessments  
     exams 
     course grading policy 
 
 
2-5.) How does the faculty handle disputes 
and times of crises? 
 
 
2-6.) What do you think of the workload for 
this course? How does it compare to your 
previous teaching experiences? 
 
 
2-7.) Are there benefits and/or limitations to 




2-8.) Describe for me a positive experience 
you have had while involved in Frontiers. 
 
 
2-9.) Describe for me a time where you felt 
conflict while involved in this course? 
 
 
2-10.) What are your feelings overall about 
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Pre-Interview Data Inventory 
 
Overview and Instructions 
 
Thanks for your participation in this important research exploring the process of implementation 
of the Frontiers of Science and the experiences you have had while helping to develop and teach 
in this course. Specifically, the role you have had in developing various aspects of the course and 
what impact this course has had on your scientific and personal life experiences. This study seeks 
to increase our understanding of the process for developing improved introductory college 
science courses that focus on increasing scientific literacy as well as introducing a much-needed 
dialogue for scientist-educators to discuss their experiences in teaching. 
 
As I mentioned during our prior conversation, in-depth interviews are one of the primary data 
collection methods for gathering information about the curriculum development process of 
Frontiers as well as documenting your personal experiences while teaching. To make productive 
use of our time together and to assist in the analysis phase of this research, please complete this 
data inventory and bring a copy of it with you for our meeting. Also, read sign and return the 
enclosed consent form. 
 
The information gathered from both this data inventory and our scheduled interview will remain 
confidential. It is kept in a locked cabinet in my office. I will be the only one who will see the 
information prior to assigning a documentation code that provides anonymity to all participants.  
 
The data inventory is divided into three parts: 
 
Part I:  Basic Demographic Information 
 
Part II:  Description of the Implementation Process 
 
Part III:  Reflections on Lived-Experiences of Faculty 
 
 
The inventory should take less than 20 minutes to complete. Again, please bring a completed 
copy with you for our discussion during the interview. 
 
If at any time you have questions about the inventory or any other aspect of the study, please 
contact me at (646) 283 4421 (cell) or email me at js1719@columbia.edu. 
 
 


























PART I: DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 
 
1: What is your gender (indicate one)? 
  
 1: Female c 
 
 2: Male c 
 
2: In what age group do you belong (check below) 
 
 25 – 35 c 
 
 36 – 45 c 
 
 46 – 55 c 
 
 56 – 65 c 
 
 Over 65 c 
 
3: How many years of prior teaching experience did you have before teaching in Frontiers? 
 
 




5: Where did you attend college and what was your major subject area studied? 
  
     1: Undergraduate:  
 
 Year Graduated: 
 
     Major: 
 
    2:  Graduate or Professional Degree (s) 
 




    3: Previous Postdoc Prior to Frontiers (circle one) 







6:  How long have you been involved in Frontiers? If possible please give the month and 
year you began working in the course? If you have left the FOS program please indicate 





PART II: DESCRIPTION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS 
 







8:  Which of the flowing best describes your role in Frontiers? (indicate all below) 
 
 c FOS Postdoctoral Science Fellow (PSF) 
 
 c FOS Faculty Seminar Leader (FSL) 
 
 c FOS Faculty Lecturer (FL) 
 
 c FOS Administration (FA) 
 
 c Other (please explain)      
 
 










10: Who would you define as critical personal in the implementation process and briefly 










PART III:  REFLECTIONS OF LIVED-EXPERIENCES OF FACULTY 
 
 











12:  How would you define a scientifically literate person? What characteristics or knowledge 










13:  What method of teaching do you use most in your seminar classroom? 
  
 Lecture about content  c 
 
 Discussion groups  c 
 
 Activities   c 
 
 Other (describe)  c          
 
 
14: How would you describe the goals for of Frontiers of Science to another person not 









Research Question Data Source Alignment 
 
Primary Research Question  Related Interview Questions Other Data 
Sources  
 
Research Question 1: How do 
college science faculty design and 
implement inquiry-based instruction 
in an introductory-level, multi-
domain course for undergraduates? 
 
 
a.) How do science faculty’s written 
and verbal definitions of science 




b.) How does prior teaching 
experience of undergraduate’s impact 





c.)  What is the impact to the 
curriculum of centering FOS around 
Habits of Mind in curriculum 





1-1.) Can you elaborate on your answer of 
the goals of FOS? 
 
 
1-2.) Who do you think created these goals- 
was it a group effort or made by major FOS 






1-3.) How would you describe the process of 
creating a new subject unit for Frontiers? 
 
 
1-4.) How do you balance science content 




1-5.) Do you think that as a faculty group 
you have similar teaching strategies in 
seminars? Is this a positive or negative aspect 




























Research Question 2:  How does 
centering an introductory course 
around Habits of Mind impact science 




a.  What happens when college 






2-1.) Who were early critical FOS faculty 
and what resources did they bring to the 
table? 
 





2-3.) What was your training like as you 

























2-4.) Describe what you feel your “current” 
role is in the following FOS components: 
     lecture development 
     readings and seminar materials 
     seminar activities 
     assessments  
     exams 
     course grading policy 
 
 
2-5.) How does the faculty handle disputes 
and times of crises? 
 
 
2-6.) What do you think of the workload for 
this course? How does it compare to your 
previous teaching experiences? 
 
 
2-7.) Are there benefits and/or limitations to 




2-8.) Describe for me a positive experience 
you have had while involved in Frontiers. 
 
 
2-9.) Describe for me a time where you felt 
conflict while involved in this course? 
 
 
2-10.) What are your feelings overall about 














































Hood Matrix Template 
 
 
Seminar activities After lecture 1 After lecture 2 After lecture 3 
    
Goals:  
A. Concepts from 




B. re Habits 
   
 
 
    
Required Readings 
   
    
Associated Habits 
   
    
Written Assignment  
   
    
Other Seminar 
Activities -in addition to 
discussing assigned 
questions 
   
    
Optional Seminar 
Activities 
(e.g. “Science Times”) 
If time allows discuss a 
“Science Times” article 
Note: you could mention articles in 
recent Science Times that are 
relevant to past or future lectures. 








“Ants and Plants” Field Exercise 
Biodiversity Conservation Reserve Design in The Capital of the World 
 
A Field Exercise for the Frontiers of Science Course 
Fall 2004 
 
Summary | Concept | Additional Reading | Field Sites | Potential Theories to Address  
Scientific Skills Gained | Materials Needed | Methodology | Staffing | CERC / CCNMTL Task Allocation 
 
 
Exercise Summary: This field ecology biodiversity exercise will be used to illustrate more generally the 
processes of science and the application of the scientific method to answer questions and test 
hypotheses. Students will also answer more specific questions of their own design about conservation 
reserve design using data that they have collected themselves in natural areas around Manhattan. 
Students will be grouped into teams of four to survey designated areas of Manhattan for understory plant 
and ant biodiversity. Sites have been chosen for the students so as to allow for the answering of a diverse 
array of scientific questions. Students in their discussion sections will be involved in determining the 
hypotheses to be tested and to prepare a final presentation that answers their question and thereby 
interprets the data collected during this project from their perspective. Students will learn about the 
scientific method, experimental design, as well as some of the difficulties entailed in collecting, analyzing, 




Introduction to the Concept  
 
(The following includes text from Modules 13 and 16 of the Summer Ecosystem Experiences for 
Undergraduates Program, offered by the Center for Environmental Research and Conservation. The full 
course is available at www.see-u.org. This course can be used by CU undergraduates to fulfill their two-
course science sequence requirement in only 5 weeks.)  
 
 
Human Population Growth and Biodiversity 
 
Undisturbed natural areas are home to a great many species that are found only there. However, intact 
natural areas frequently become fragmented and degraded for a variety of large-scale industrial 
purposes, including farming, logging, grazing, mining, or oil. In addition, conversion of natural areas for 
residential use is increasing on par with the rapidly increasing human population.  
 
The current human population of over six billion people is projected by the United Nations to further 
increase to 8.27 billion by 2030. Although most of this growth is expected to be concentrated in urban 
areas, human population growth has always brought with its significant land clearing and land conversion. 
As a consequence, the already massive threats to conserving biodiversity will continue to intensify. 
 
How we choose to treat nature and thereby either conserve or further threaten biodiversity during the next 
30 years will thereby determine how rich is the ecological inheritance that we provide to our descendants. 
In highly developed countries, one of the most important conservation decisions that we can make is 
where the conserved land is located and how it is configured. Is it better to have one large area or several 
small? Is it better to distribute the same amount of area into a circular shape or in a long narrow shaped 




locations that are deeper in the fragment? Do fragments that are closer to other natural areas have higher 
biodiversity relative to others that are distant from any other natural areas? 
 
With this field ecology activity, we will attempt to determine the impact of habitat fragmentation and 
conservation reserve design upon plant and animal biodiversity in natural areas of New York City. The 
city that is often referred to as The Capital of the World by New Yorkers has many rich natural areas 
remaining - even within Manhattan, one of the most densely populated areas in the Western Hemisphere. 
We will explore how understory plant and ant biodiversity are affected by fragment size, shape, distance 




Habitat Fragmentation Patterns 
 
Habitat fragmentation is largely a human-caused phenomenon that occurs when we change an otherwise 
natural area. The parts of the natural area that are left after the surrounding land is altered are referred to 
as fragments.  
 
A characteristic pattern of human encroachment accompanies the conversions of most single large intact 
natural habitat into fragments. The first step in the process is the construction of a road traversing the 
area, usually a single lane dirt road that receives only occasional use. Subsequently the road is widened, 
additional branches are added, and the roads are frequently paved to ease human passage. Human 
traffic subsequently increases, bringing further human ingression and impacts, including increased land 
use, pollution, litter, and resource depletion. The final step is when humans completely convert an area 
into artificial (e.g. a parking lot) or otherwise heavily managed land, such as in Manhattan. The disturbed 






Edge effects combine with population isolation to further endanger endemic species (those found only 
there) by reducing total suitable habitat area within fragments. Edge effects include abiotic 
microenvironmental changes such as increased light penetration, windiness, aridity, water flow patterns, 
nutrient distribution, exposure, heat, and soil compaction. These edge-related changes have their 
greatest impact right at the edge of a fragment, and tend to have diminishing impact further into the 
fragment.  
 
Typically, different species are affected by different types and magnitudes of edge effects. For example, 
one species of beetle will not be affected by increasing temperature, whereas another beetle species 
would consider a temperature change lethal and would not be present at all as a consequence. Many 
species of forest birds and insects completely avoid forest edges. If edge effects are assumed to 
penetrate at least 50 m into the forest (a conservative estimate) a 10 m wide road may actually be equal 
to a 110 m wide reduction in habitat for forest species.  
 
An extreme illustration of edge effects is road noise in Australia. Edge effects in the form of road noise 
can penetrate up to 200 m into otherwise pristine natural areas for birds in Australian forest fragments 
bordered by roads – for a total impact of 400m lateral distance from the road, not including the road width! 
 
Suitable habitat is therefore decreased through fragmentation not only by the direct loss of land by paving 
or clearing, but also by edge effects. Edge effects diminish suitable habitat by making the apparently 
useful habitat (to humans) less desirable and inhospitable to other organisms. 
 
Edge effects also include the intrusion by both introduced species (called exotic species) and disturbance 




species. Avian nest predators and brood parasites have also been shown to use linear clearings to gain 
access to nests, indicating that enhanced predation and parasitism accompany these habitat changes.  
 
All of these factors combine to contribute to an increased risk of local extirpation (local loss) and even 
global extinction of many species. Increasing fragmentation will almost certainly lead to a global 
homogenization of species and a concomitant reduction in global biodiversity. How can we work against 
the problems that come with habitat fragmentation? One way is to try to conserve the remaining habitat in 
the most effective manner and configuration possible using conservation biology. 
 
 
Small Population Problems 
 
Land clearing and fragmentation is presently the most significant threat to biodiversity. Matrix clearings 
that are long lasting usually reduce the movement of many species of animals from fragment to fragment, 
isolating gene pools and reducing local genetic diversity. Additionally, small fragments can only sustain 
smaller population sizes of species that require intact natural areas to survive.  
 
Reduced genetic diversity diminishes the ability of species to respond from population-reducing 
perturbation events. Small populations have fewer different forms of each gene and thus a smaller 
genetic diversity than do larger populations. Without the influx of individuals from other populations, 
genetic diversity within a population declines and thereby loses the ability to cope with changing 
conditions.  
 
Smaller populations are also more likely to go extinct because of chance changes in the environment. 
Environmental stochasticity is comprised of the sudden and randomly-occurring changes in weather and 
food supply, as well as natural disasters such as fire, hurricane, and floods. In populations confined to a 
small area, a single hurricane or bad fire can eliminate all individuals. 
 
The smaller the population, the more vulnerable it is to environmental stochasticity and reduced genetic 
diversity. These factors, often working simultaneously, can further reduce population size and bring a 
naturally occurring species closer to extinction. 
 
 
A Short History of Conservation Biology 
 
Underlying nearly all conservation biology efforts is the preservation of native species and ecosystems 
from the effects of human activity. The challenge facing conservation biologists is to prevent future 
depredations and to undo the damage to the environment that has been already done. 
 
Because of the high-profile efforts of conservation groups that have historically targeted the preservation 
of single animal species such as the World Wildlife Fund, the Audubon Society, Defenders of Wildlife, 
Marine Mammal Fund, Wildlife Conservation Society, and the Wildlife Trust, much of the public believes 
that nature conservation focuses on a single species. Bumper sticker sentiments such as "Save the 
Whales", "Reintroduce the Wolf to Yellowstone", and related catch phrases are often used to summarize 
conservation biology by this portion of the public. This approach to conservation reached its greatest 
popularity in the 1970's and 1980's.  
 
Those who rightly point out that conserving a single species will be for naught if there are no habitats 
within which these conserved species can exist heavily criticize the single species viewpoint of 
conservation. These critics derisively say that this approach is only concerned for the charismatic mega 
vertebrates on which it spends its money and not on habitat. An example of this approach is the hotly 
contested issue of the hundreds of thousands of dollars that has been devoted to the breeding of the 
California Condor for its re-release into the wild in the desert Southwestern US. Huge amounts of money 
were spent breeding a bird that may be driven to extinction in the wild again, as a result of the near 
exponential increase in population, road use, and car presence in that area. These are the same forces 





As an alternative to a species-based conservation effort, these critics advocate instead for a habitat-
based one under which the emphasis is the acquisition and protection of land. Under this approach to 
conservation, the species are preserved mostly as a byproduct of preserving the land. The most 
important organizations that serve as examples of this approach are the Nature Conservancy, Sierra 
Club, and the Rainforest Action Network. However, even those organizations listed above that have 
historically relied on species-based conservation currently emphasize conservation of habitats at least as 
much as conservation of the "charismatic mega vertebrates". Nearly all conservation groups have in their 
central guidelines an emphasis on habitat conservation.  
 
The three currently most commonly used types of conservation biology directions are preservation, 
economic conservation, and restoration. These form a continuum of the ways that land can be conserved. 
These are not usually mutually exclusive in that there are situations where some of each would be most 
appropriate. The most appropriate approach to conservation of a parcel of land is context dependent.  
 
 
Conservation via Preservation 
 
Preservation of land, usually through purchasing it and enforcing certain standards of land use or, when 
extreme, excluding people from the land is in some countries a very effective method of conserving 
species and natural places. In the United States, the Nature Conservancy has purchased large tracts of 
land and has done excellent work with preserving the species present locally. This approach works 
particularly well in countries with an efficient law enforcement infrastructure and a strong concept and 
respect for land ownership. 
 
This has been particularly successful in preserving a globally unique Pine Barrens ecosystem in the 
Albany, New York area called the Albany Pine Bush. This ecosystem is particularly imperiled because the 
land is very economically useful, as it is the only significant and unique ecosystem-based nature preserve 
in the United States entirely within a city boundary. An extremely uncommon inland geological process 
formed the Pine Bush: a river delta during the post-Pleistocene glacial era deposited the sand. Therefore, 
it is home to several rare and federally endangered species including the Karner Blue Butterfly. The Pine 
Bush is owned by New York State, the city of Albany and a few other surrounding towns, and the Nature 
Conservancy. Had these institutions not intervened in 1988 to purchase and preserve fragments of this 
unique ecosystem, business parks and housing developments would surely have covered the entirety of 
the Pine Bush by now.  
 
However, when this same strategy is applied in countries where the same concept of land ownership 
does not apply, land preservation policies by themselves are frequently ineffective. Local people need to 
survive and therefore frequently venture into the preserved land for hunting, wood gathering, water 
collection, or other uses of the local biota. When this happens, land preservation strategies will conserve 
only the land, whereas the normal ecological systems will be only an empty shell of what may have 
previously been a thriving environment. Unfortunately, this concept does not work well where biodiversity 
is at its greatest and most diverse: in the world's lush tropical regions.  
 
 
Conservation via Economics 
 
Perhaps a better method of preserving land in these areas may be to involve local economic needs and 
the local people in the preservation and maintenance of the local wild lands. Although it seems to be an 
oxymoron, economic arguments for the perpetuation of nature are frequently advanced. These 
approaches tend to be contentious, in that all involved are thwarted to some degree. Those who wish to 
capitalize financially on the land are able to use only a part of the land, whereas those who wish to 
preserve the land are forced to relinquish some or at least allow some to become ecologically degraded. 
 
Conservation biologists who argue for economic approaches tend to be pragmatists. They recognize that 




They nonetheless believe that the only way that any of the land will be preserved is by recognizing that 
someone will place an economic value on the land. They argue that if conservation biologists have a 
hand in the design of land-use strategies, then at least some of the impact of development would be 
mitigated.  
 
A primary goal of this approach is that ecologists would be able to maximize the biodiversity of any 
remaining wild lands and well-managed but ecologically compromised lands. Some is, after all, better 
than none. This may be the most useful form of conservation in tropical countries because it vests the 
local people with an interest in care for the land and the biodiversity within. 
 
 
Conservation via Restoration and Remediation 
 
This branch of conservation biology is concerned with assisting the recovery and management of 
ecological integrity from a previously despoiled environment. Theoretically, restoration ecology 
emphasizes the reclamation of previously degraded ecosystems. This would be accomplished through 
such means as removal of anything preventing the natural flow of water, removal of other barriers such as 
fences and walls, by removing contaminants, or by replanting key plant communities. In fact, some 
restoration ecology projects primarily focus on the reintroduction of one or a few species. 
 
The projects that are most desired by this approach are those that are the most sustainable for critical 
and endangered ecosystems. Restoration ecologists recognize the need for long-term human 
management in these restored ecosystems and incorporate that into the projects they perform. There is 
an abundance of land that has been degraded by humans that could be restored, but not all of these 
potential projects are equally feasible. One of the most difficult tasks in restoration ecology is designing a 
project that is maximally useful and sustainable.  
 
The factors that go into choosing a restoration project include the following: whether the area is unique 
and possibly harboring rare or endangered species, whether the addition of that parcel would reunite 
previously fragmented land parcels, the long-term management costs for maintenance and continued 
restoration to a "natural" state, the costs necessary for implementing the plan, the utility of the land to the 
local people and whether they would support the land conversion, and lastly whether the habitat that 
would be created would significantly increase local endemic biodiversity.  
 
An example of a thus far successful restoration project is currently being performed in the Brazilian Mâta 
Atlantica by the Instituto de Pesquisas Ecologicas (IPÊ). Until recently, the Atlantic forest stretched 
undisturbed along the entire southern coast of Brazil and housed many thousands of endemic species. 
However, this forest is also greatly valued because of its value as farmland. As such, the Mâta Atlantica is 
among the most endangered ecosystems around the world, with less than 7% of its original forest 
remaining.  
 
In western São Paulo near the Morro do Diabo state park, where most of the forest was cleared for ranch 
lands in the middle 20th century, IPÊ is creating corridors that will connect the remaining fragments. 
These corridors are vital for species conservation in smaller fragments. To replant these corridors, IPÊ is 
using native plants that are useful for both the native animals as well as for the subsistence farmers living 
near the corridors.  
 
The hope is that these corridors will play a crucial part in preserving the intact forest that remains, to help 
feed the locals and thereby increase the value that they place on intact forests, as well as to create novel 
relatively representative habitat. This is an ambitious and well-designed project. All involved have their 
fingers crossed for its success. 
 
 





A critique that has been levied against each of the above approaches is that ecosystems are dynamic 
and ever changing. This critique says that in their efforts to retain or restore the most recent ecological 
situation, conservation biologists are attempting to keep alive something that perhaps should be allowed 
to pass away naturally. This is particularly important, as it will happen eventually, irrespective of what we 
do. 
 
Human intervention in nature will not lessen in the future. Because we are the reason why these lands 
were degraded in the first place, these critics argue that to ignore that fact will lead to a waste of much 
money and energy. Humans are part of ecology. We need to learn how to live with it better than we have.  
 
In addition to human-caused depredations of nature, there are many natural environmental disruptions. 
Environmental catastrophes such as hurricanes, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and others, happen 
periodically and dramatically alter the local ecology. Changes in ecological systems need to be 
accommodated and lived with, rather than fought. Ecosystems that we think of as being naturally present 
are not permanent.  
 
The argument that our efforts to conserve, preserve, or restore nature are merely our attempt to cling 
tenaciously to an outmoded or unnatural ecosystem and we are trying to retain something that is not 
worth preserving is an interesting one. It is also a value judgment. There may not be one right answer to 
that argument and perhaps maybe we shouldn't even try to answer it.  
 
What do you think?  
 
You are the future of conservation biology. Become actively involved in shaping some of the future of 
conservation biology. Even if you are not a science major you can have tremendous influence in the 
shaping the preservation, in determining the location of, and possibly also in determining the design of 






Quammen, David. 1996. The Song of the Dodo: Island Biogeography in an Age of Extinction. Simon and 
Schuster Inc. Pp. 409-447 
 
 
Field Sites  
 
27 Natural areas within 6 Manhattan parks – Central (6), Morningside (5), Riverside (3), High Bridge (3), 
Fort Tryon (3), and Inwood (7).  
 
What comprises a natural area will be thought to be a contiguous area with forest cover that is 
surrounded and delimited by inhospitable matrix areas that are regularly disturbed or determined by 
human activities.  
 
There are between three and seven natural areas, or experimental sites, within each Manhattan park. 
These experimental sites are separated from the other sites by matrix that could include mowed grass, 
paved or unpaved roads, paved walking paths, stone walls, baseball fields, or playground areas. 
 
Because of this nested experimental design, comparisons can be made using either site-level or park-
level data – meaning sites can be compared to each other (including data from all parks) or parks can be 












Park Site Ave St Landmark W Coord N Coord 
Central 1 CPW 77 Light 7635/bench 73° 58.233’ 40° 46.698’ 
Central 2 CPW 77 Y tree/trails/T split 73° 58.217’ 40° 46.667’ 
Central 3 CPW 77 Azalea Pond 73° 58.161’ 40° 46.625’ 
Central 4 CPW 77 Boathouse rocks 73° 58.149’ 40° 46.543’ 
Central 5 CPW 108 Blockhouse 73° 57.345’ 40° 47.900’ 
Central 6 CPW 108 Light #21 73° 57.381’ 40° 47.789’ 
Morningside 1 Morningside 110 
Black locust tree & 
lamppost 73° 57.635’ 40° 48.137’ 
Morningside 2 Morningside 114 
Labeled Siberian elm & 
row of stones, 
perpendicular to the elm 73° 57.566’ 40° 48.276’ 
Morningside 3 Morningside 116 
Carl Schurz Monument - 
column on right, bottom of 
stairs - Lamppost & 
Londonplane tree 73° 57.558’ 40° 48.332’ 
Morningside 4 Morningside 120 Crack below lamppost 73° 57.404’ 40° 48.501’ 
Morningside 5 Morningside 120 
Lamppost between 2 
Londonplane trees 73° 57.435’ 40° 48.502’ 
Riverside 1 Riverside 116 Entrance to sanctuary 73° 57.971’ 40° 48.575’ 
Riverside 2 Riverside 120 Fence/Forever Wild 73° 57.903’ 40° 48.682’ 
Riverside 3 Riverside 120 Tennis courts 73° 57.908’ 40° 48.713’ 
Highbridge 1 Amsterdam 172 Guardrail and labeled 
black locust tree 
73° 56.045’ 40° 50.509’ 
Highbridge 2 Amsterdam 181 Arched over pass and 
antique lamppost 
73° 55.795’ 40° 50.840’’ 
Highbridge 3 Amsterdam 
(Ft George 
Hill) 
Dyckman  Guardrail and streetlights 73° 55.503’ 40° 51.614’ 
Fort Tryon 1 HH Pkwy N Riverside 3way split/light 73° 55.830’ 40° 51.964’ 
Fort Tryon 2 HH Pkwy N Riverside Arch/light 73° 55.899’ 40° 51.747’ 
Fort Tryon 3 HH Pkwy N Riverside Arch/light 73° 55.889’ 40° 51.745’ 
Inwood 1 HH Pkwy N 217 Shorakapok Rock 73° 55.401’ 40° 52.461’ 
Inwood 2 HH Pkwy N 217 Toll Admin Bldg 73° 55.392’ 40° 52.552’ 
Inwood 3 HH Pkwy N 216 Path/Area Closed fence 73° 55.539’ 40° 52.464’ 
Inwood 4 HH Pkwy N 216 Pathway/Trail/Clearing 73° 55.562’ 40° 52.398’ 
Inwood 5 Payson 215 Fallen tree/Path/Buildings 73° 55.430’ 40° 52.208’ 
Inwood 6 Seaman 215 Clearing/Stairs 73° 55.433’ 40° 52.289’ 
Inwood 7 Seaman 215 
Glaciers in 
















Potential theories to address during field exercise (these and similar are to be generated by students) 
 
j. Does the shape of an area contribute to the local biodiversity?  
a. Geometry is key 
b. Compare areas with high to low surface to volume ratios  
c. Need to standardize total area, distance from source pools 
k. Does size of an area influence local biodiversity?  
a. Size is key 
b. Compare large vs. small areas  
c. Need to standardize geometry & distance from source pools 
l. Does distance of an area from a source pool influence local biodiversity?  
a. Distance from large source pool is key 
b. Compare near vs. far areas  
c. Need to standardize geometry & size of area 
m. Does increasing biodiversity in one trophic level correspond to a similar level of biodiversity in 
other trophic levels? 
a. Compare within each sampling location 
b. Correlate plant and animal biodiversity to determine whether plant and animals 
exactly correlate in biodiversity 
n. Are edge effects important in determining local biodiversity? 
a. Compare samples from the edges of land parcels versus the interiors of these 
parcels 
b. Does biodiversity differ at the edges versus interior? 
c. Comparisons across parcel size may be useful 
o. Do the above questions differ in urban versus rural ecosystems? 
a. Could compare our work with that collected previously by other researchers 
i. Tie in this work into the larger research community 
b. Could be that urban ecosystems do not manifest impacts of the above questions 





Science basics that are applicable across scientific disciplines that can be addressed using this field 
exercise 
  
10. Scientific method 
a. Questioning & explaining natural world 
b. Hypothesis design 
i. Null versus alternative hypotheses 
c. Data collection 
d. Hypothesis testing 
e. Data interpretation 
11. Experimental design 
a. Randomization 
b. Dependent and independent variables 
c. Control group versus Baseline data versus Manipulation or Treatment group 
12. Experimental design of correlative experiments 
a. Correlational versus experimental or manipulative science 
b. Cross-sectional data (one-time sampling) versus Longitudinal data (repeated sampling 
over several time-slices or years) 
13. Replication importance 




15. Statistical basics 
a. Probability 
b. Rejection of null hypothesis 
16. Internal and external validity 
17. Research ethics 







1. 1 iPaq Pocket PC per group 
2. 1 Litter sifter basket per group 
3. 5 envelopes per group 
4. 2 Aspirators (black stopper with two silver tubes and one rubber tube) per group 
5. 3 Clear vials per group 
6. 2 large (11 x 16) white sheets of paper that have been taped together (to make a single 22 x 16 
sheet) per group 
7. 4m length of string per group 
8. Plant Identification collection with photos of all species – one per group 
9. Leather gloves (if desired – students will have to bring their own) 
10. View the two online demonstration videos before your day in the field. 
a. Estimating Biodiversity Using the Quadrat Method: 
http://kola.cc.columbia.edu:8080/ramgen/itcmedia/cerc/quadrat.rm 
b. Using an Aspirator: http://kola.cc.columbia.edu:8080/ramgen/itcmedia/cerc/aspirator.rm  
c. Both of these videos are available from the Summer Ecosystem Experiences for 





Methodology upon Arrival to the Desired Site 
 
1. Before leaving the on-campus Check-in Station, make certain that you have all watched the two 
demonstration videos and that you have the field equipment from numbers 1-8 above. 
2. Be certain that you have gone into the site the proper number of meters from the edge 
a. Use the 4m string to determine the distance into the site you should go 
b. Double the string over to determine 2m distance  
c. You will only be censusing at no more than two edge distances 
d. However, collectively with the class as a whole we will have groups censusing at the 
following distances: 0m, 2m, 4m, 10m, and 20m from the edge of the fragment 
3. Lay down the string into a 1m x 1m square test quadrat that encompasses only desired habitat 
a. Do not step inside the quadrat 
b. Try to disturb the plants and leaf litter inside and near the quadrat as little as possible 
when placing the string so as to not chase away the ants 
c. If you need, you can thread the string through the shoots of understory plants 
d. “Desired habitat” is any habitat that is not paved, does not contain a tree trunk, or similar 
objects that would diminish the amount of habitat for ground-dwelling ants and plants 
e. Keep the string arranged into a square as much as possible so as to standardize the area 
to be sampled  
4. Survey the plants within the test quadrat 
a. Do not step or otherwise trample inside the quadrat  
i. Best to do all work on your knees, leaning into the quadrat from around the 
edges 




i. 2 Surveyors – finds all of the understory plants that are in the quadrat 
ii. 1 Identifier – identifies all plants to species using the plant photo guide, in 
conjunction with surveyors and recorder 
iii. 1 Recorder – enters data into the iPaq 
c. Include in your counts only the plants that are rooted within the quadrat 
i. Do not count plants that are rooted elsewhere but leaning over the quadrat 
d. Collectively assess the understory plants in the quadrat 
i. Understory plants – essentially means all plants that are not trees 
1. Includes small leafy annuals, leafy herbaceous perennials (those that 
resprout each year), vines, ivies, and small woody shrub-like plants 
ii. How many species do you see? 
iii. How many individuals per species do you see? 
e. If it facilitates identification, you may pluck a few leaves or the end of a branch from a 
plant 
i. Be careful not to excessively damage the plants 
f. Ignore plants that are smaller than two inches high 
i. These are typically young plants that have just germinated 
ii. Usually very difficult to identify to species as they have not yet differentiated 
g. If you have questions as to what species a certain plant individual belongs 
i. Collect as much of the plant as possible  
ii. Put it into an envelope and label the envelope with your group name and quadrat 
name and number 
iii. Bring it back to CU and give it to the person collecting the iPaqs 
h. Enter the data into the iPaq 
i. Use the separate instruction guide for using eBiome on the iPaq 
5. Survey the ants within the test quadrat 
a. Spread out the large sheets of paper on a nearby flat and even surface  
i. Pavement or trails work best for this 
b. Define group roles for collecting the ant data for this quadrat (again, be certain to try a 
different role in the next quadrat) 
i. 2 Aspirators – aspirates insects off the paper using the aspirator – aspirators 
need to be prepared and be quick about capturing the ants, as they move 
quickly! 
ii. 1 Picker – picks up the litter and places the litter into the sifter and then looks for 
ants on the sheet 
iii. 1 Sifter – gently shakes the litter in the sifter to allow the ants to fall onto the 
paper sheet 
c. Picker and Sifter could put on gloves, if desired 
d. Mentally divide the quadrat into 6 portions, but do not touch or otherwise disturb the litter 
yet 
i. You will pick up, sift, and collect the ants from each of the 6 portions sequentially 
ii. In a moment, you will quickly pick up all of the litter and then sift it 
1. Litter is: loose leaves, leaf parts, and anything else loose on top, down to 
the more densely compacted soil  
e. In an area 1m away from and outside of the test quadrat – try a test run first on a similar 
area to one of the 6 portions  
i. Aspirator procedure:  
1. Check that the aspirator is correctly set up 
a. Rubber tube should be connected to the other end of the short 
silver pipe with the filter 
b. The filter should completely cover the end of the short silver pipe 
c. The two bent ends of the silver pipes should be facing in 
opposite directions 
d. The longer silver pipe without the rubber tube should be pushed 




e. Gently put the clear vial onto the narrow end of the black rubber 
stopper, being careful not to push it on so much as to break the 
plastic  
i. If the plastic is cracked, use a different one 
2. Put the end of the rubber tube in your mouth (these have been sanitized 
before your use) 
3. Point the silver pipe at the ant that you want to collect 
a. Be quick about this as ants move fast! 
4. Inhale into your mouth sharply, suddenly, and quickly  
a. Best results come when you quickly inhale rather than using a 
slow draw 
b. This works because you create a vacuum in the vial by sucking 
in, this vacuum is then alleviated by pulling in air through the end 
of the silver pipe 
c. You will not inhale any insects because of the protective filter in 
the vial 
5. The ant will be in your clear vial 
a. Check to make certain that the ant has actually been collected 
b. If not, then find the ant on the paper and retry to capture it 
6. When you are not activity collecting, keep your finger over the end of the 
silver pipe to prevent any errant ants from escaping from the aspirator 
ii. Sifter holds sifter basket over the paper sheet  
iii. Picker gently picks up all the litter in the quadrat portion and then quickly and 
delicately places it into the sifter 
1. Pick up the litter without disturbing the litter in surrounding portions 
iv. Sifter gently shakes the basket back and forth a few inches over the sheet and 
gently tosses the litter within the sifter to free any ants from the litter 
v. As the Sifter is shaking the basket, the Aspirator and Spotter search for and 
collect all of the ants sifted out of the litter using the aspirator 
1. Sifter should pause periodically to allow the Aspirator and Spotter to 
search for ants 
2. If you pause and do not see any ants on the sheet three times in a row, 
then you are done with that portion and can move on 
vi. Once you have finished collecting all of the ants from all of the litter from this test 
portion, take the plastic vial off of the rubber stopper of the aspirator and release 
the ants by inverting the vial and tapping the bottom 
f. Repeat the above procedure for portion #1 in your quadrat 
g. Without removing the vial, keep collecting all of the ants from all 6 portions of the test 
quadrat 
i. If you pause in your collecting during the 6 portions, make certain that the 
aspirator is upright and stable 
1. If it falls, then ants could crawl out of the long silver pipe without the 
rubber tube and escape from the aspirator 
h. When you have finished collecting the ants from all 6 portions of that quadrat – cap the 
vial as follows: 
i. Hold the aspirator upright 
ii. Make certain that the vial is solidly on the stopper 
iii. Tap on the top of the vial gently but persistently so that the ants are knocked off 
the sides of the vial and accumulate on the bottom of the vial 
iv. In one quick motion, take the stopper off the vial and solidly put on the white cap 
v. Keep the ants in the vial 
vi. Label the white cape of the vial with your group name and quadrat name and 
number using a pen 
vii. Repeat this for both vials at this site 
i. Bring the labeled vials back to CU and give them to the person collecting the iPaqs 




k. Put all of the collecting materials into the bag 
i. Check the list at the top of the first page to make certain that you have all 
equipment 
ii. Carefully coil up the string to prevent it from knotting 
iii. Be careful not to crack the vials 
6. Repeat the above procedures for your other site in this park 





Implementation Timeline of project (Dates for completion) 
1. Design experiment and implementation plan (May) 
2. Choice of field sites and study organisms (mid-July) 
3. Characterization of field sites (late July) 
4. Creation of reference collections (early August) 
5. Draft form of eBiome and back-end data management strategy (early August) 
6. Draft form of Instructor and Student Guides (early August) 
7. Creation of directions to each field site (mid-August) 
8. Field testing and revision of eBiome and back-end data management strategy (late August) 
a. We have students available from the Frontiers student advisory group for testing 
9. Field testing and revision of Instructor and Student Guides (late August) 
10. Creation of data analysis syntax for SPSS (late August) 
11. Training of instructors, proctors, and TAs (early September) 
12. Presentation of project to students in discussion sections (second week of class, 20-24 
September) 
13. Data collection (24, 25, 26 September and 1, 2, 3 October) 
a. Four students per team, all from the same discussion section 
i. Ideally with one seasoned New Yorker and one science major or person 
interested in science per group 
b. 22 teams per day will venture out 
c. Four hours per team 
d. Two time slots each day: 9-1 and 2-6 PM 
14. Data consolidation and analyses by James Danoff-Burg (4-8 October) 
15. Lecture presentation of theories and concepts in class by Don Melnick (11, 18, 25 October) 
16. Write-up and consolidation of activity (late November) 





Staffing: people involved who have been involved and their organizational affiliation 
1. Experimental design and implementation plan: Don Melnick & James Danoff-Burg – E3B, CERC 
2. Integration into Frontiers of Science curriculum: Don Melnick, Justin Wright, James Danoff-Burg – 
E3B, CERC 
3. Oversight of field preparations: James Danoff-Burg – E3B, CERC 
4. Field preparations: James Danoff-Burg, Sara Scovronick, Tamara Muruetagoiena, Nok Chhun, 
Melissa Child, Lisa Masi, Noah Scovronick – E3B, CERC 
5. Editing of eBiome and back end data consolidation: Ryan Kelsey – CCNMTL; James Danoff-Burg 
- E3B, CERC 
6. Creation of demonstration videos for online streaming: Stephanie Ogden – CCNMTL; James 
Danoff-Burg – E3B, CERC 
7. Training of instructors, proctors, TAs for field implementation: James Danoff-Burg – E3B, CERC; 
Ryan Kelsey – CCNMTL 
8. Data consolidation and analysis: James Danoff-Burg – E3B, CERC; Ryan Kelsey – CCNMTL 










Task Allocation between CCNMTL and E3B/CERC: 
 
Tasks that have been performed by CCNMTL staff: 
 
• Handheld application research and development 
• Database research and development 
• Data synchronization research and development 
• Data export to SPSS/ArcGIS research and development 
• Handheld software installation 
• Data synchronization/export software installation at the designated handheld station 
• Training of CERC staff on all of the above including documentation 
• Assistance in training of Frontiers staff on handheld use 
 
Tasks that have been performed by E3B/CERC staff: 
 
• Curriculum/Experimental Design 
• Training of Frontiers staff on all aspects of experiment other than handheld use 
• Setup of handheld station for experiment weekends 
• Coverage of the handheld station during experiment weekends  









Weekly Individual Assessment (WIA) Example from Professor Skull (2006) 
Potential discussion questions for Earth Science Unit Seminar 1: 
Feel free to use or ignore the questions from this list. Modify them or replace them with your 
own as you see fit. Share ideas at the Courseworks Development site discussion board. From 
past instructor experience, 2 or 3 questions are probably sufficient for an assignment. Six are 
provided here with detailed answers. 
 
1.) The Kring and Durda article mentions that 70 billion tons of soot from the fires at the K/T 
event are distributed over the entire globe. How do you think this number was determined? How 
precise is this number? How accurate do you think this number is? (see Habits, Chapter 1, 
sections 15-19) Can you put this number in perspective using a back-of-the-envelope calculation 
(see Habits, Chapter 4)? 
 
[This particular statistic is on the first page of the Kring and Durda article.] The article mentions 
that microscopic soot is found in K-T layer sediments “in various locations around the world” -- 
i.e., within discrete sediment cores and outcrops of rock in a few of the accessible portions of the 
world. From the passage in Habits, students should realize that the number is not very precise – 
there is only one significant figure. The number is most certainly not accurate to better than an 
order of magnitude. Instructors should probably be prepared with their own back-of-the-envelope 
perspective on 70 billion tons... 
 
2.) Do you think it would be easier to reconstruct a detailed picture of the effects of the K-T 
event on plants or on animals? Why? This question is an opportunity to focus attention on what a 
fossil is... and how rare they are. Students should realize that there are a lot more plants than 
large animals... and certainly a lot more plant pollen/spores than individual vertebrate animals. 
So, plant pollen has more of a chance of being captured in sediment. Pollen is tough, too. Unless 
bones are buried very quickly (in a catastrophic mudslide, for example) they are often broken 
down and destroyed before they can be preserved. 
 
3.) Both of the Scientific American papers present lines of evidence supporting a meteorite 
impact as the primary cause of the K-T event. What do you consider to be the strongest 
evidence? Why? 
 
The bulk of the evidence is presented in the Becker paper, and summarized on p. 80 of that 
article. Evidence such as soot, shocked quartz, and disfigured rocks could indicate both volcanic 
eruptions and extraterrestrial impactors; iridium and trapped gases in fullerenes are the most 
compelling evidence of an extraterrestrial source. Students should also recognize – either in their 
written answers or in an in-class discussion – that this evidence is seen globally, at many 
locations, at the same time in the rock record. [Please note that this question is a good lead-in for 
the Case Study activity based on the Vadja and McLouglin1 article.] 
 
4.) Which is most improbable: you winning the New York State lottery with 6/6 numbers drawn 




(http://www.bsu.edu/news/article/0,1370,-1019-909,00.html), or the Earth being struck by an 
asteroid in the next 100 years? For more information on the likelihood of winning the lottery, see 
Habits, Chapter 1, sections 68-72. 
 
Using either Habits or the “Lotto Genie” webpage, the odds of winning the lottery are around 
1:5,000,000. The Ball State website states that an individual has approximately a 2% (1:50) 
chance of being audited by the IRS in a given year. The sidebar on page 82 of the Becker article 
states that the odds of a near-Earth asteroid collision are approximately 1:5,000. [Please note that 
this question provides a good opportunity to discuss many issues from the first two chapters of 
Habits.] 
 
5.) On the figure on page 79 of the Becker article, are meteorite impacts events well correlated to 
extinction events? Explain. Are volcanic impacts? Explain. Should “causation” be inferred from 
this figure alone? Explain why or why not. (See Habits, Chapter 6 for a discussion of causation 
and correlation). The figure shows (and the text emphasizes) that meteorite impact evidence is 
present at the three of the five major mass extinctions, although some of this evidence is 
“unconfirmed.” It does appear that the largest craters (i.e., the largest meteorites) are 
contemporaneous with such events. For volcanic eruptions, the correlation is less well defined. 
Note that some mass extinctions have no obvious correlation to either a crater or a volcanic 
event. Conversely, not all craters or volcanic eruptions have associated extinction events. 
Although the rest of the paper reviews the evidence which strongly suggests a causative 
relationship between the Chicxhulub impact and the K-T extinction, this causative relationship 
cannot be inferred from the plot. Instructors might also note that Becker’s own work with the 
Bedout impact crater in northwestern Australia has been rated as the “#10 top science story of 
2004” (out of 100) in Discover magazine’s January 2005 (v26, n1) issue. This crater, associated 
with the 250 Ma “Great Dying” mass extinction is noted as “unconfirmed” on the pg. 79 plot of 
Becker’s 2002 Scientific American article. 
 
As an in-seminar follow up to this question, instructors could mention that there is still some 
controversy regarding the impact as cause of the K-T extinctions. A 1-page “News and Analysis” 
from Scientific American (March 2001, pg. 19; available from Courseworks as an optional 
reading) discusses a possible tie between the Chicxhulub impact and the Deccan Traps eruption: 
impact triggers a huge eruption on the other side of the world; and the gases and material ejected 
from the eruption is primarily responsible for the mass extinction. Or, Chicxhulub could have 
nothing to do with it – the eruption could have happened independently and concurrently. Both, 
one, or neither may relate to the mass extinction event. 
 
6.) Scientific American articles are aimed towards an educated, but still non-expert reader. 
Although the articles for today present evidence to justify claims such as “By now it is common 
knowledge that [an impact caused the K-T extinction]” and “impact is notorious as the cause of 
the [K-T extinction],” what are the dangers of this type of phrasing in, for example, a newspaper 
article? What are the dangers of this type of phrasing or thought within the scientific 
community? In a newspaper, the perception of black-and-white absolute certainty can mislead 
the public into thinking that scientific ideas are unchangeable once established, and that 
something is “proven” when there only might be a convergence of evidence. The danger remains 




“find” evidence or twist their results to support existing popular theories. The opposite of this 
effect are paradigm shifts. [Instructors should note that a discussion of “What is science?” is 
covered in Habits, Chapter 7.] Examples of “absolute certainty” entrenched in the scientific 
community are many.... Philosopher/scientists in the Aristotelian tradition “knew” that planetary 
motion was tied to the “perfect” shapes of crystal spheres and regular solids. Even Kepler – for 
years! – tried to reconcile this “knowledge” with his empirical observations before finally 
allowing himself to move into the unknown. 
